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1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The development of blind children shows selective lags in perceptual as well as motor 

domains compared to the development of sighted children. As to the motor domain, these 

differences have to do with posture control and the initiation of active movements. Blind 

babies sit, stand and walk at later ages than sighted children. Other differences have to do with 

the use of the arm-hand system. Blind babies have difficulties in the crossing of the 

body-midline (Warren, 1994), and blind babies reach later toward objects than sighted babies 

(Bigclow, 1986). Later in life, differences mainly concern spatial performance: compared to 

sighted children, congenitally bünd children perform worse on spatial tasks (McLinden, 1988). 

It may be hard to uphold that every aspect of the blind child's development is directly caused 

by absence of vision. However, at the same time it cannot be denied that absence of the 

facilitating role of visual information in many domains of development must be reflected in the 

blind child's development. Why is motor development hindered by the absence of vision? 

According to the theory of perception-action coupling (Warren, 1990), actions are 

controlled by information, and actions provide information. In the present thesis it is assumed 

that differences in development between blind and sighted children are connected to the 

information they have available to control their actions, and the information that is provided by 

their actions. In the absence of visual information, both the information that is available to 

control actions and the information that is provided by actions is less optimal in several 

respects, which will be elaborated in later sections of this introduction. As a consequence, if we 

could find means to enhance the information that is available to blind infants, this could have 

important consequences for their development. 

In this thesis, the focus is on the information that is available for manual movements. 

Specifically, the possible role of texture as a means to enhance the information available to the 
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haptic system is investigated. Given the nature of the experiments, which represent the first 

attempts in this relatively unexplored field of research, there was a need to focus both on basic 

mechanisms of touch in haptic space perception mediated by texture and on more applied 

questions with respect to the development of blind children. Thus, the experiments entail both 

fundamental research with blindfolded sighted adults and applied research with blind children 

of various ages. As such, the studies presented in this thesis have relevance to various fields of 

investigation. First, there is relevance to the practical field of stimulation of exploration in blind 

children. Second, the studies may contribute to the field of sensory integration: in essence, we 

examine the integration of the cutaneous and the kinesthetic subsystems of touch. Third, the 

studies have implications for the understanding of experiments that been done on haptic 

perception in small-scale space, in which the role of surface-texture is largely ignored. Fourth, 

a possible profit exists for the field of the design of tangible graphics, and perhaps indirectly to 

the teaching of spatial characteristics to the blind. Finally, the general question is explored of 

what makes stimulation into information. Some of these issues will be briefly mentioned in this 

introduction and in the general discussion at the end of the thesis I will come back to these 

issues. 

The 'double' focus of this thesis may not at first seem obvious. The research presented 

here is the result of several choices; (1) the choice to focus on touch and not on other senses, 

especially audition; (2) the choice to focus on texture as a means to convey information, and 

especially gradient textures; (3) the choice of surfaces as a medium to present texture; (4) the 

choice to not only investigate blind children of various ages, but also blindfolded sighted 

adults. The reasons for these choices will be stated in this introduction. First however, aspects 

of the development of congenitally blind infants that were the startingpoint of the studies will 

be outlined. 

1.2 The development of congenitally blind children 

People who work with blind infants, tend to emphasize their passive exploratory attitude 

(OTJonnel & Livingston, 1991). Compared to sighted infants, blind infants show selective lags 

in gross-motor development. Adelson and Fraiberg (1977) found that blind infants have 

difficulty with skills that have to do with self-initiated mobility, such as walking and crawling. 
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Tröster and Brambring (1993) identified posture control as the underlying factor in these lags. 

In general, blind infants are also delayed in their reaching towards objects. Tröster and 

Brambring (1993) argued that especially the control of reaching movements poses difficulties 

for blind infants. Firstly, the position of an object, unless it is in direct contact with the body, is 

not accurately specified. Secondly, the infant has only information about success or failure of a 

reaching movement when the hand actually touches the object. Reaches that come in the 

vicinity of the object but in which no actual contact is made provide no information for further 

reaches. From this viewpoint, it is not surprising that blind infants start reaching first to objects 

that are in actual physical contact with their body (Bigelow, 1986; 1992). In this case the 

position of the object is constantly and accurately specified. Reaching on the basis of sound 

alone comes much later, toward the end of the first year of life. Before this time, sound seems 

to signal events for the blind infant, but it does not use the sound to reach or to orient itself. 

On the basis of a meta-analysis McLinden (1988) showed that congenitally blind (- blind 

from birth) persons generally perform worse on spatial tasks than either adventitiously blind 

(people who become blind later in life) or sighted persons. Similarly, children with even a small 

amount of vision perform better on spatial tasks than totally blind children (Warren, 1994). 

These differences in performance are true both for small-scale space, space that is explored by 

hand, and for large scale space, space that is explored by foot (Barber & Lederman, 1988). 

These differences in performance show that development of spatial perception is strongly 

influenced by early presence of visual information, and that even a small amount of visual 

information makes a difference. What does the spatial behavior of blind children, compared to 

sighted children, look like? 

In the literature on spatial orientation, ego-centric orientation is distinguished from 

allocentric orientation. Ego-centric means that positions in space are perceived with reference 

to the own body and with reference to the movements that are made to reach these positions. 

Allocentric means that positions in space are perceived in relation to other positions in space. 

Congenitally blind children tend to rely on ego-centric, movement based means of perceiving 

positions in space, and often fail to incorporate external references. Millar (1994) argued that a 

movement based perception of space depends on the information the child has available. Even 

sighted children and adults show movement based perception of space when information about 

external references fails. For example, if one is lost in an unknown city, one backtracks the 
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route one has taken. 

13 The role of the visual system 

Development is different in the absence of vision. Not surprisingly, the areas in which 

the blind infant shows differences compared to sighted infants, posture control, reaching, and 

spatial perception, are strongly connected to the visual system in sighted children. Researchers 

on blindness such as Warren (1994) stress that it is too simple to blame every aspect of 

development of the congenitally, totally blind child on absence of visual information. For 

example, blind children often find themselves in an environment that does not allow active 

exploration. Moreover, important though vision may be, senses such as touch and audition also 

allow for the exploration of the environment. Identifying one single cause, such as absence of 

visual information, means a disregard of the rich interplay of multiple and indistinguishable 

'causes' of development. On the other hand, a remark like 'blind infants have less opportunities 

to explore the environment' points in a circular way back to absence of visual information. The 

same environment that does not allow active exploration for a blind infant, may easily allow 

active exploration for a sighted infant. 

In line with the ecological approach to perception and action I suggest that the visual 

system continuously provides the observer with precise and extensive information of his 

position with respect to the environment, of the elements of the environment with respect to 

himself, and of the elements of the environment with respect to each other (Gibson, 1979). The 

visual system thus provides an integration of both egocentric and allocentric information. This 

allows, for example, the timing of movements, such as in reaching towards an object. The 

information provided by sensory systems like touch or audition are more limited in this respect. 

This will be illustrated by two examples, concerning spatial perception and reaching. 

In their review of the literature on auditory localization, Middlebrooks and Green (1993) 

show that it is very difficult to perceive the distance of a sound-source unless the nature of the 

source is known. With vision, distance to a surface in the environment is directly specified, for 

example by texture gradients. Pick and Palmer (1986) and especially Rieser (1990) stressed the 

role of perspective structure specified by the optic flow field in spatial perception. That is, the 

optical patterns of visual flow on the retina that come into being as a perceiver moves his head 
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or moves through the environment specify his relation with respect to the environment, and the 

relations of the elements of the environment with respect to each other. These kinds of 

perspective transformations that specify the relation of the observer to the environment are 

mostly absent in touch and audition. For example, as the hand moves towards a sounding 

object there is nothing in the sound itself that specifies the relation between the hand and the 

object. As the hand moves across a surface towards an object, the relation between object and 

hand is not specified by the emerging tactual stimulation. 

Thelen, Corbetta, Kamm, Spencer, Schneider, and Zemicke (1993) found that sighted 

infants direct their gaze at the to-be-reached-to object, and not at their hands. In learning to 

reach, the reaching movements initially show a great deal of variability. On the basis of the 

reaches that the infant performs the infant adjusts its movements so that movement trajectories 

become smoother and the amount of successful reaches increases. Bullock and Grossberg 

(1990) presented a model of the development of reaching movements in sighted infants that fits 

well with the experimental data of Thelen et al. (1993). In their model, infants go through a 

'motor babbling' stage, in which the infant makes spontaneous movements towards an object. 

On the bases on these movements, the systems involved in reaching are attuned. The accurate 

specification of the object by the visual system is of the utmost importance in this process of 

tuning. If the position of the object is not accurately specified, selection of successful reaching 

movements, even when the hand touches the object, becomes very difficult. As is clear from 

the analysis of Tröster & Brambring (1993) the information that blind infants have available for 

their reaching movements does not allow this kind of tuning. 

From the literature presented in this section, it can be concluded that motor 

development of blind children is hindered because sensory systems like touch and audition do 

not keep the observer as sufficiently informed concerning his changing relation with respect to 

the environment as the visual system. Any attempt to enhance the information available to the 

blind child should focus on this characteristic. Perhaps the first system that comes to mind 

when thinking about enhancement of available information for the blind child is the auditory 

system. Sound can come from a great distance, like visual information. However, there are 

several reasons to focus on touch instead of audition. 

The first and most important reason is that, developmentally, blind infants seem to be 

more biased towards exploration on the basis of what they feel, than on the basis of what they 
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hear. For example, blind infants reach on the basis of tactual information long before they reach 

on the basis of sound. Secondly, even for adults, spatial specification provided by sound can 

pose difficulties. For example, it is difficult to distinguish sounds that come from straight 

behind from sounds that come from straight ahead (for an overview see Middlebrooks & 

Green, 1993). Thirdly, the merits of devices in which sound is given 'visual-like' properties, has 

not been shown. One such device is the sonic guide. This is a device, attached to the head, that 

transmits high-frequency sounds and responds to the reflections of these sounds. Through 

these reflections, positions of elements of the environment can be heard. Although blind infants 

can learn to use a sonic guide to a certain extent, exceptional improvements like those noted by 

Bower (1977) are rare and hard to replicate. A further, and more fundamental, critique on the 

sonic guide is that it prevents the child to use naturally occurring sound (Jansson, 1991). 

1.4 Touch 

This thesis deals with the sense of touch. What is touch? The sense of touch contains 

several submodalities. For the experiments described in this thesis, only cutaneous touch and 

kinesthesis are relevant. Cutaneous touch refers the awareness of changes in stimulation of the 

outer surface of the body by means of receptors in the skin and the associated nervous system. 

Kinesthesis refers to awareness of static and dynamic body posture on the basis of afferent 

information originating within the muscles, joint tendons, and by the vestibular system of the 

ear. 

Given the kinesthetic and cutaneous subsystems, perception by touch may be 

subdivided, depending on which subsystem is involved in perception. Tactile perception refers 

to perception mediated by the cutaneous system only (Loomis & Lederman, 1986). For 

example, a pure case of tactile perception is the moving of an object across the skin. Dynamic 

touch or kinesthetic touch refers to perception mediated by the kinesthetic system only. For 

example, in wielding a rod, the length of the rod is specified by the moment of inertia. Tactual 

or haptic perception refers to perception mediated by both kinesthetic and cutaneous sources 

of information. A prototypical example would be the exploration of objects (Lederman & 

Klatzky, 1987). In manually manipulating an object, its characteristics are specified both by 

cutaneous and kinesthetic sources of information. 
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The focus of this thesis is the role of texture in haptic space. Haptic space perception 

seems to be largely a matter of the kinesthetic subsystem, thus of kinesthetic touch. Haptic 

space, like visual space, has its' own biases and laws (Loomis & Lederman, 1986). The spatial 

capacities of the haptic system are considered to be poor, at least in comparison to the visual 

system. Perception of texture on the other hand seems to be largely a matter of the cutaneous 

subsystem of touch, thus a case of tactile perception. For discrimination of texture, it makes no 

difference whether the fingers are moved across the texture or whether the texture is moved 

across the finger (Loomis & Lederman, 1986). Thus, presence or absence of kinesthetic 

stimulation does not influence perception of texture. This assumption is corroborated by 

neurological studies (Johnson & Hsiao, 1992). 

1.5 Why use textured surfaces? 

Why use textured surfaces as a means to enhance the information available for touch? In 

the first place, texture may be structured to convey tactual information. For example, Schiff, 

Kaufer & Mosak (1966) designed a tactual arrow that feels smooth when the fingers move 

over it in the direction it is intended to represent. Indeed, texture is used widely in tangible 

graphics to distinguish different 'regions' of a graphic. Secondly, the haptic system seems to be 

especially sensitive to texture and texture differences (Heller, 1989; Sathian & Burton, 1991). 

Lederman & Klatzky (1987) even talk about a 'bias' of the haptic system in the direction of 

perception of substance characteristics like texture. Even young infants actively explore 

texture, and show behaviors specific to the exploration of texture-characteristics. Perception 

and discrimination of texture is a very robust phenomenon. Haptic discrimination of texture is 

as accurate as, or even more accurate than visual texture discrimination. Discrimination of 

texture is constant across a wide range of scanning velocities (Lederman, 1974). 

The choice of textures implies the choice of surfaces to present texture. The surfaces of 

interest in the experiments are flat extended surfaces, such as those used in the experiments of 

small-scale space, what Gibson (1979) called sheets. Objects also have surfaces, but objects do 

not allow extended hand movements across the surfaces constituting the object. Sheets on the 

other hand extend in space. The exploration of extended surfaces demands arm- and hand 

movements, in which the relative position between the hand and the body changes. In the case 
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of surfaces in small-scale space, Millar (1994) provided an analysis of the information that is 

available for a hand moving across a surface She argued that if the hand starts moving, there is 

no direct information of the original position of the hand, nor any direct specification of the 

relations of different positions with respect to each other. Similarly, Barber & Lederman 

(1988) argued that instead of the information directly available to the moving hand, people 

make use of what they called 'cognitive heuristics' to perceive positions in small-scale space 

Cognitive heuristics are rules that transform the information available in the task situation to 

some kind of spatial representation or anchorpoint. People use cognitive heuristics because the 

information that is available to the moving hand does not allow perceptual updating of the 

position of the hand relative to the surface 

Millars (1994) analysis is true if a hand moves over a smooth surface However, in 

manually moving across a surface, both kinesthetic and cutaneous stimulation anses. And the 

cutaneous stimulation that is obtained is different for different surface textures Surface texture 

thus provides a means to structure the arising cutaneous stimulation, and it is conceivable that 

textures may differ m the spatial information they provide. 

The idea of an influence of cutaneous stimulation in haptic space perception is contrary 

to common notions. In their handbook on human spatial orientation, Howard and Templeton 

(1966), completely leave out the cutaneous system (the tactile system in their terms), stating 

that there is no contribution of the cutaneous system to spatial orientation However, the 

tactual arrow designed by Schiff, Kaufer, and Mosak (1966) indicates that textures can be 

structured to convey spatial information The texture designed by Schiff et aL (1966) feels 

smooth in one direction and rough in the opposite direction. Thus, in this case, the cutaneous 

stimulation that anses as the hand moves over the arrow specifies the direction of movement. 

Very little is known about the possible role of cutaneous stimulation in the specification 

of spatial vanables, or on any biases that may occur in spatial perception as a hand moves over 

a texture. Only a few studies can be mentioned. Corsini and Pick (1969) found that compared 

to a smooth stimulus of equal length, fine textured stimuli are perceived as being longer, and 

coarse textured stimuli are perceived as being shorter. Harunen (1976) found that accuracy of 

length judgments were influenced by the preference of subjects for a texture. Finally, Hughes 

and Jansson (1994) used texture gradients to factually represent slant Perception of a gradient 

structure seems to be influenced only little by different movement speed profiles, and different 
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means of touching (direct vs. vibrotactile) (Hughes, 1997). However, apart from these studies, 

the role of texture in haptic space perception is largely neglected. Studies such as the 

experiments reported in this thesis can provide insight in how texture may be structured to 

enhance the tactually available spatial information, and how patterns of cutaneous stimulation 

interact with kinesthetic stimulation in haptic spatial perception. 

1.6 Texture information in small-scale space 

In the foregoing sections, terms like enhance, stimulation, and information were used. In 

this section, these terms will be elaborated with special reference to the information that is 

available to the haptic system in small scale space. 

Gibson (1979) was very clear in the distinction of stimulation versus information. The 

main difference is that stimulation, contrary to information, is not specific to its source. In a 

dense fog, light is detracted and reflected by the drops of moisture in the air. In this case there 

is light and thus visual stimulation. However, there is no specification. The visual stimulation 

does not specify the surfaces of the environment, nor the layout of the environment with 

respect to the observer. The light that enters the eye is similar for different regions of the 

environment. Without fog, the light that enters the eye is structured by the surfaces of the 

environment. These patterns of stimulation are what constitutes information. The patterns of 

stimulation may be described as a structured array that changes over time and that specifies its 

source (e.g., the surfaces of the environment). Sensory and motor information to control 

activities often comes in the form of gradients (Howard and Templeton, 1966). That is, gradual 

changes in sensory stimulation that specify some relation between the organism and the 

environment 

This view of information also has consequences for perception. Sensory information is 

rich and directly specifies properties of the environment. Thus, perception is not a reaction to 

sensory stimulation, but is an act of information pick up. The richness of sensory information is 

directly connected to the concept of affordance. Affordances refer to the possibilities of the 

environment for an organism. For example, an open door affords walking through. This 

affordance is directly specified by the patterns of optical stimulation on the retina. For example, 

for an approaching observer an opening is specified by a discontinuity in the looming pattern of 
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the frame of the door, and the surfaces which are visible through the door. An observer who is 

sensitive to these patterns of optical stimulation may engage his perceptual systems to pick up 

this information. For example, by actively creating the looming patterns that specify passing 

through. Given these views on information and perception, what can be said about the role of 

texture in small-scale space? 

As stated earlier, texture may be a potential means to enhance the information available 

to the haptic system in moving across a surface. What does enhance mean in this respect? In 

line with the earlier discussion on information versus stimulation, to enhance means to change 

the flux of cutaneous stimulation that is obtained by the hand in moving across the surface by 

providing a structured array that changes over time with the movement trajectory followed 

over the surface. How might this be achieved? 

First, consider a smooth texture without lumps or irregularities. The cutaneous 

sensations that arise in moving across such a surface may be compared to the visual sensations 

in a visual ganz-field, or the visual stimulation while walking through a fog. There may be a 

sensation of movement, but there is little in the stimulation itself about the environment to 

relate the movement to. Now consider a relatively homogeneous surface, as many surfaces in 

our environment are. With such a homogeneous texture, there may be stronger cutaneous 

sensations than with a smooth surface. HoUins, Faldowski, Rao, and Young (1993) found that 

perception of relative movement between the hand and a smooth surface is sometimes difficult. 

Besides the possible stronger sensations of movement, the cutaneous sensations that arise 

make it possible to relate the movement to characteristics of the texture. However, the 

cutaneous stimulation that is obtained is identical for different places on the surface. Thus, 

there is no specification of the changing position of the hand relative to the surface. 

A change in stimulation on a surface may be provided by a change in texture. If the 

hand moves over a surface with a texture that gradually changes across the surface, the 

cutaneous sensations that arise will specify the (changing) position of the hand relative to the 

surface. Such a texture may be called a tactual gradient texture. How might a gradient texture 

enhance the information available to the haptic system? The assumption is that a gradient 

texture may serve as a 'structured array that changes over time with the movement', thus as a 

source of information to the haptic system. The pick-up of this information presupposes 

movement between the hand and the surface. In this respect, a gradient texture is like any other 
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source of information: whether perception of the affordances provided by the gradient texture 

may occur depends on the activities of the observer. 

1.7. Overview of the studies. 

Lags in spatial and exploratory skills in young blind children are related to insufficient 

opportunities to anchor or scale their activities to a spatially well structured environment. The 

goal of the research presented in this thesis was to find means to enhance the haptic 

information that is availlable for blind children in small-scale space. Our basic assumption is 

that patterns of cutaneous stimulation, provided by surface textures, may serve as such a 

means. To investigate the possible contribution of cutaneous stimulation to the perception of 

haptic space, we compared performance and exploratory strategies on haptic spatial tasks with 

three different textures. A general hypothesis in all studies was that performance and 

exploratory strategies would differ according to texture. The reasoning behind this hypothesis 

was as follows: if the haptic system is sensitive to patterns of cutaneous stimulation in the 

perception of haptic space, performance on tasks which measure aspects of haptic spatial 

perception should be different on different textures. Likewise, if the haptic system is sensitive 

to patterns of cutaneous stimulation, and is directed at the pick-up of these patterns, different 

textures should provoke different manual movement patterns. 

In most of the studies of this thesis a particular smooth, a homogeneous, and a gradient 

texture were compared. The gradient texture consisted of two perpendicular crossing wave 

patterns going from one side to the other side of the surface. For each pattern, the wave 

distance gradually increased from one side to the other side, whereas wave height stayed the 

same. With this texture, the cutaneous stimulation obtained on touching the surface is in 

principle specific to the trajectories, distances and regions explored. The homogeneous texture 

also consisted of two perpendicular crossing wave patterns. However, with the 

homogeneneous texture there was neither a change in wave distance nor in wave height. The 

smooth texture did not contain any pattern or texure-elements. A more specific hypothesis in 

all studies was that exploratory strategies would be more advanced with a gradient texture, and 

that performance in haptic spatial tasks would be best with a gradient texture. This hypothesis 

was based on the assumption that the patterns of cutaneous stimulation provided by a gradient 
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texture would be more specific to manual movements made across the surface than the 

patterns of cutaneous stimulation provided by the homogeneous and the smooth texture. 

The studies with the textured surfaces fall into two large groups: studies with 

blindfolded sighted adults, and studies with blind children. 

The studies with blindfolded sighted adults were of a theoretical nature and especially 

focussed on the contribution of the cutaneous and kinesthetic systems to haptic spatial 

perception. These studies adress the question whether texture in principle could serve as a 

source of haptic spatial information, and provide the start of more fundamental knowledge that 

is needed to truly apply texture as a source of information for the blind. In these studies, 

adaptations of tasks from the literature on haptic space perception were used, plus some 

specifically designed tasks. Thus, in the studies with blindfolded sighted adults, the focus was 

on performance-related measures, and less on manual movement patterns used to the explore 

textures. In chapter 4, a distance and a location task were used, in which participants had to 

reproduce either the end-location of a straight line reference movement, or the distance moved 

during a straight line referent movement. Participants had to reproduce distances and locations 

on a gradient, a homogeneous, and a smooth texture. To accurately investigate the 

contribution of the patterns of cutaneous stimulation provided by the textures, additional 

kinesthetic sources of information were manipulated by introducing passive movement 

conditions, and conditions in which the movement speeds of the reference and the reproduction 

movement differed. In the experiments described in chapter 5, more complex tasks were used 

which allowed participants to sample a larger area of the textures. The tasks used were (1) a 

detour task, in which the participants had to move in a straight line to a position on a surface 

they had previously moved to via a detour, (2) an indirect detour task, in which a round 

textured surface was rotated beneath the finger of the participants and (3) a manual search 

task, in which the participants first had to find a position on a round surface, and then had to 

pinpoint this position after the surface had been rotated. In each of the three tasks, a gradient, a 

homogeneous, and a smooth texture were used 

The focus of the studies with the blind children was the influence of surface texture on 

the way a blind child explores and perceives haptic space. These studies were less theoretical in 

nature, but were more directed at the possible application of surface texture for blind children 

in the guidance of manual movements. To get a more comprehensive view of the influence of 
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surface texture for blind children, children of different ages were used. There was a study with 

blind babies, a study with blind preschoolers, and a study with blind elementary school 

children. In chapter 2, an experiment is described in which the haptic exploration that 8 

congenially blind infants showed with textured surfaces was investigated. This study was 

mainly directed at the manual movement patterns used to explore a texture. Exploration of a 

gradient texture was investigated in 5 consecutive two-weekly sessions and in a sixth session, 

exploration of the gradient texture was compared with the exploration of a homogeneous and a 

smooth texture. In chapter 6, an experiment is described with 10 8 to 12 year old partially and 

totally blind children. In this experiment, the performance in three haptic spatial task was 

compared on a homogeneous and a gradient texture. Thus, this study was more directed at 

performance related measures. The tasks used were: (1) a distance task, (2) a location task and 

(3) a detour task. In the experiment described in chapter 7, the manual search behavior of three 

congenitally blind 4 years old children was investigated. These children had to find positions on 

a round homogeneous and a round gradient texture, both in conditions with and in conditions 

without rotation. In this study, the focus was both on performance related measures and on 

characteristics of the manual movements across the textures. 

Besides these studies on texture-perception, there is one further study on haptic object 

exploration in congenitally blind infants, described in chapter 3. 
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Exploration of Surface-Textures in Congenitally Blind Infants 

Abstract 

The haptic exploratory procedures that 8 congenitally blind infants aged 8 to 24 months 

used to explore a gradient surface texture were investigated. Exploration of the gradient 

texture was examined over 5 sessions with 2 weeks between sessions, followed after 1 week by 

a sixth session, in which exploration of the gradient texture was compared to exploration of 

two other textures. Results showed that the infants have a wide range of exploratory strategies 

available and that the older infants can use these strategies in a specific manner. Results are 

discussed with reference to current ideas about the exploratory possibilities of congenitally 

blind infants. Use of texture in the stimulation of exploration of blind infants is discussed. 

Schellingerhout, R, Smitsman, A. W., & Van Galen, G. P. (1997). Exploration of surface-

textures in congenitally blind infants. Child: Care, Health, and Development, 23(3), 247-264. 
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2.1 Introduction 

There is a growing interest in haptic exploration in congenially blind infants. Firstly, thus 

interest is motivated by theoretical questions, concerning the development of the haptic system 

in the absence of vision. Secondly, this interest stems from practical questions. The haptic 

system is an important means for the blind infant to get to know its environment. Given the 

importance of early exploration in general (Ruff, McCarton, Kurtzberg, & Vaughan, 1984; 

Gibson, 1987), questions may be asked whether and how information gathering by means of 

haptic exploration may be stimulated. These theoretical and practical questions are related. If 

we want to find ways to stimulate the blind infants' haptic exploratory behavior we need to 

have clear ideas about how haptic exploratory activities are organized and develop in the 

absence of vision 

Research on haptic exploration has mainly been done with sighted infants and has 

focused on the development of exploratory procedures (EPs). An EP is a specific pattern of 

hand movements directed at obtaining information about specific environmental properties 

(Lederman & Klatzky, 1987). For example, to examine texture properties, most people apply 

an EP that consists of rubbing the fingers back and forth across the texture. Several EPs have 

been identified in the haptic exploration of sighted infants. For example, Ruff (1984) showed 

that from the age of six months, infants use fingering (a lateral motion with the fingers across a 

surface) to explore texture and rotation to explore shape of objects. The use of EPs is 

age-related With increasing motor differentiation new movement patterns become available 

that replace older EPs, or that enable the infant to explore new environmental properties 

(Bushnell & Boudreau, 1991). 

What are the consequences of the absence of visual information to the development of 

the haptic system? Answers to this question have been sought by comparing the haptic 

exploration of blind and sighted children. Both differences and similarities in the haptic 

exploration of blind and sighted children have been found. Studies by Landau (1991) and 

Morrongiello, Humphrey, Timney, Choi, and Rocca (1994) suggest that development of 

systematic movement patterns in haptic exploration does not depend on the presence of a 

visual system. Morrongiello et aL (1994) found no differences between blind and sighted 

children aged 3 to 8 years in the use of exploratory strategies and Landau (1991) showed that 
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18-month old congenitally blind infants use fingering to explore texture and rotation to explore 

shape, just like sighted infants do. However, differences between blind and sighted children in 

haptic exploration have also been found. Reynell (1978) found that from the age of 8 months 

blind infants show a lag compared to sighted infants in the subscale sensorimotor 

understanding (performance) of the Reynell-Zinkin Mental Developmental scale. Reaching 

toward objects is delayed in blind infants compared to sighted infants (Bigelow, 1992), blind 

infants have been described in the literature as being passive during exploration (CDonnel & 

Livingston, 1991), and an often heard remark about blind infants is that they tend to rely on 

mouthing as the most frequently used exploratory strategy for a long time. 

Thus, although blind infants do show systematic movement patterns in exploration, there 

seems to be a problem in the active, self-initiated employment of these strategies (O'Donnel & 

Livingston, 1991). One reason might be that the motivation for exploration is less in blind 

infants (Vink, 1994). Sighted infants are invited to explore the world by all the things they can 

see beyond the limits of their bodies. The stimulation that blind infants receive is mostly 

confined to their own body space. Another reason might be that the organization of 

self-initiated active movements is less easily achieved by the haptic system in the absence of 

vision. 

A basic function of the visual system with respect to the tactile system is that it guides 

touch by providing continuously updated information regarding the position of the hand with 

respect to the body and with respect to the environment. This information is used to tune and 

guide the arm-hand movement system, as for example in the reaching movements of young 

infants (Von Hofsten, 1986). When a seeing child reaches towards an object the visual 

information may guide the hand towards the object and allows for timing of the hand 

movements with respect to the object. Both the changing position of the hand and the position 

of the object are continuously specified by optical information. 

The organization of the arm-hand movement system of blind children has to rely on 

nonvisual sources of information. Bigelow's (1992) finding that reaching is delayed in blind 

infants suggests that these nonvisual sources of information are harder to use in the 

organization of arm-hand movements. Millar (1994) suggests that the tactile information that 

blind children have available primarily specifies the position of the hand with respect to the 

body, and not the position of the hand with respect to the environment. Consider, for example. 
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the tactile information available to hand movements on touching a relatively homogeneously 

textured surface, as most surfaces in our environment are. When the hand moves across the 

surface there is specification of the changing position of the hand with respect to the body by 

means of propriocepsis; there is little direct haptic information however, that specifies the 

movement trajectory of the hand with respect to the surface. The haptic information that is 

available primarily specifies substance and texture characteristics of the surface. 

The haptic underdetermination of the changing position of the hand with respect to the 

surrounding surfaces will make it more difficult for blind children to organize their arm-hand 

movements. To facilitate the organization of hand movements and the perceptual updating of 

the position of the hand on surfaces it would be helpful to enrich surfaces with texture that 

would provide the blind child with additional information. The haptic system seems to be 

especially sensitive to texture (Lederman, Browse, & Klatzky, 1988). Texture differences can 

be perceived accurately (Heller, 1989) and without the need for focused attention (Sathian & 

Burton, 1991). Research with sighted infants has shown that infants as young as 6 months 

actively explore texture differences and texture specific exploration has been shown in blind 

infants (Landau, 1991). 

Consider a texture that gradually changes as the surface extends in space. With such a 

gradient texture, the changing pattern of tactual stimulation that arises when the hand moves 

across the surface would specify the position of the hand and distances traveled with respect to 

the surface. Moreover, it would allow the blind infant to separate the direction of movement 

with respect to the surface from the direction of movement with respect to the body. 

According to Millar (1994) a drawback of the blind child in terms of the information it has 

available for the organization of arm-hand movements, is the limited convergence of 

proprioceptive information with other sources of information. A gradient texture would 

provide convergence between proprioceptive information and the information contained in the 

changing pattern of stimulation in hand movements across the surface. Research with 

blindfolded sighted adults has shown that the patterns of stimulation provided by tactile 

gradients can be perceived and used. Gradient textures can be used to represent slant (Hughes 

& Jansson, 1994) and to discriminate distances and locations on surfaces (Schellingerhout, 

Beyers, Smitsman, & Van Galen, 1995). We assume that a gradient texture might provide blind 

infants with affordances for the tactile system to organize its movements. 
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In the present experiment it was investigated whether blind infants would show 

exploratory behavior consistent with affordances provided by a gradient texture. In five 

subsequent two-weekly sessions we studied the haptic exploration of 8 congenitally blind 

infants aged 8 to 24 months with a gradient texture. The gradient texture, depicted in Figure 

2.1 (top) consisted of lumps that gradually changed in size and density across the surface, both 

in the top-bottom and the left-right dimension. This texture provides directional information 

about the surface to hand movements across the surface. For example, a forward movement of 

the hand is accompanied by a constant decrease in distances between the lumps, and a 

backward movement by a constant increase. Sideways movements of the hand are specified by 

similar changes in lump density. Moreover, locations are specified because every location on 

the surface has a different local texture distribution. 

Hypotheses 

We hypothesized that the gradient texture would afford the infants to explore the 

surface by means of specific EPs. Hypotheses concerned (1) the distribution of EPs across 

sessions, (2) the distribution of EPs across age groups, and (3) an interaction in the distribution 

of EPs of age and session. 

(1) We expected an increase in the specificity of exploration as the infants gained 

experience with the texture. Specificity means that infants will direct their exploration to the 

specific tactual stimulation provided by the gradient texture. In principle, the infants could use 

a wide range of different EPs with the gradient texture, like mouthing, touching, hitting, 

rubbing and fingering. Not all of these EPs however, would provide the same amount of 

information on the specific properties of the changing gradient texture. We expected that over 

the series of five sessions texture specific EPs like fingering and rubbing would relatively 

increase at the cost of less texture specific EPs like touching and hitting. 

(2) Age related differences in the occurrence of EPs, like those found in sighted infants, 

were expected. For example, fingering is a manually more advanced EP than touching. Thus, 

the older infants were expected to show more fingering than the younger infants. No age 

related differences in occurrence were expected for mouthing, since it is a common assumption 

that the mouth remains the most important exploratory system for the blind infant during the 

first years of life. 
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(3) The age related occurrence of some EPs, combined with the expected increase in 

frequency of gradient specific EPs across sessions with the gradient texture leads to the 

prediction that the actual EPs that show an increase in frequency across sessions might differ 

for infants of different ages. For example, if fingering is used as a texture specific EP, and if 

fingering is more prevalent in the older infants than in the younger infants, the increase in 

fingering will only occur in the older infants. 

Time between the first and fifth session was about 2 months. Thus, increase in the use of 

certain EPs could not only be an indication of increasing specificity of exploration to the 

gradient texture but could also reflect normal motor development. The most accurate test for 

this phenomenon would be to study a control group of blind infants of similar age as to the use 

of EPs in a non-gradient environment. However, given the low incidence of congenitally 

blindness this strategy was not an option. To control for general psychomotor maturation 

effects, we compared exploration of the gradient texture with two non-gradient textures in a 

sixth session, one week after the fifth session. One of these textures was a homogeneous lump 

texture and the other was a smooth flat surface. The homogeneous lump texture (see Figure 

2.1, middle), consisted of lumps with a homogeneous density distribution. The smooth texture 

(see Figure 2.1, bottom), had no lumps or other irregularities. 

If the predicted increase in frequency of specific EPs (rubbing and fingering) is only 

caused by psychomotor maturation, these procedures will also be found with the other 

textures, regardless of their properties. If, however, these EPs are linked to properties of the 

gradient texture, their use will depend on presence of these properties. Both the homogeneous 

lump and the smooth texture share certain properties with the gradient texture. The smooth 

texture is of the same material and dimensions as the gradient texture, but has no lumps. The 

homogeneous lump texture is identical to the gradient lump texture in material, dimensions and 

the presence of lumps, but differs from the gradient texture in the density distribution of the 

lumps. If the expected frequency distribution of EPs is effectuated by the gradient structure of 

the texture, specific EPs (fingering and rubbing) will be absent or less prevalent in the two 

non-gradient textures. 

2.2 Method 
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Subjects 

Eight congenially totally blind infants from the Netherlands and Belgium showing no 

additional disabilities were selected by consultants of the parents of blind infants. At the time of 

the first session, 2 infants were 8 months old (mean age - 32 weeks and 5 days, SD - 5 days), 

2 infants were 13 months old (mean age - 51 weeks and 4 days, SD - 6 days), 2 infants were 

17 months old (mean age - 68 weeks, SD - 1 week ) and 2 infants were 21 months old (mean 

age - 84 weeks, SD - 6 days). Two infants were female and 6 were male. Causes of blindness 

included Leber's amaurosis, cortical blindness and anophtalmos. Parents were asked for their 

written consent for their infants' participation in the study. 

Materials 

Three flat rectangular textured surfaces of 80 χ 40 χ 0.8 cm made of silicon rubber were 

used (see Figure 2.1). The lumps of the gradient lump texture can be described as the result of 

a perpendicular crossing of two waves with a constant amplitude of 0.2 cm and a wavelength 

which decreases according to the arithmetic progression (tn is the wavelength of wave n; units 

are in cm): 

t „ - 1.5-(n-l)*.025 ( n e N , l < n < 5 3 ) 

Three waves can be distinguished. The first wave started a right angles with the long side of 

the 40 * 80 cm rectangle. The second and third wave both started at right angles with the line 

that divided the 40 * 80 cm rectangle in two 40 * 40 cm squares, so that a movement to both 

sides from the middle of the 40 * 80 cm rectangle was accompanied by a decrease in distances 

between lumps. The lumps of the homogeneous lump texture can be described as the result of 

a perpendicular crossing of two waves with a constant amplitude of 0.2 cm and a constant 

wavelength of 1 cm. The two waves started at right angles with each other and with the sides 

of the 40 * 80 cm rectangle. The smooth texture had no lumps or other irregularities. The 

textures were laid on a flat wooden board of 80 * 40 cm with upright borders of 0.8 cm. This 

wooden board was set in a 30 degree angle with respect to the table on which it was placed. A 

strip of hard plastic could be pinned to the surface of the rubber texture. The strip of hard 
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Figure 2.1. The three textures used in the experiment 
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plastic consisted of two pieces of 30 χ 0.7 χ 0.2 cm and 20 χ 0.7 χ 0.2 cm at right angles with 

each other. Beside this strip a small piece of velcro was pinned on which objects, also backed 

with velcro, could be attached. Two different objects were used: a plastic car (7 χ 5 χ 4 cm), 

and a key fob, consisting of a plastic ball with a diameter of 3.5 cm and a small metal chain 

with a length of 5 cm ending in a ring with a diameter of 1 cm. A S-VHS videocamera was 

used to record the children's behavior. A stopwatch was used to time the duration of the 

sessions. 

Procedure 

The experiment was conducted at the infants' homes at a time of day when the child was 

normally most active. During the sessions, infants were seated on their mother's lap in front of 

a table. Mothers supported their infants by placing their hands on the infants' sides. Mothers 

were instructed not to press their child's hands on the surface or to make guiding utterances. 

The height of the table, or the height of the chair in which the mother was seated, was adjusted 

so that the height of the bellybutton of the seated infant equaled the height of the table. The 

wooden board with a textured surface was placed in front of the child on the table, with the 

lower side of the tilted board in the direction of the infant. Distance between the waist of the 

infant and the wooden board was approximately 5 cm. The videocamera was mounted on a 

tripod, so that the face and hands of the baby and the textured surface were visible. There were 

five gradient texture sessions with 2 weeks between sessions, followed by a sixth session in 

which all three textures were presented, 1 week after the fifth gradient texture session. 

Gradient texture sessions. During these sessions, the gradient lump texture was placed 

on the wooden board so that, from the position of the infant, a forward movement across the 

surface, or a movement to the left or right from the middle of the surface, was accompanied by 

a decrease in distances between lumps. A session started the moment the infant first touched 

the texture with the hand or mouth. A session ended when the infant had not touched the 

texture or an object for two minutes, or when the infant exceeded 10 minutes exploration time. 

During the first session, no plastic strip or object was placed on the texture. During sessions 

two to five a plastic strip and object were attached to the surface, to ensure the interest of the 

infants. The location of the strip altered across sessions, but was not systematically varied. 

However, the beginning of the strip was always within easy reaching distance of the infants. 
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and the strip was always placed so that each of the two pieces of which the strip consisted was 

parallel to one side of the wooden board. Location of the objects was not systematically varied 

either. Locations were always 1 cm besides the plastic strip and again within easy reaching 

distance of the infant. The plastic car and the key-fob were used alternately over sessions. If an 

infant retrieved an object from the surface, it was allowed to play with it for a maximum of one 

minute. After that time the object was relocated to its original place by moving it across the 

texture. If the child lost contact with the object before 30 seconds had elapsed, the object was 

handed back to the child. If contact was lost after 30 seconds had elapsed the object was 

relocated to its original place. 

Three texture session. Procedure was the same as in the gradient texture sessions, with 

the following exceptions. All three textures were successively presented, the order of which 

was counterbalanced across subjects. The gradient texture was placed in reverse orientation 

compared to sessions 2 to 5: a forward movement of the hand across the surface was 

accompanied by an increase in distance between lumps. Time per texture was 3 minutes, 

starting the moment the infant first touched the texture with hand or mouth. After a 3 minute 

period had elapsed, the wooden board was removed from the table, and the infant was allowed 

to play with his/her favorite toy. After the experimenter had exchanged the texture, the toy was 

removed from the child, and the wooden board with the new texture was set in front of the 

child. Exchange of textures took approximately 30 seconds. No plastic strip or object was 

attached to the textures during this session. 

Data Scoring 

Haptic activities of the infants were scored according to two dimensions: (1) manner of 

contact and (2) displacement across the texture. Activities with the texture were scored on 

both dimensions separately, activities with the plastic strip or the object were scored on manner 

of contact only. 

The categories falling into the manner of contact - dimension were defined on the basis 

of literature on exploratory procedures (Lederman & Klatzky, 1987; Landau, 1991; Ruff, 

1984) and preliminary experiments (Schellingerhout, Reessink, Smitsman, & Van Galen, 

1993). These categories were scored on frequency and duration (in 1 second units). Activities 

of the mouth, left hand and right hand were scored independently. Activities with the mouth 
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were scored as mouthing. Activities of the hands were scored as: touching; hitting; rubbing, 

and fingering. Rubbing and fingering were further subdivided according to the degree of 

differentiation of the use of the fingers. This was done because it was not inconceivable that 

the influence of the gradient texture would only be visible in very differentiated movement 

patterns. Touching was defined as static contact with the texture. Hitting was defined as a 

forceful transition from non-contact to contact with the texture. Rubbing was defined as a 

movement across the texture in which the finger(s) do not change position with respect to the 

hand and to each other (the hand and the fingers move as one). Rubbing was subdivided into: 

elementary rubbing, (i.e., rubbing while both the palm of the hand and the fingers make contact 

with the texture) and differentiated rubbing (i.e., rubbing while only the fingers make contact 

with the texture). Fingering was defined as a movement across the texture in which the 

finger(s) change position with respect to the hand (a scratching movement). Fingering was 

subdivided into elementary fingering, (i.e., fingering where the fingers do not change position 

with respect to each other) and differentiated fingering (i.e., fingering where the fingers do 

change position with respect to each other). 

The dimension 'displacement across the texture' had the following two categories: 

displacement and non-displacement. A displacement was defined by a change of place of 

contact within the same movement with a distance of more than two times the width of the 

hand. Only movements across the texture were counted as displacements. Frequency and 

duration (in 1 second units) of the two categories were recorded. The left hand, right hand and 

mouth were scored separately. 

Two independent observers were used. Interobserver reliability was calculated for four 

sessions of four different infants. Two different measures were used: Pearson's 

product-moment correlation was used to compare total frequencies of observed categories, 

Cohen's к was used to compare the observations per second. Pearson's rjielded 0.909 for the 

dimension 'manner of contact' and 0.998 for the dimension 'displacement across the texture'. 

Cohen's s was 0.791 for the dimension 'manner of contact' and 0.812 for the dimension 

'displacement across the texture'. 

2.3 Results 
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Adapted scores were used for the analysis, which were obtained in the following 

manner. Per infant per session per exploratory category, frequency was multiplied by duration 

and divided by sessiontime. This was done to make the scores comparable, since sessiontimes 

differed between infants and across sessions. These adapted scores will be referred to as 

relative frequencies. Comparison of the distribution of relative frequencies between the two 

hands yielded no significant results, so the relative frequencies of the hands were taken 

together. The first session was not completed by two infants because of distress. This first 

session was therefore excluded from analysis. Exploration of the strips of plastic and the 

objects that were placed on the texture was virtually absent for most of the children. These 

scores were also excluded from analysis. 

Gradient texture sessions 

Per category, a 4 * 4 mixed model repeated measure analysis of variance was used, with 

Age (8, 13, 17 and 21 months) as between subject factor and Session (2, 3, 4 and 5) as within 

subject factor. Because of the expectancies concerning the distribution of frequencies across 

sessions, a polynomial trend contrast was formulated for each of the categories. With this 

sample size, the chance on a type Π error, in which the null hypothesis is accepted when it 

should have been rejected, is especially large. This means that even quite large effects would 

remain undetected at the 0.05 level (Parsonson & Bear, 1978). Therefore, the region of 

rejection of the null hypothesis was set at values smaller than 0.1. Table 2.1 gives the relative 

frequencies across sessions and age groups. 

(1) The first set of hypotheses concerned the increase in frequency of specific EPs 

across sessions. As can be learned from Table 2.1, relative frequency of total exploration 

increases across sessions, F(3,4) - 4.24, ρ < 0.05. As was expected, this increase in total 

exploration is caused by specific exploratory categories. In accordance with the hypotheses, 

differentiated fingering, elementary rubbing and differentiated rubbing showed Session main 

effects (F(3,12) - 4.18, ρ < 0.05, F(3,12) - 3.52, ρ < 0.05 and F(3,12) - 5.52, ρ < 0.05 

respectively) qualified by significant linear trends specifying an increase in frequency across 

sessions, whereas touching, hitting and mouthing did not show any Session effects. Contrary to 

the hypotheses, elementary fingering did not show a Session effect. From table 2.1 it can be 
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Table 2.1 Mean relative frequencies of the exploratory categories in sessions 2 to 5 

Category 
Total display directed 
exploration 

Displacements 

Touching 

Hitting 

Elementary robbing 

Differentiated robbing 

Elementary fingering 

Session 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

8 

82.0 
42.5 
85.0 
78.0 
71.9 

22.5 
22.5 
21.5 
41.5 
27.0 

64.0 
21.0 
61.0 
52.0 
49.5 

17.0 
2.5 

19.5 
23.5 
15.6 

17.5 
28.0 
22.5 
31.0 
24.8 

1.5 
0.0 
2.5 
0.0 
1.0 

1.5 
0.5 
3.5 
3.0 
3.8 

Aee (months) 
13 

71.0 
88.5 
94.5 
96.5 
87.6 

8.5 
9.0 

15.5 
24.0 
14.3 

24.0 
48.0 
38.0 
46.0 
39.0 

22.0 
17.5 
24.5 
28.5 
23.1 

5.0 
10.5 
10.0 
15.0 
10.1 

2.0 
1.0 
4.0 
4.5 
2.9 

2.0 
11.0 
6.5 
5.5 
6.3 

17 

67.5 
85.5 
90.5 
80.0 
80.9 

19.0 
16.5 
19.0 
16.5 
17.8 

28.5 
50.5 
46.0 
48.0 
43.1 

5.0 
18.0 
10.0 
5.0 
9.5 

18.0 
9.5 

16.0 
16.5 
15.0 

7.5 
7.0 
9.0 
3.5 
6.8 

1.5 
1.5 
3.0 
0.0 
1.5 

21 

56.0 
70.0 
68.5 
80.0 
68.6 

11.5 
25.5 
29.0 
42.5 
27.1 

23.5 
15.0 
32.5 
27.5 
24.6 

26.5 
5.0 
3.5 
2.5 
9.4 

10.5 
18.5 
23.0 
34.5 
21.6 

6.0 
16.0 
23.0 
33.0 
20.0 

0.0 
0.0 
3.5 
5.0 
2.1 

M 

69.1 
71.6 
84.6 
83.6 
77.3 

15.4 
18.4 
21.3 
31.1 
21.5 

35.0 
33.6 
44.4 
43.4 
39.1 

17.6 
10.8 
14.4 
14.9 
14.4 

12.8 
16.6 
17.9 
24.3 
17.9 

4.3 
6.0 
9.6 

10.3 
7.7 

1.3 
3.3 
4.1 
3.4 
3.0 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 

Category Session 
Age (months) 

Differentiated fingering 

Mouthing 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

2 
3 
4 
5 

M 

8 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

9.0 
3.5 

14.0 
10.5 
9.3 

13 

11.0 
20.5 
32.5 
23.5 
21.9 

25.5 
30.0 
13.0 
16.0 
21.1 

17 

17.5 
26.0 

9.5 
25.0 
19.5 

5.5 
0.0 

11.0 
15.0 
7.9 

21 

9.0 
24.5 
14.0 
31.0 
19.6 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

M 

9.4 
17.8 
14.0 
19.9 
15.3 

10.0 
8.4 
9.5 

10.4 
9.6 

learned that elementary fingering is not a much used strategy in general. Finally, displacements 

shows a Session effect, F(3,12) - 5.36, ρ < 0.05. Inspection of Table 2.1 learns that there is an 

increase in frequency of displacements across sessions, although the linear contrast failed to 

reach significance. 

(2) The second set of hypotheses concerned the age related occurrence of EPs. As can 

be learned from Table 2.1, only differentiated rubbing shows a significant Age effect, F(3,4) -

6.06, ρ < 0.1. Differentiated rubbing is almost absent with the 8 month olds, and most 

prevalent with the 21 month olds. 

(3) The third set of hypotheses concerned the interaction between the age related 

occurrence of EPs and the distribution of EPs across sessions. Both differentiated fingering, 

and differentiated rubbing showed significant Age * Session interactions (F(9,12) - 2.49, ρ < 

0.1 and F(9,12) - 5.79, ρ < 0.01 respectively). From Table 2.1 it can be learned that the 

increase in differentiated rubbing across sessions is totally accounted for by the 21 month olds 

and that differentiated fingering is totally absent for the 8 month olds. 

Three texture session 

For the analysis of the relative frequencies per exploratory category, which were 

obtained in the same manner as with the data of the gradient texture sessions, a 4 * 3 mixed 

model repeated measure analysis of variance was used, with Age (8, 13, 17 and 21 months) as 

the between subject factor and Texture (gradient lump, homogeneous lump, and smooth) as 
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the within subject factor. 

Figure 2.2. Relative frequency of differentiated rubbing (a) and differentiated fingering (b) for 

each texture and age group in session 6. 
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Relative frequency of total exploration revealed a significant Texture main effect, 

F(2,8) - 4.39, ρ < 0.06. The gradient lump texture elicited the most total exploration, the 

homogeneous texture the least. A post-hoc contrast comparison revealed a significant 
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difference between the gradient lump and the homogeneous lump, and between the gradient 

lump and the smooth texture No différences in total exploration were found between the 

homogeneous lump and the smooth texture 

In accordance with the results from the gradient texture sessions, the following 

exploratory categories showed no significant effects: mouthing, touching and hitting. Contrary 

to the results of the gradient texture sessions, elementary rubbing did not show any significant 

effects. Elementary fingering was not frequent enough to perform statistical analyses 

Distributions of differentiated rubbing and differentiated fingering are in accordance 

with the results from the gradient texture sessions, as can be seen in Figure 2.2. Differentiated 

rubbing (see Figure 2 2, top) shows a significant Age effect, F(3,4) - 4 95, ρ < 0.08. 

Differentiated rubbing is most frequent with the 21 months old infants and absent in the 8 

month old infants The Age main effect is qualified by an Age * Texture interaction effect, 

F(6,8) - 3 38, ρ < 0 06 Inspection of Figure 2.2 (top) reveals that for the 21 month olds, 

differentiated rubbing is most frequent with the gradient lump texture, and least frequent with 

the smooth texture. Differentiated rubbing is absent in the 8 month olds Differentiated 

fingering (see Figure 2 2, bottom) shows a significant main effect for Texture, F(2,8) - 3.15, ρ 

< 0.1 Inspection of Figure 2.2 (bottom) reveals that differentiated fingering is most frequent 

with the gradient lump texture, and least frequent with the smooth texture. This distribution is 

most pronounced for the 21 month olds, and absent in the 8 month olds, since they didn't show 

differentiated fingering 

Displacements, which showed a Session main effect in the gradient texture sessions, did 

not show any effects. 

2.4 Discussion 

The results show specificity in the bund infants' exploration of the gradient texture, in 

accordance with the hypotheses EPs that have been found to be specific to texture exploration 

(Klatzky & Lederman, 1987, Ruff, 1984, Landau, 1991), fingering and rubbing, showed an 

increase in frequency across sessions. Other EPs like hitting, which is primarily used for the 

examination of sound properties and elasticity, did not show an increase in frequency across 

sessions. This specificity of exploratory behavior suggests that the infants' interest in the 
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gradient texture surface was focused on texture-properties and not on other properties of the 

surface. 

The selectivity in the usage of EPs with the gradient textures was constrained by age. A 

consequence of this age related selectivity in the use of EPs might be that the actual 

information that is gathered about the gradient texture by means of exploration differs across 

the age groups. Thus, it might be that the gradual change in density of the lumps of the 

gradient texture is perceived by the oldest infants, whereas the younger infants only perceive 

large texture differences like for example an area of relative high density of lumps versus an 

area of relative low density of lumps. 

One might argue that the increase in frequency across sessions of certain EPs reflects 

psychomotor maturation rather than specificity of exploration to the gradient texture. A 

comparison of the gradient lump texture with the homogeneous lump and the smooth texture 

in the sixth session can resolve this issue. These textures share certain properties with the 

gradient lump texture and differ in others. If the use of exploratory strategy is specific to 

properties of the gradient lump texture, these strategies will be present or absent with other 

textures, depending on the properties of these textures. 

For the 8, 13, and 17 month olds, no differences were found in the use of EPs. This 

would suggest that for these blind infants the gradient lump texture has no special properties 

except that it provokes more exploration. Another possibility, not investigated in this 

experiment however, is that it was the novelty of the homogeneous lump and the smooth 

texture that prevented differences between the textures to become visible. For the 21 month 

olds there were differences between the gradient texture and the other textures. The increase in 

frequency of differentiated fingering and rubbing from the smooth texture to the homogeneous 

lump texture suggests that the 21 month old infants used these procedures to explore the 

presence of lumps. The increase in frequency from the homogeneous lump to the gradient lump 

texture suggests that the 21 month olds also used differentiated fingering and rubbing to 

explore the change in lump distribution of the gradient texture. 

How do our results relate to the results of other experiments and to the common 

assumptions concerning blind infants' exploration? Our results are in concordance with those of 

Landau (1991) who showed that blind infants aged 18 months use the EPs fingering and 

rubbing. Our results show that these procedures are used by even younger infants and 
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underline the warning of Landau (1991) that the finding with sighted infants that the visual 

system plays an important role in the development of EPs like fingering must not lead to the 

assumption that the visual system is necessary for the development of these EPs. 

Another assumption regarding the development of blind infants is that they tend to rely 

on mouthing as the primary exploratory strategy for a relatively long period. In our 

experiment, mouthing was not the most frequently used exploratory strategy at any age 

between 8-24 months. The occurrence of mouthing might have been suppressed by the fact 

that the infants had to lean forward to touch the texture with their mouths. Even if this is the 

case, the low occurrence of mouthing does show that blind infants do not rely on mouthing 

regardless of circumstances, but that they do rely on manual exploration if this is more 

appropriate. 

A direct comparison between the results of our experiment with blind infants and 

experiments with sighted infants is not possible. However, our results show that there is an 

increasing differentiation in blind infants in the hand movements used in haptic exploration, like 

the differentiation found in sighted infants (Bushnell & Boudreau, 1991). 

In sum, our results indicate that blind infants have a wide range of EPs available, and that 

they actively employ these procedures. There is differentiation in the use of EPs with age. EPs 

that in sighted infants evolve in collaboration with the visual system, are used by blind infants. 

Our results indicate that textured surfaces might be a variable that could be systematically used 

in designing material for blind infants. A gradient texture might be especially suited to the 

exploration of blind infants. It is an interesting texture for blind infants and it elicits the use of 

specific EPs. However, for now these other possibilities of gradient textures for blind infants 

and children remain to be investigated. 
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Haptic object exploration in congenitally blind infants 

Abstract 

In this paper, an analysis is presented of the haptic exploratory procedures that 8 blind infants, 

with an age range of 8 to 22 months, showed with two common commercial hand-sized toys. 

On the basis of this analysis, the following developmental trend in haptic exploration of objects 

is suggested for blind infants: (1) mouthing combined with grasping, (2) mouthing combined 

with examining (rotation and fingering) and (3) examining only. Results are discussed with 

reference to a previous analysis of the same 8 infants' exploration of surface textures 

(Schellingerhout, Smitsman, & Van Galen, 1997a) and the literature on haptic exploration in 

blind infants. 

Schellingerhout, R., Smitsman, A. W., & Van Galen, G. P. (in press). Haptic object 

exploration in congenitally blind infants. Journal of Visual Impairment & Blindness. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Lederman and Klatzky (1987) found a close correspondence between the information 

that is obtained about an object and the manual movement pattern (Exploratory Procedure or 

EP) that is used to explore the object. For example, lateral movements across a surface provide 

information on surface texture. For the development of haptic exploration this implies that the 

movements an infant is able to make constrain the object properties it may perceive (Bushneil 

& Boudreau, 1991). There is not much research on the relation between movement patterns 

and obtained information in blind infants. Most studies on haptic exploration in blind children 

used somewhat older children and mainly focused on haptic discrimination and identification 

abilities (see Warren, 1994, for an overview). There are only a few studies that provide 

information on the development of EPs in blind infants. 

Landau (1991) examined the haptic object exploration of 3 congenitally blind infants 

between the ages of 18 and 36 months. Landau found that the blind infants used fingering 

(scratching) to explore the texture and rotation to explore the shape of an object. There were 

no effects of age in the use of EPs. Landau did not report on oral exploration. Schellingerhout, 

Smitsman and Van Galen (1997a) examined the EPs that 8 blind infants aged 8 to 24 months 

used to explore extended textured surfaces. They found that the infants had a wide range of 

exploratory strategies available, like touching, hitting, fingering, rubbing and mouthing. There 

were age related differences in the use of EPs: the youngest infants showed very limited use of 

fingering, and a rudimentary form of rubbing, and the oldest infants did not show oral 

exploration. More importantly, there was evidence of specific use of EPs: the infants adapted 

the EPs they used to characteristics of the texture they explored. 

Schellingerhout et al. (1997a) used extended textured surfaces. Extended surfaces differ 

from objects in the actions they afford and the constraints they impose. As a result, the EPs an 

infant uses may be different for objects and surfaces. For example, an object is detached and 

affords grasping and lifting. A surface extends in space and affords displacement of the hand on 

the surface. To finger an object the infant has to stabilize the object. To finger a textured 

surface, the infant only has to make manual contact with the surface. In this paper, we present 

an analysis of the way the infants of the Schellingerhout et al. (1997a) study explored two 

objects. This will broaden our knowledge on the development of EPs in blind infants, and may 
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give insight in how the constraints and affordances of objects versus extended surfaces 

influence exploration in blind infants. Given the nature of this analysis, the results are mainly to 

be taken as a basis for hypotheses for further research. 

3.2 Method 

Participants 

Eight congenitally totally blind infants between 9 and 22 months of age from the 

Netherlands and Belgium showing no additional disabilities were selected by consultants of the 

parents of blind infants. Two infants were female and 6 were male. Causes of blindness 

included Lebers amaurosis, cortical blindness and anophthalmos. The infants took part in a 

study on haptic exploration of surface-textures (Schellingerhout et al., 1997a). Parents gave a 

written consent for their infants' participation in the study. 

Figure 3.1. The two objects. A. Car. B. Key fob. 

3,5 cm 5 cm 
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Materials 

Two objects were used a plastic car (7 χ 5 χ 4 cm) with four wheels, and a key fob 

consisting of a plastic ball with a diameter of 3.5 cm and a small metal chain with a length of 5 

cm ending in a ring with a diameter of 1 cm (see Figure 3.1). Object exploration was 

videotaped and was scored afterwards by means of a computerized event sampling video 

observation system. 

Procedure 

Object exploration took place as part of the procedure of an experiment on the 

exploration of textured surfaces (Schelhngerhout et al., 1997). The experiment was conducted 

at home at a time of day when the infants were active. During object exploration, the infants 

sat on their mothers' lap. Mothers supported their infants by placing their hands on the infants' 

sides. A video-camera was used to record the exploration. Within three months, each infant 

completed 6 sessions in which object exploration could occur. Two subsets of the recordings 

were selected for further analysis. (1) Each infant explored the toy car at least once during the 

experiment. These first encounters with the toy car were selected because in these sessions the 

object was novel for every infant. (2) Four infants explored both the toy car and the key fob 

within one session. These recordings were selected for further analysis because they allowed 

comparison of the two objects 

Scoring 

Categories were scored on duration. Activities of the mouth and hands were scored 

independently. Activities with the mouth were scored as mouthing. Activities of the hands 

were scored as monograsping (one hand enfolds the object); bigrasping (both hands enfold the 

object), scooting (moving the object against the table surface), banging (banging the object 

against the table surface), swinging (moving the object back and forth in the air); hitting 

(hitting against the object), rubbing (a movement across the object in which the finger(s) do 

not change position with respect to the hand and to each other); fingering (a movement across 

the object in which the finger(s) change position with respect to the hand, a scratching 

movement), and rotating. 
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3 3 Results 

Exploration of the Toy Car 

Ages of the 8 infants at the time of first exploration of the toy car were 9,3; 9,5; 13, 

14,6; 16,7; 18,3; 22,2 and 22,3 months. Object exploration time varied between 43 and 61 

seconds. Durations were weighed by exploration time to make them comparable and were 

further analyzed by means of Chi-square tests. The tests showed that some strategies were 

more frequent than others. Most frequent were monograsping, bigrasping and mouthing 

(mouthing always co-occurred with manual exploration). Rubbing was absent. The tests also 

showed that the infants differed in the exploratory procedures they used. A clear 

developmental pattern is visible in the use of the mouth and the hands. The two youngest 

infants only grasp the object (monograsping and bigrasping with or without mouthing), 

whereas all of the older infants also show other manual exploratory strategies (for example, 

rotation combined with mouthing). Noteworthy in this respect are the emergence of fingering 

and rotation in the infants aged 13 months and upwards. Fingering and rotation are sometimes 

grouped together under the heading of examining. They are specifically directed at obtaining 

information on object properties (Ruff, Saltarelli, CapozoUi, and Dubiner, 1992). Mouthing is 

present in all of the younger infants (the 16,7 month old infant spent almost 70% of the 

exploration time on mouthing), but is absent in the two 22 month old infants. 

Exploration of Τον Car and Key Fob 

Ages of the four infants were 9,3; 15,8; 18,3, and 18,3 months. Exploration time per 

object varied between 31 and 60 seconds. The general age related patterns were the same as 

with the first analysis. However, comparison of the exploration of the two toys showed that 

EPs were not equally distributed between the two objects [p < 0.001). Scooting was only 

present with the toy car and swinging was almost exclusively present with the key fob (one 

infant also showed some swinging with the car). Scooting the car may be directed at the use of 

the wheels of the car against the table, thus at using the car as a car. Swinging the key fob may 

be directed at exploiting the possibilities of the ring and chain that were attached to the ball. 

This differential exploration of the toy car and the key fob indicates that these infants adapted 
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their exploration to properties of the explored object. 

3.4 Discussion 

We found age related differences in spontaneous haptic exploration in the blind infants. 

On the basis of our results the following development is visible for object exploration in blind 

infants from an age of 9 months and upwards: (1) The infant starts with a repertoire of 

mouthing and grasping. (2) This repertoire is gradually extended with a repertoire of mouthing 

and more differentiated hand- and finger movements (examining). (3) Mouthing falls out of the 

exploratory repertoire, leaving only manual exploration. 

Results of the present study fit well with those of Landau (1991) with 3 congenially 

blind infants in the age range of 18 to 36 months. In both studies blind infants used fingering 

and rotating. This shows that presence of visual information is not necessary for the emergence 

of these exploratory strategies, as is sometimes erroneously assumed on the basis of the close 

connection between looking and fingering or rotating in sighted infants. Landau (1991) did not 

find any age related differences in exploration like those found in the present study. This could 

indicate that major changes in the exploratory repertoire only occur until the second half of the 

second year of life. 

There are both similarities and differences between the results of the present study on 

object exploration and the Schellingerhout et al. (1997a) study on the exploration of surfaces. 

Similarities concern the presence of age related shifts in the use of exploratory strategies. 

However, there are also differences that highlight the difference in actions afforded by objects 

versus surfaces. The youngest infants did show some fingering with surfaces in the 

Schellingerhout et al. (1997a) study, whereas they did not show any fingering with objects in 

the present study. This may be due to the additional constraint of stabilizing the object in 

object exploration. Another difference concerns the frequency of mouthing. The relative 

frequency of mouthing in the present study is much larger than in the textured surfaces study. 

To mouth an object, one only has to move the object to the mouth. To mouth a surface, one 

has to move the whole upper body forward. These differences between the results with 

surfaces and objects point to the possibility that postural constraints determine the use of 

specific exploratory strategies. 
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Compared to the literature on sighted infants, two results are noteworthy. (1) The age of 

occurrence of fingering in the present experiment is much later than in studies with sighted 

infants. For example. Ruff et aL, (1992) found fingering in 5 month old infants. Maybe, in blind 

infants, the occurrence of fingering is associated with the development of trunk control, as is 

also suggested by the comparison of the exploration of objects in the present study and 

surfaces in the Schellingerhout et al. (1997a) study. (2) In sighted infants, there is a relative 

decrease of mouthing in the second half of the first year of life. Such a decrease was not visible 

in the exploration of the blind infants. A first reason for this prolonged use of mouthing may 

that blind infants focus on different object properties. A second explanation is that refraining 

from oral exploration leads to a loss of information. In sighted infants the disappearance of 

mouthing is usually explained by the increased effectivity of manual-visual inspection relative 

to oral-manual exploration (Ruff et al., 1992). In the absence of visual exploration, no such 

gain is present for the blind infant. 

The present analysis provides information on the development of exploratory procedures 

and hints at the possible role of postural constraints in the exploration of environmental 

properties, in particular constraints imposed by objects versus surfaces. Hopefully, future 

research will further clarify the relation between exploratory patterns, the environmental 

properties that are explored, and the constraints imposed by the task. Stimulation of haptic 

exploration in blind infants depends on such knowledge. 
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4 
Texture Information in Tactual Space Perception I: 

distance and location reproduction 

Abstract 

The significance of texture as a source of information in tactual space perception was studied 

using a linear positioning task. A spatial texture gradient, whose elements changed with 

position and distance, a homogeneous raised-element pattern and a smooth surface were used. 

Participants had to reproduce locations and distances on these surfaces under various 

conditions. In active conditions, participants moved their index finger across the surface. In 

passive conditions, the texture was moved beneath the index finger of the participant. In 

conditions with equal movement speed, movement speeds of criterion and reproduction phase 

were matched, in conditions with unequal movement speed, they did not match. The largest 

errors were obtained for the combined passive movement - unequal movement speed 

conditions. In these conditions, differences between textures were visible for signed and 

unsigned errors, indicating that textures may differ in the cutaneous specification of distance 

and location. 

R. Schellingerhout, A.W. Smitsman, & G. P. Van Galen (in press). Texture information in 

tactual space perception. Acta Psychologica. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In this experiment, we investigated whether texture might serve as a source of cutaneous 

information to the spatial position of a finger on a surface. This research question has both 

theoretical and practical relevance. The theoretical relevance concerns the mechanisms of 

touch and the respective roles of the kinesthetic and cutaneous subsystems. On a more 

fundamental level, cutaneous specification of haptic space is relevant to the question what 

makes stimulation into information. The practical relevance concerns the design of tangible 

graphics and teaching materials for the blind. For example, if there were cutaneous 

specification of the fingerposition on a surface, awareness of distance, location and direction 

might be more easily achieved in blind children. 

Subsystems of touch 

Within the sense of touch, two subsystems can be distinguished. The cutaneous system 

provides an awareness of changes in stimulation of the outer surface of the body by means of 

receptors in the skin and the associated nervous system. The kinesthetic system provides the 

observer with an awareness of static and dynamic body posture on the basis of afferent 

information originating within the muscles, skin, and joints. In free movements through 3D 

space, the position of the hand is mainly specified by kinesthetic information. However, 

another situation arises when the hand moves across a surface: in this case, both kinesthetic 

and cutaneous sensations arise. On the basis of our knowledge of the two haptic subsystems, it 

seems logical to assume that in touching a surface the spatial position of the hand is mainly 

specified by kinesthetic sources of information, whereas the cutaneous stimulation specifies 

surface characteristics like surface-texture. This leads to the question whether cutaneous 

stimulation (in the form of surface texture) may convey information on the changing position 

of the hand on the surface. To answer this question we first take a closer look at texture 

perception and haptic spatial perception. 

Haptic texture perception 

The haptic system is especially suited to the perception of texture. Texture perception by 

touch is as accurate as or even more accurate than texture perception by vision (Heller, 1989), 
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and perception of texture differences does not seem to require selective attention (Sathian & 

Burton, 1991). Based on a multidimensional scaling analysis Hollins, Faldowski, Rao, and 

Young (1993) concluded that the percept of texture is at least two-dimensional, including 

hard-soft and rough-smooth Almost all of the studies on texture perception deal with 

roughness. 

Both qualitative and quantitative studies on active versus passive perception have shown 

that it makes no difference whether the finger is moved actively across a texture or whether a 

texture is moved across the passive finger (Lederman, 1981). This suggests that perception of 

roughness depends on cutaneous sources of information rather than on kinesthetic sources of 

information, although it may be hard to uphold on theoretical grounds that active movements 

have no contribution to the perception of roughness (Hughes & Jansson, 1994). Neurological 

studies (Johnson & Hsiao, 1992) also suggest that roughness perception is a cutaneous matter 

based on an SAI (a class of afferent fiber populations) spatial mechanism. Further, subjective 

roughness and texture discrimination is affected relatively little across a wide range of scanning 

velocities. For example, Lederman (1974) used three scanning velocities: 1, 5, and 25 cm/s. 

Lederman found that a texture is perceived as less rough with a scanning velocity of 1 cm/s, 

although the effect is very small. 

Haptic space perception 

Haptic texture perception is thus a robust phenomenon. Perception and discrimination of 

texture by touch do not require active movement and are constant across a wide range of 

scanning velocities However, the haptic system is assumed to be poorly equipped to the 

execution of spatial tasks, at least in comparison to our most optimal spatial sense the visual 

system. Like visual space, haptic space seems to have its own biases and laws. A well-known 

example is the radial-tangential effect distances in the radial plane are perceived as longer than 

tangential distances. Another phenomenon is the haptic oblique effect orientation -

discrimination is worse for lines with an oblique orientation than for vertical or horizontal lines 

(Loomis & Lederman, 1986) 

The accurate specification of the end-position of a movement seems to be crucial to the 

control of hand movements in haptic space This is most easily achieved by means of visual 

information For example, Thelen, Corbetta, Kamm, Spencer, Schneider, and Zemicke (1993) 
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showed that infants go through a 'motor babbling' stage, in which they make spontaneous 

movements towards an object. On the basis of these movements, the systems involved in 

reaching are attuned. If the position of the object is not accurately specified, selection of 

reaching movements, even when the hand touches the object, becomes very difficult. Accurate 

specification of the end-position of a movement is also crucial in theoretical models of the 

control of reaching movements. For example, Hogan and colleagues (Won & Hogan, 1994; 

Bizzi, Hogan, Mussa-Ivaldi, & Giszter, 1992) postulated the equilibrium-point hypothesis, 

which states that a desired end-position may be reached by adopting new equilibrium points in 

the activation of pairs of agonist and antagonist muscles. However, to adopt this new 

equilibrium in a functional way, the desired end-point has to be specified. The absence of this 

kind of information may be connected to the difficulties that blind infants have in the control of 

reaching movements (Tröster & Brambring, 1993). 

For the present experiment, we are primarily interested in the perception of distance and 

location in haptic space. Distance and location have been studied extensively from a motor 

short term memory perspective by means of the linear positioning task (see Smyth, 1984, for 

an overview). In this task participants first move the hand and arm in a straight line or curve to 

a criterion and back again to the starting position (criterion movement). Then, participants try 

to reproduce either the distance moved or the end location of the movement (reproduction 

movement). To disentangle distance and location reproduction, the starting position of the 

reproduction movement is shifted forwards or backwards relative to the starting position of the 

criterion movement. The literature on motor short term memory is concerned with the way 

information on movements is encoded, e.g., in terms of the distance moved versus the end 

location of the movement, and with the level of these codes, e.g., direct kinesthetic signals 

versus more abstract codes. In most studies using a linear positioning task location is 

reproduced more accurately than distance (Smyth, 1984). Another general result is a bias in the 

reproduction of distance in the direction of the end location of the movement and vice versa 

(Walsh, Rüssel, Imanaka, & James, 1979). This means that for distance reproduction 

participants overshoot when the reproduction starting position is shifted away from the end 

position of the criterion movement and undershoot when the reproduction starting position is 

shifted toward the end position of the criterion movement. The opposite effect is found for 

location reproduction. This interference phenomenon is taken as an indication that the distance 
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and end position of a movement are not perceived separately. 

Sources of information in haptic space perception 

What information might people use in the haptic perception and reproduction of distance 

and location in small-scale space? Two possible informational resources for distance and 

location are movement extent (based on perception of the position of the hand) and movement 

duration (based on perception of the movement speed). For example, perception of 

hand-position is much more difficult in passive conditions, where there is no arm-extension, 

than in active conditions, where there is arm-extension (Clark & Horch, 1986). Lederman, 

Klatzky, Collins, and Wardell (1987) used a detour task in which participants first traced an 

indirect path with their finger from a starting position to an end position. After that, 

participants had to make judgments about the direct distance between the starting position and 

the end position of the detour. On the basis of results obtained with this task, Lederman et al. 

(1987) suggested that people estimate distance using the spatial extent of the movement and, in 

part, the duration of the movement. Experiments by Wapner, Weinberg, Glick, and Rand 

(1967) also showed that movement duration is related to perceived distance. When the hand 

moves with a relative higher speed (5cm/s relative to 4 cm/s), a particular distance is perceived 

as being shorter and vice versa. Similarly, Whitsel, Franzen, Dreyer, and Hollins (1986) let 

participants judge the distance traveled of a moving stimulus that brushed the skin and found 

that estimates of stimulus distance decreases with increasing stimulus velocity. Hollins and 

Goble (1988) using active movements, also found that perceived distance decreases with 

increased movement speed. 

Texture and haptic space perception. 

Texture might be a means to enhance the information available to the haptic system. In 

moving across a texture, both cutaneous and kinesthetic stimulation arises. The patterns of 

cutaneous stimulation that arise are structured by the texture that the hand moves across and 

may influence the perception of the position of the hand relative to a surface. There is some 

evidence that surface texture influences the haptic perception of spatial variables. For example, 

Schiff, Kaufer, and Mosak (1966) designed a sawtooth pattern that feels smooth when the 

hand moves over it in one direction and rough in the opposite direction. There are even 
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indications that texture influences performance in haptic spatial tasks. Haninen (1976) used a 

task in which subjects (blind and sighted subjects from 10-19 years of age) had to judge the 

length of stimuli with different textures. Haninen found that the accuracy of the length 

judgments was influenced by the preference of a subject for a particular texture. Unfortunately 

it is not clear from the text how preference was measured or what the relation between 

preference and accuracy of performance was. Corsini and Pick (1969), using college students 

as participants, found an interaction between texture and perceived length: in relation to 

smooth stimuli of equal length, fine textured stimuli (emery cloth with grit values of 320 and 

120) are perceived as being longer, and coarse textured stimuli (emery cloth with grit values of 

50 and 24) are perceived as being shorter. Hollins and Favorov (1994) found that texture may 

produce a movement after-effect. That is, when a drum covered with a smooth microtexture 

was rotated beneath the hand of a participant, the stopping of this movement resulted in a 

sensation of movement in the opposite direction. Finally, and most directly relevant to the 

present study Hughes and Jansson (1994) used texture gradients to factually represent slant. 

Hughes and Jansson's (1994) texture gradients consisted of raised dots increasing in density in 

the direction of the slant. They showed that participants, using free exploration, were able to 

determine the direction of the gradient and to accurately estimate the degree of the slant 

depicted by the gradient. 

Thus, there are indications that texture influences haptic spatial perception. How might 

texture be further structured so that it may enhance the information available to the haptic 

system? Gibson (1979) was very clear in the distinction of stimulation versus information. The 

main difference is that stimulation, contrary to information, is not specific to its source and to 

the purpose of the observer. In a dense fog, there is visual stimulation, but there is no 

information for navigation, because the light that enters the eye does not differ for different 

directions. Without fog, the light that enters the eye is structured by the surfaces of the 

environment. These patterns of stimulation, rather than stimulation itself, is what constitutes 

information. Thus, if we want to enhance the information available to the haptic system, we 

have to change the flux of cutaneous stimulation that is obtained by the hand in moving across 

a surface, so that it may specify the changing position of the hand on the surface. 
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Texture manipulations 

In the present experiment, we used three textures that differed in the amount of 

cutaneous specification of change in relative hand position (see Figure 4.1). These were a 

smooth texture, a homogeneous texture, and a gradient texture Consider the cutaneous 

stimulation that anses as the hand touches the smooth surface. Functionally, such a smooth 

surface might be compared to walking through a fog There is perhaps a minimal sensation of 

movement, but because there is no structure, there is little to relate the movement to. With the 

homogeneous texture, the cutaneous sensations that anse with relative movement make it 

possible to relate the movement to characteristics of the surface. However, the cutaneous 

stimulation that is obtained is identical for different places on the surface. There is no change in 

the stimulation itself that corresponds to the change of position on the surface. The cutaneous 

stimulation obtained in movement relative to the gradient texture contains such a change. This 

texture consists of lumps that gradually decrease in size and increase in density both in the 

forward and the sideways direction from the position of the participant Density and size of the 

lumps were chosen such that the minimal distance between the summits of the lumps was 2 mm 

and maximum distance 15 mm. The minimal distance between lumps is within the limits of the 

spatial acuity of the cutaneous system (Loomis & Lederman, 1986). Practically this means that 

individual lumps can always be discriminated and that the number of lumps that can be felt by 

the fingertip at any one given location is always more than one. Our hypothesis is that the 

gradient texture may serve to enhance the information available to the haptic system. That is, 

the patterns of cutaneous stimulation that anse in relative movement between finger and 

surface, will specify the distance traveled and the position of the finger relative to the surface. 

It is important to note that the present gradient texture differs in two ways from the 

textures described by Hughes and Jansson (1994). In the first place, the present gradient 

changes in two directions whereas the textures of Hughes and Jansson (1994) changed in one 

direction. In the second place, the lumps of which the textures of Hughes and Jansson (1994) 

consisted did not change in size, whereas the lumps of the gradient texture used in the present 

experiment did. Differences between the present gradient texture and the textures used by 

Hughes and Jansson (1994) anse from differences in purpose of the experiments. The textures 

used by Hughes and Jansson (1994) were a direct translation of optical slant patterns, whereas 

the present gradient texture was designed with the spatial stimulation in mind that might be 
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obtained by the hand in moving across a flat surface. 

Manipulation of additional sources of information 

To investigate whether these three textures differ in the amount of cutaneous 

specification to the position of the hand on a surface, we used an adapted linear positioning 

task. In this adaptation, participants make their criterion and reproduction movements across a 

texture. To more accurately assess the contribution of cutaneous texture information, we 

choose to manipulate additional sources of information that may be used to reproduce distance 

and location· movement extent and movement speed. Texture perception is relatively 

insensitive to different movement speeds, and does not seem to require arm extension 

However, both movement extent and movement speed are related to the tactual perception of 

distance and location. Our assumption is that manipulation of movement speed and movement 

extent wdl have little effect on participants ability to obtain cutaneous information about the 

textures, but will prevent them from using movement duration or arm extent as cues to 

distance or location. 

Movement extent was manipulated by introducing passive non-movement conditions in 

addition to active movement conditions. In the passive conditions the participant held his or 

her hand stationary and the texture was moved beneath the index finger In the active 

movement conditions the participant moved his or her index finger actively across the texture. 

Note that because the object of the passive - active manipulation was the exclusion of 

information concerning the extent of the movement, the term passive m this experiment refers 

to complete absence of hand and finger movement In most experiments using a linear 

positioning task passive refers to the moving of the participants' hand by the experimenter. 

However, if the experimenter moves the hand, the participant still has kinesthetic information 

on movement extent available. 

Use of movement speed as a source of information was manipulated by introducing equal 

movement speed conditions in addition to unequal movement speed conditions In the equal 

movement speed conditions the movement speed during the criterion movement was equal to 

the movement speed during the reproduction movement. In the unequal movement speed 

conditions, the movement speed during the criterion movement was faster than the movement 

speed during the reproduction movement Thus, in the unequal movement speed conditions it 
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would be more difficult for the participant to use movement duration as an indication of 

distance and location. 

The two levels of the movement speed manipulation and the movement extent 

manipulation were crossed, which resulted in four main conditions which differed in the type 

and amount of information available. In the passive movement conditions with unequal 

movement speed, movement extent is absent, and movement speed can not be directly used for 

reproduction because movement speeds of the criterion and reproduction movement are 

different. Expectations are that texture effects will be most visible in the passive conditions 

with unequal movement speed, because here the participant has to rely on the cutaneous 

information provided by the textures to reproduce the distances and locations. In the other 

conditions, effects of surface texture will depend on the relative significance of different 

informational sources. For example, in the passive conditions with equal movement speed, 

participants may use movement duration besides texture to reproduce distance and location. In 

the active conditions with unequal movement speed participants may use movement extent and 

finally, in the active conditions with equal movement speed participants may use both 

movement extent and movement duration. 

4.2 Method 

Participants 

Participants were 64 undergraduate psychology students who were paid for their 

participation. Participants were randomly assigned to conditions and were not aware 

beforehand of the purpose of the experiment. 

Materials 

Four textured surfaces of 40 * 40 cm were used. The practice surface consisted of a 

piece of carpet. The three experimental surfaces were made of silicon rubber. The lumps of the 

gradient texture can be described as the result of a perpendicular crossing of two waves with a 

constant amplitude of 0.2 cm and a variable wavelength which decreases according to the 
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Figure 4.1. The three textures 
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arithmetic progression t„ - 1.5 - (n-l)*.025 (where t„ is wavelength of wave n; 1 < η < 53; 

units are in cm). From the position of the participant, the first wave started at right angles with 

the near side of the surface, the second wave started at right angles with the right side. 

Because participants only made forward movements, they felt the gradient in one direction. 

The lumps of the homogeneous texture can be described as the result of a perpendicular 

crossing of two waves with a constant amplitude of 0.2 cm and a constant wavelength of 1 cm. 

From the position of the participant, the first wave started at right angles with the front of the 

surface, the second wave started at right angles with the left side. The smooth texture had no 

lumps or other irregularities. 

The apparatuses used in the experiment are depicted in Figure 4.2. Apparatus in the 

active conditions consisted of a flat horizontal plastic frame in which the textures were laid. A 

400-mm ruler was attached to the left side (from the position of the participant) of the frame. 

A plastic bar, that could be displaced by the experimenter at right angles with this ruler, was 

used to indicate the end position of the criterion movement and to measure the end position of 

the reproduction movements. Metal rods with a diameter of 0.3 cm, which ends fitted into 

grooves in the side of the frame, were used to indicate the starting positions to a participant. 

Apparatus in the passive conditions consisted of a plateau on which the textures were laid. This 

plateau was moved forwards and backwards by means of an electrical motor. A counter 

connected to the movement apparatus indicated the position of the plateau. By pressing a 

button participants could stop the plateau. An armrest was used to support participants' arms 

and wrists. During the practice and experimental trials, participants were blindfolded. Prior to 

the experiment the apparatus was covered by an opaque sheet. 

Design 

There were three between subject variables, each with two levels: Spatial Cue (distance 

reproduction and location reproduction). Movement Mode (active and passive movement). 

Movement Speed (equal or unequal movement speed for the criterion and reproduction 

movement). The 64 participants were randomly assigned to one of eight conditions resulting 

from the complete crossing of these three between subject variables. There were two within 

subject variables, Texture (gradient, homogeneous, and smooth) and Reproduction Starting 

Position (-6, -3, +3, and +6 cm relative to the starting position for the criterion movement). 
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Figure 4.2. Experimental apparatus. (A) Apparatus in the active conditions. (B) Apparatus in 

the passive conditions. 
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Within a condition, participants were subsequently presented with the three textures (gradient, 

homogeneous, smooth), the order of which was counterbalanced across conditions. The four 

reproduction starting positions were each presented five times per texture, the order of which 

was randomized. Thus, there were 20 trials per texture, and 60 trials in total We used ten end 

positions for the criterion movements, at 14, 15 , 22, 23 cm from the criterion starting 

position which was located at 7 cm from the bottom of the texture. The movements to these 

target positions fall within the range of short movements, as used in the linear positioning 

literature (Smyth, 1984). Because there were 20 trials per texture, each end position was 

presented twice per texture. Combinations of the four reproduction starting positions and the 

ten end positions were randomly selected with the restriction that a particular end position 

could not be combined twice with either a forward reproduction starting position (+3 and +6 

cm relative to the starting position of the criterion movement) or a backward reproduction 

starting position (-3 and -6 cm relative to the starting position of the criterion movement). 

Procedure 

The blindfolded participant was led into the room and seated in front of the experimental 

apparatus, which was covered by an opaque sheet. Participants indicated their dominant hand, 

and were instructed to use the index finger of this hand in the task. Participants were told by 

reading a standard text that they had to reproduce the distance traveled during a movement or 

the end location of a movement. Participants were not specifically instructed to use the 

textures, but were told beforehand that they had to complete the task on different textures. 

Each condition started with trials on the practice texture, in which the task and, in the active 

movement conditions, movement speeds were practiced. The movement speeds were practiced 

by timing the movements and giving the participants feedback about the movement speed, until 

the participant could reliably maintain a movement speed. After the practice trials, the 60 

experimental trials on the three experimental textures followed. A trial consisted of a criterion 

movement, a shift from the criterion starting position to the reproduction starting position, and 

a reproduction movement. 

In the location cue condition with active movement and equal movement speed, 

participants were instructed to reproduce the end location of the criterion movement. The 

movement speed was equal throughout the trial, approximately 5 cm/s. This speed was 
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selected in pilot experiments and approximated the movement speed that participants use when 

they freely move their hand across a texture In the criterion movement, participants moved 

their finger forward from a metal rod that indicated the criterion starting position to a plastic 

bar that indicated the end position. Subsequently participants moved their finger back to the 

criterion starting position. To shift the starting position, the experimenter removed the plastic 

bar and metal rod, and replaced the metal rod at the reproduction starting position. On the 

instruction of the experimenter, participants moved their finger across the texture to the 

reproduction starting position. In the reproduction movement participants moved their finger 

forward to the estimated end location of the criterion movement. The experimenter measured 

the position of the finger by moving the plastic bar against the fingertip and reading the 

indication on the ruler. The experimenter replaced the metal rod at the criterion starting 

position and the participants moved their finger back to the rod. 

The location cue condition with active movement and unequal movement speed was 

similar to the location cue condition with active movement and equal movement speed, with 

the following exception the movement speed was 13.0 cm/s for the criterion movement and 

2.5 cm/s for the shift to the reproduction starting position and the reproduction movement 

These two movement speed values were selected in pilot experiments because they were easily 

distinguishable by participants, were within the ranges studied by Lederman (1974, 1983) to 

have little effect on the accuracy of roughness perception, and could be approximated by the 

apparatus of the passive conditions. Pilot experiments showed that the opposite speed 

manipulation (slow speed for the criterion movement and fast speed for the reproduction 

movement) especially in the passive conditions left the participant with insufficient time to give 

a judgment. 

The location cue condition with passive movement and equal movement speed was 

similar to the location cue condition with active movement and equal movement speed, except 

that the participants, in stead of moving their finger across the texture, held their finger 

stationary while the texture was moved beneath it. Movement speed of the texture was equal 

throughout the trial, 5 cm/s Participants used both hands for the task· the index finger of the 

dominant hand was held against the texture (while the arm rested on an armrest), the other 

hand was used to push a button box that was connected to the movement apparatus From the 

criterion starting position, the texture was moved forward until the participants finger was at 
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the end position. After a 1 second delay, the texture was moved back until the participants 

finger was again at the criterion starting position. Subsequently the texture was moved 

backwards or forwards until the participants finger was at one of the four reproduction starting 

positions. After that, the texture was moved forwards until the participant stopped the 

movement apparatus by pushing the button box. After a 1 second delay, the texture was moved 

back until the participants fìnger was again at the criterion starting position. 

The location cue condition with passive movement and unequal movement speed was 

similar to the location cue condition with passive movement and equal movement speed, with 

the following exception: the movement speed was 12.8 cm/s for the criterion movement and 

2.5 cm/s for the shift to the reproduction starting position and the reproduction movement. 

The four distance cue conditions, (i.e., the distance cue condition with active movement 

and equal movement speed, the distance cue condition with active movement and unequal 

movement speed, the distance cue condition with passive movement and equal movement 

speed, and finally the distance cue condition with passive movement and unequal movement 

speed) were similar to the above described four location cue conditions except that participants 

were instructed to reproduce the distance traveled during the criterion movement. 

4.3 Results 

On the basis of the reproductions of the participants, three error measures were 

computed, the Signed Error (SE), the Unsigned Error (UE), and the Variable Error (VE). For 

location reproduction, SE is the difference between the end position of the criterion movement 

and the end position of the reproduction movement. For distance reproduction, SE is the 

difference between the length of the criterion movement and the length of the reproduction 

movement. A positive SE value indicates that a participant has moved too far relative to the 

criterion distance or location (i.e., overshooting), a negative SE value indicates that a 

participant has not moved far enough relative to the criterion distance or location (i.e., 

undershooting). UE is the absolute value of SE. VE is the standard deviation of SE. Each error 

provides somewhat different information about the reproduction. SE can give insight in 

patterns of over- and undershooting, thus in directional biases. According to Spray (1986), UE 

is a good measure for overall accuracy of performance. However, use of UE is not without 
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controversies (Smyth, 1984). Therefore, VE was also computed. VE may be viewed as a 

measure of the consistency with which a movement is reproduced, thus of the reproducibility 

of a movement. None of the errors showed effects of order of presentation of the textures or 

trial effects. These variables were excluded from further analysis. SE, UE, and VE, were each 

analyzed separately by means o f a 2 * 2 * 2 * 3 * 4 mixed model analysis of variance with 

Spatial Cue (distance and location), Movement Mode (active or passive) and Movement Speed 

(equal or unequal) as between subject factors and Texture (gradient, homogeneous, and 

smooth) and Reproduction Starting Position (-6, -3, +3 and +6 cm) as within subject factors. 

Where post hoc comparisons are indicated in the following sections, results were further 

explored by means of the Student-Newman-Keuls test, using an alpha of 0.05. SE, UE, and 

VE values are given in millimeters. 

Signed Error 

There were main effects for Movement Speed, F(l,56) - 10.39, ρ < 0.01; Movement 

Mode, F(l,56) - 16.06, ρ < 0.001; and Texture, F(2,112) - 10.16, ρ < 0.001. There were 

interactions of Movement Speed and Movement Mode, F(l,56) - 9.25, ρ < 0.01; Texture and 

Movement Speed, F(2,l 12)-22.46, ρ < 0.001; Texture and Movement Mode, F(2,l 12) - 4.9, 

ρ < 0.01; and Texture, Movement Speed and Movement Mode, F(2,l 12) - 8.10, ρ < 0.01. The 

nature of these effects will become clear on inspection of Figure 4.3 (A), which gives a graphic 

representation of the Texture * Movement Speed * Movement Mode interaction. 

From Figure 4.3 (A) it is clear that in general participants undershot. In the passive 

movement conditions with unequal movement speed, all three textures show a higher amount 

of undershooting relative to the other conditions. A post hoc comparison revealed that the 

smooth texture in this condition (Λ/ - -66.01, SD - 51.57) differs significantly from both the 

homogeneous texture (M - -40.21, SD - 57.04) and the gradient texture (Λ/ - -36.59, SD -

53.36). The difference between the homogeneous and the gradient texture is not significant. 

There were no further significant differences between textures within conditions. 

There was no main effect for Spatial Cue, nor any interactions between Spatial Cue and 

Texture. There was a main effect for Reproduction Starting Position, F(3,168) - 6.30, ρ < 

0.001. Mean values (with standard deviations in parentheses) for the reproduction starting 

positions -6, -3, +3, and +6 cm were -12.06 (46.83); -15.42 (44.39); -20.75 (36.81); and 
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Figure 4.3. Means of Signed error (A) and Unsigned Error (B) for levels of Movement Mode, 

Movement Speed, and Texture. 
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-18.62 (37.80) respectively. There was an interaction of Reproduction Starting Position and 

Movement Mode, F(3,168) - 24.99, ρ < 0.001. In the active movement conditions, there was 

a shift from positive SE values for -6 (M - 7.26, SD - 29.9) and -3 (M - 2.35, SD - 23.61) to 

negative SE values for +3 (M - -14.41, SD - 25.13) and +€ (M - -13.88, SD - 29.75). In the 

passive movement conditions all SE values were negative and no particular trend was visible. 

Mean values for -6, -3, +3 and +6 were -31.38 (52.41); -33.20 (52.47); -27.10 (44.73); and 

-23.36 (43.95) respectively. There were interactions of Reproduction Starting Position and 

Spatial Cue, F(3,168) - 37.69, ρ < 0.001, and Reproduction Starting Position, Spatial Cue, 

and Movement speed, F(3,168) - 7.65, ρ < 0.001. Figure 4.4 gives a graphic representation of 

the Reproduction Starting Position * Spatial Cue * Movement Speed interaction. 

In the conditions with equal movement speed there is a downward trend for distance 

reproduction from a slightly positive value for -6 to negative values for -3, 3, and 6. For 

location reproduction SE stays on about the same negative level for the different reproduction 

starting positions. The trend for distance reproduction in the conditions with unequal 

movement speed is similar to the trend in the conditions with equal movement speed, except 

for the larger negative SE values for -3, 3 and 6. All SE values are negative for location 

reproduction, but there is an upward trend visible from -6 to 6. These results are similar to 

results found by Walsh et al. (1979) in the upward and downward trends that are visible for 

location and distance reproduction across values of Reproduction Starting Position. However, 

the values obtained in the present experiment are biased towards undershooting, and the trends 

found in the conditions with unequal movement speed are more pronounced than the trends in 

the equal movement speed conditions. 

Unsigned Error 

The pattern of significant results of UE that emerged was very similar to that of SE. 

There were main effects for Movement Speed, F(l,56) - 17.59, ρ < 0.001; Movement Mode, 

F(l,56) - 19.35, ρ < 0.001; and Texture, F(2,112) - 17.53, ρ < 0.001. There were interactions 

of Movement Speed and Movement Mode, F(l,56) - 11.01, ρ < 0.01; Texture and Movement 

Speed, F(2,l 12) - 10.36, ρ < 0.001; Texture and Movement Mode, F(2,l 12) - 6.27, ρ < 0.01; 

and Texture, Movement Speed and Movement Mode, F(2,l 12) - 4.80, ρ < 0.05. These effects 

will become clear on inspection of Figure 4.3 (B), which gives a graphic representation of the 
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Figure 4.4. Means of signed error for the reproduction of distance and location from each 

reproduction starting position. (A) Conditions with equal movement speed. (B) Conditions 

with unequal movement speed. 
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Texture * Movement Speed * Movement Mode interaction. 

As is clear from Figure 4.3 (B), UE values for reproductions of distance and location 

were larger in conditions with unequal movement speed relative to conditions with equal 

movement speed, and UE values were larger for the passive movement conditions than for the 

active movement conditions. Figure 4.3 (B) shows that the largest UE values were obtained in 

the conditions with passive movement and unequal movement speed. These conditions differ 

significantly from every other condition. In the conditions with passive movement and unequal 

movement speed differences among the gradient (M - 48.25, SD - 43.07), homogeneous (M -

55.04, SD - 42.86) and smooth (M - 70.49, SD - 45.24) textures are visible. A post hoc 

comparison showed that the three textures in this condition differ significantly from each other 

and from the values obtained in the other conditions. There were no further significant 

differences between textures within conditions. 

There was no main effect for Spatial Cue nor any interactions of Spatial Cue and 

Texture, but, contrary to the SE results, there was an interaction of Spatial Cue and Movement 

Mode, F(l,56) - 4.53, ρ < 0.05. In accordance with results normally found in linear 

positioning experiments, in the active movement conditions UE values for location were 

smaller than those for distance. Contrary to results normally found in linear positioning 

experiments, in the passive conditions UE values were smaller for distance. In the active 

movement conditions, mean UE values (with standard deviations in parentheses) were 18.41 

(14.35) for location reproduction and 26.38 (21.69) for distance reproduction. In the passive 

movement conditions, mean UE values were 48.84 (44.39) for location reproduction and 

36.28 (30.25) for distance reproduction. Post hoc comparisons revealed that all these values 

differed significantly from each other. 

There was no Reproduction Starting Position main effect for UE, but there were 

interactions of Reproduction Starting Position with most of the other factors, except for 

Texture. 

Variable Error 

Contrary to the results obtained with SE and UE, there were no effects related to Texture. 

Thus, the reproducibility of a movement does not differ according to texture. VE showed main 

effects for Spatial Cue, F(l,56) - 5.46, ρ < 0.05; Movement Speed, F(l,56) - 8.21, ρ < 0.01; 
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and Movement Mode, F(l,56) - 65.91, ρ < 0.001. Mean VE values (with standard deviations 

in parentheses) were 19.57 (9.56) for distance reproduction and 22.22 (13.08) for location 

reproduction; 19.27 (10.39) for conditions with equal movement speed and 22.52 (12.38) for 

conditions with unequal movement speed; and finally 16.28 (7.8) for conditions with active 

movements and 25.51 (12.77) for conditions with passive movements. Further, there was an 

interaction of Movement Speed and Movement Mode, F(l,56) - 6.31, ρ < 0.05. Mean VE 

Values (with standard deviations in parentheses) were 16.08 (7.77) for the conditions with 

active movement and equal movement speed, 16.48 (7.85) for conditions with active 

movement and unequal movement speed, 22.45 (11.65) for conditions with passive movements 

and equal movement speed, and 28.56 (13.14) for conditions with passive movements and 

unequal movement speed. A post hoc comparison revealed that the means for the active 

conditions do not differ from each other, whereas the means for the passive conditions differ 

significantly from each other and from the means in the active conditions. This is in accordance 

with results obtained with SE and UE, where the largest errors were visible in the conditions 

with passive movement and unequal movement speed. There was also an interaction of Spatial 

Cue and Movement Mode, F(l,56) - 11.39, ρ < 0.01. Mean VE values (with standard 

deviations in parentheses) were 16.87 (8.49) for distance reproduction in the conditions with 

active movement; 15.69 (7.02) for location reproduction in the conditions with active 

movement, 22.26 (9.88) for distance reproduction in the conditions with passive movement 

and 28.75 (14.43) for location reproduction in the conditions with passive movement. Post hoc 

comparisons revealed that the means for the active conditions do not differ from each other, 

whereas the means for the passive conditions differ significantly from each other and from the 

means in the active conditions. This is in accordance with results obtained in the analysis of 

UE, where it was found that in the active conditions, in line with results normally found in 

linear positioning experiments, UE Values for location reproduction were smaller than those 

for distance reproduction whereas, contrary to results normally found, in the passive conditions 

UE Values for location reproduction were larger than those for distance reproduction. Finally, 

there was an interaction of Spatial Cue, Movement Mode, and Reproduction Starting position. 

Figure 4.5 gives a graphic representation of this effect. In the conditions with passive 

movement, no particular trends are visible for either distance or location across levels of 

Reproduction Starting Position. In the conditions with active movement, both distance and 
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Figure 4.5. Means of variable error for the reproduction of distance and location from each 

reproduction starting position. (A) Conditions with active movement. (B) Conditions with 

passive movement. 
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location have a smaller VE value for a Reproduction Starting Position of -3 compared to the 

other Reproduction Starting Positions. 

4.4 Discussion 

In accordance with the hypotheses, cutaneous specification of the position of the hand 

relative to a surface is possible, and textures differ in the amount of specification they provide. 

In conditions with passive movement and unequal movement speed, texture effects were 

visible. In these conditions UE values were smallest for the gradient texture and largest for the 

smooth texture, and SE values were larger for the smooth texture than for the homogeneous 

and the gradient texture. No texture effects were visible for the other conditions, indicating 

that the information provided by the textures was not as salient as the information provided by 

movement extent and movement duration. There were no texture related effects for the 

Variable Error, indicating that the textures do not differ in the ease in which they allow the 

reproduction of distances and locations. 

Results show that for all three textures, the movement speed manipulation in the passive 

condition led to an increase in undershooting in the reproductions of distance and location 

(possible reasons for this general effect will be discussed shortly). Undershooting was largest 

for the smooth texture. We suggest that the reason for this is that relative movement between 

the surface and the hand is difficult to perceive in the absence of texture elements. This 

suggestion is in line with results found by Hollins et al. (1993) who reported that participants 

had difficulty perceiving the movement of a smooth plastic surface relative to the hand in 

passive conditions. The signed error results show that the homogeneous and the gradient 

texture compensate about equally for the tendency to undershoot, suggesting that it is indeed 

presence of texture elements versus absence of texture elements that makes for perception of 

relative movement. However, the Unsigned Errors were smaller for the gradient texture than 

for the homogeneous texture, suggesting that a gradually changing distribution of texture 

elements may provide for more information on distance and location than a constant 

distribution of texture elements. This highlights that it is the structure in stimulation that makes 

for information rather than presence versus absence of stimulation. 
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The errors for all three textures in passive conditions with unequal movement speed are 

much larger than in the other conditions. The general drop in accuracy might be due to 

inexperience of participants to use texture as a source of information. Results of pilot 

experiments using similar conditions with experienced perceivers (Schellingerhout et aL, 1995) 

suggest experience does play a role in the accuracy that may be achieved in conditions with 

minimal additional information. It is unlikely that accurate perception of the textures was 

hindered by the movement speed manipulation. Lederman (1974) found that perceived 

roughness does change somewhat with changes in movement speed, however, these effects 

were small. 

The absence of texture effects in the active conditions seems in contradiction to results 

obtained by Corsini and Pick (1969), who found an interaction of texture and perceived length 

in active movement conditions. However, participants in the Corsini and Pick study had to 

compare the lengths of differently textured stimuli. In our experiment participants had to 

reproduce distances and locations on the same texture. It is possible that any bias in the 

perception of a location or distance on a texture is also present in the reproduction on that 

same texture, thus leading to accurate reproductions. This issue might be resolved by making 

the criterion movement across a different texture than the reproduction movement, or by using 

other tasks. 

Several results are interesting with respect to results normally obtained in linear 

positioning experiments. (1). In general, participants undershot. This undershooting may have 

to do with moving across a surface instead of moving a handle, as is normally done in linear 

positioning experiments. If this hypothesis is true, this would indicate a general influence of 

presence versus absence of cutaneous stimulation on the perception of distance and location. 

The bias towards undershooting may be introduced because the cutaneous and kinesthetic 

stimulation may be different for forward and backward motions, or because participants 

experience a movement after effect (Hollins & Favorov, 1994). The further increase in 

undershooting in the conditions with passive movement and unequal movement speed is in 

accordance with results of other experiments (Wapner et al. 1967, Hollins & Goble, 1988; 

Whitsel et aL, 1986), where it was found that increased movement speed leads to an 

underestimation of distance. The higher movement speed in criterion phase led to an 

underestimation of the distance and location and thus to undershooting in the reproduction 
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phase. (2). In the active movement conditions location was reproduced more accurately than 

distance (in terms of VE and UE), in accordance with most linear positioning studies (Smyth, 

1984). However, in the passive movement conditions, distance was reproduced more 

accurately than location. This might indicate that perception of location depends more on 

information provided by movement extent than distance. (3). The systematic trends for 

location and distance reproduction across levels of Reproduction Starting Position are similar 

to those found by Walsh et aL (1979), if we take into account the general tendency to 

undershoot. Imanaka and Abemethy (1992) used the linear positioning task in switched-limb 

conditions and concluded that the location-distance interference phenomenon is not dependent 

on limb-specific kinesthetic information. This is in accordance with our results which show that 

the interference phenomenon is even present in passive conditions in which no direct 

kinesthetic information on distance and location is available. 

The results of the present experiment warrant further research into sources of 

information in haptic space perception. It seems that both movement extent and movement 

speed are accurate sources of information on distance and location. Exclusion of one of these 

sources does not lead to reduced accuracy of performance. When one or both of these sources 

are present, texture does not contribute to performance. However, much more research is 

needed on the role of texture in haptic spatial orientation. The results of our experiment show 

that textures may differ in the amount of specification they provide on the relative position of 

the hand on the surface. Textures may thus be used as an additional source of information on 

hand position in conditions with minimal information. Further research must show if texture 

can also enhance spatial perception in active movement conditions. This may be especially 

useful for special populations that show larger errors in linear positioning tasks than the 

participants used in this experiment, such as the early blind (Colley & Colley, 1981). 
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Texture information in tactual space perception Π: 

Detour and rotation tasks 

Abstract 

In three experiments, the influence of texture in haptic space perception was investigated. A 

detour task (experiment 1) and two rotation tasks (experiments 2 and 3) were used. In each 

experiment, a gradient, a homogeneous and a smooth texture were compared. Results of 

experiments 1 and 2, in which movements of participants were restricted, revealed subtle but 

consistent effects of texture on performance. Results of experiment 3, in which participants 

were allowed free movement across a texture, showed that different textures may provoke 

different search strategies. Implications of the results for the interpretation of experiments in 

small-scale space, for the design of tangible graphics, and for the role of texture in haptic space 

perception were discussed. 

R. Schellingerhout, A.W. Smitsman, & G. P. Van Galen (submitted,). Texture information in 

tactual space perception II. 
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5.1 Introduction 

In most studies on tactual texture perception and manual movements an emphasis is on 

how characteristics of the movement, such as active versus passive movement and movement 

speed, influence perception and discrimination of texture (Hughes & Jansson, 1994; Hughes, 

1997, Loomis & Lederman, 1986). The present study focuses on the reversed question: how 

do texture characteristics influence haptic exploratory movements and perception in small-scale 

space. This question has relevance for the design of tangible graphics for the blind, for the 

interpretation of results of experiments in small-scale space (in which the possible influence of 

texture on performance is largely ignored), and for theoretical issues concerning haptic space 

perception and the roles of the kinesthetic and cutaneous subsystems of touch. 

In our previous experiments the focus was on the influence of texture information on the 

tactual perception of distance and location in small scale space perception (Schellingerhout, 

Smitsman, & Van Galen, in press; Schellingerhout, Beyers, Smitsman & Van Galen, 1995). 

Influence of texture on the reproduction of distance and location was shown for conditions in 

which participants could rely on cutaneous information only. In the experiments described in 

the present paper, the focus is on more complex tasks, in which participants may explore larger 

areas of the textures, and in which performance not only depends on distance and location, but 

also on more complex spatial variables. 

The haptic system essentially consists of two subsystems. The kinesthetic subsystem 

(proprioception) provides the participant with an awareness of static and dynamic body 

posture on the basis of afferent information originating within the muscles and skin. The 

cutaneous subsystem provides an awareness of changes in stimulation of the outer surface of 

the body by means of receptors in the skin and the associated nervous system. Haptic space 

perception is considered to be largely a matter of proprioception (Clark & Horch, 1986). 

Texture perception on the other hand seems to be largely a matter of the cutaneous system. In 

passive conditions, in which a texture is moved against the hand of the participant and in which 

no kinesthetic information is available, perception and discrimination of texture is as good as in 

active conditions (Johnson & Hsiao, 1992). 

Haptic space, like visual space, seems to have its own laws and phenomena. That is, 

haptically perceived spatial properties do not always conform to the 'true' Euclidean measures. 
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Loomis & Lederman (1986) provided an overview of these biases of kinesthetic space 

perception. A well-known example is the radial tangential effect: distances along radial lines 

(i.e., lines away from the body) are perceived as being longer than distances along tangential 

lines (i.e., lines parallel to the body). This effect is independent of the scanning movements 

which are used (Gentaz & Hatwell, 1995). Another example is the haptic oblique effect: 

discrimination of oblique directions is more difficult than horizontal or vertical directions. 

Straight lines in the fronto-parallel plane are perceived to be curved (Loomis & Lederman, 

1986). Moreover, Lederman, Klatzky, Collins, and Wardell (1987) found a pathway distortion 

effect in experiments with detour tasks: as the length of a detour from a starting position to an 

end-position increases, participants overestimate the straight-line direct distance between 

starting-position and end-position of the detour. Further, they found that in estimating the 

direction of an end-position, the estimates of the participants tended to err in the direction of 

implicit spatial axes, such as the horizontal and the vertical. 

Compared to the visual system, the haptic system seems to be poor at the perception of 

spatial variables (Barber & Lederman, 1988). This seems to be related to the information that 

is available for the haptic system in the task-situation. Millar (1994) suggested that the 

information that is available to the haptic system leads to a perception of spatial positions in 

terms of the movements used to reach these positions, or with reference to the participants 

own body. For example, as the hand moves across a surface, there is little information on the 

positions of the surface with respect to each other, except for the movements that are used to 

reach these positions. Lederman, Klatzky, and Barber (1985) stressed the importance of what 

they called 'cognitive heuristics' in haptic space perception. Cognitive heuristics are rules of 

thumb which assist the perception of space. For example, movement based heuristics have been 

found to rely on estimates of inferred distances obtained from the spatial extent of the actual 

movement and, in part, on movement duration. 

Performance in haptic spatial tasks not only depends on the information available, but 

also on the way in which a tactile lay-out is explored. For example, Ungar, Blades, and 

Spencer (1995) found that allocentric perception (i.e., perception of positions with respect to 

each other and to the larger lay-out) versus egocentric perception (i.e., perception of positions 

in relation to the own body) of spatial positions depends on the strategies that a child uses to 

explore a layout. Davidson (1972) found that blind adults were better than sighted adults at the 
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determination of the curvature of a line in the fronto-parallel plane. This depended on the 

specific movements used by the blind to explore the lines. Teaching these movement patterns 

to the sighted significantly increased their performance. Finally, training specific ways of 

exploring a tactile lay-out in tactual map-reading strongly influences the speed and accuracy of 

perception of the tactile lay-out (Berla & Butterfield, 1977; Berla, 1981). 

The haptic system may be poor at spatial perception, but it seems to be especially suited 

to the perception of texture. Tactual texture perception is as accurate as or even more accurate 

than texture perception by vision (Heller, 1989), and seems to require little active attention 

(Sathian & Burton, 1991). Texture perception is a robust phenomenon. It is independent of 

active versus passive movements (Johnson & Hsiao, 1992) and is constant across a wide range 

of scanning velocities (Lederman, 1974). Texture also influences the manual movements that 

people use in free exploration (Lederman & Klatzky, 1987). Given the sensitivity of the haptic 

system to texture, it seems strange that the role of texture in tactual space perception is largely 

ignored, except insofar it directly relates to the design of tangible graphics for the blind. 

In moving across a surface as is common in the exploration of tangible graphics and in 

most tasks in small-scale space, both kinesthetic and cutaneous stimulation arises. In line with 

the division of the subsystems of touch, it seems logical to assume that the patterns of 

kinesthetic stimulation specify the position of the hand relative to the surface, whereas the 

patterns of cutaneous stimulation specify surface-characteristics like hardness/softness and 

texture. The possible contribution of patterns of cutaneous stimulation to the perception of 

spatial positions is largely ignored. In some experiments, participants move their hand along a 

dotted line (for example, Barber & Lederman, 1988). In other tasks, participants move their 

fingers along or against a raised line, or between two raised lines across a smooth surface 

(Brambring & Laufenberg, 1979). These tasks differ in the cutaneous stimulation that is 

obtained by the moving hand. Do these patterns of cutaneous stimulation contribute to haptic 

spatial perception? Theoretically, the different cutaneous stimulation provided by surfaces may 

differ in the amount of spatial specification. For example, the cutaneous stimulation that arises 

in moving across a smooth surface is very different from the stimulation that arises in moving 

across a rough surface. In visual space perception, the influence of the presence of texture 

elements is well known. For example, a distance between two points which is filled with 

texture elements is perceived as longer than an 'empty1 distance. This is known as the filled 
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distance phenomenon (Thomdyke, 1981), and is held responsible for the moon illusion (when 

the moon is seen on the horizon across the ground, it is perceived as being larger than when it 

is up in the sky). Similarly, Gibson (1979) showed that direct visual perception of distance 

across the ground is made possible by the optically specified gradual change in the texture 

elements of the ground. If tactual textures may provide for similar experiences, this not only 

opens a whole new area of investigation, but it may also lead to ways to enhance the 

information that is available to a moving hand on a surface. 

Only a few studies directly focussed on the role of texture in tactual space perception. 

Corsini and Pick (1969) investigated the influence of texture on length-perception. They found 

that, compared to a smooth standard, fine textured stimuli (emery cloth with grid values of 320 

and 120) were perceived as being longer and coarse textured stimuli (emery cloth with grid 

values of 50 and 24) were perceived as being shorter. Haninen (1976) had blind and sighted 

persons from 10 to 19 years of age judge the length of stimuli with different textures. Accuracy 

of length judgment was influenced by participants' preference for a texture. Finally, 

Schellingerhout et al. (in press), using a linear positioning task, investigated whether textures 

differ in the amount of cutaneous specification they provide to distances and locations on a 

surface. Three different textures were used: a gradient texture, consisting of lumps with a 

gradually changing density distribution; a homogeneous texture, consisting of identical lumps 

with a constant density distribution; and a smooth texture without lumps or other irregularities. 

The gradient texture provided a constant change in stimulation with a change of hand position 

on the surface, the homogeneous and smooth textures did not provide changes in stimulation. 

It was found that in a condition where participants could only use cutaneous stimulation (i.e., 

the textured surface was moved beneath the finger of the participant), the gradient texture 

provided for the most accurate perception of distance and location and the smooth texture the 

least accurate. This indicates that textures may indeed differ in the amount of cutaneous spatial 

information they provide. However, no differences between textures were found in active 

movement conditions where participants could use kinesthetic information. 

The task used by Schellingerhout et al. (in press) was fairly simple, and did not allow 

participants to sample a large area of the textured surfaces. Moreover, participants felt the 

same local textures in the determination of a distance and location and in the reproduction of a 

distance and location. In the experiments described in the present paper, more complex tasks 
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are used. In experiment 1, a detour task is used in which the participant has both kinesthetic 

and cutaneous information available in all phases of a trial. The focus of this experiment is to 

investigate whether the phenomena which occur in haptic space perception are influenced by 

the presence of texture. In experiment 2, an indirect detour-rotation task is used in which the 

possibility to use kinesthetic information is reduced, to better reveal the influence of texture. In 

experiment 3 a free search rotation task is used, in which the participants are free to use and 

develop their own search strategies. 

The general focus of the present experiments is whether texture contributes to the 

perception of positions on a surface. Our assumption was that textures may differ in the 

amount of specification they provide to the trajectories and position of the hand on the surface. 

A further assumption is that specification of the position of the hand on the surface is most 

optimally achieved when there is a change in stimulation that is specific to the position on the 

surface upon which the hand moves. Important is not the presence versus absence of 

stimulation, but rather the pattern of stimulation that relates to the movement and the 

particular place on which the hand moves. Hence, compared to a smooth texture, a 

homogeneous texture might provide stronger cutaneous stimulation. However, the patterns of 

stimulation that arise when moving across a homogeneous texture are similar for different 

directions and positions on the surface. The gradient texture, on the other hand, provides a 

structured array which changes with the movement. To conclude, it was be assumed that the 

influence of texture on the performance of participants would depend on the additional 

information available in the task-situation, and on the freedom of the participants to sample the 

textures. 

5.2 Experiment 1 

In a detour task it is investigated whether characteristics of the route that is taken to 

reach an end-position influences perception of the spatial position of that end-position. 

Brambring (1976) used a detour task in which subjects (congenitally blind, adventitiously blind 

and blindfolded sighted persons) followed two sides of a rectangular triangle from a starting 

point to an endpoint. Orientation of the triangle, direct distance between start- and endpoint 

and detour-distance were varied. It was found that detour distance influenced the perceived 
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direct distance between start- and endpoint. Lederman et al. (1985) used curved detours. They 

found what they called a length distortion effect: as the detour distance increases, the direct 

distance between starting point and end-point is increasingly overestimated. According to 

Lederman et al. this indicates that participants use a movement-based heuristic (based on 

movement speed). Judgments of the direction of the endpomt did not vary systematically with 

the direction in which the detour deviated from the direction of the straight line between start 

and endpoint (with deviation of the direction of the detour is meant whether the trajectory of 

the detour was to the left or to the right of the straight Une between start and endpoint of the 

detour) Instead, the estimates erred in the direction of inferred natural axes of the tactile 

lay-out, such as the vertical and the horizontal. That is, the estimated directions deviated from 

the true directions towards the directions of these natural axes. Lederman et al. (1987) used 

triangular detours to compare effects in small scale space (ι е., space that is explored by hand) 

with effects in large scale space (ι е., space that is explored by hand). They found the general 

length distortion effect in both small-scale and large-scale space. 

In the present experiment, we let participants make detours across a gradient, 

homogeneous and a smooth texture. Instead of using indirect estimates of the endposition, 

such as verbal estimates or estimates by using a pointer (used by Lederman et al, 1985, 1987), 

participants actively reproduced the end-positions by moving their finger across the texture 

Haber, Haber, Penningroth, Noval, and Radgowski (1993) showed that estimates of the 

locations and directions of objects vary widely with the method used The method which 

provides the most accurate estimates is by using a body part Moreover, we thought it was 

important that the participants felt the texture both in the determination of the endposition and 

in the reproduction. 

In the detour task participants made active movements across the textures, in which both 

cutaneous and kinesthetic stimulation arose. In a previous experiment on the reproduction of 

straight line distance and location, no effects were found for conditions in which both 

kinesthetic and cutaneous information was available. However, in the present detour task, 

participants sampled a larger part of the surface, and they not only had to reproduce distance, 

but also direction of a position on the surface. Moreover, in the detour task the path across the 

texture during the determination of the endposition was different than the straight-line path to 

the endposition in the reproduction. Thus, the cutaneous stimulation that arose during the 
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completion of the detour was different from that during the estimation of the end-position. If 

cutaneous stimulation contributes to the perception of a position on a surface, differences 

between the textures should be found. Because in this task participants can use the position of 

the hand relative to their own bodies, differences between textures may not be visible so much 

in absolute measures of accuracy of reproduction, but more in relative biases, like those found 

by Corsini and Pick (1969). 

Method 

Participants. Participants were 12 normally sighted, right-handed psychology students, 

who participated in the experiment to fulfill course requirements or who were paid for their 

participation. 

Figure 5.1. Material for the detour task; computation of the errors, a: criterion movement, b: 

reproduction movement, c: straight line between the start and endposition of the criterion 

movement. The distance error is the length of line b minus the length of line с Depicted here is 

an overshoot. The angular error is the angle between lines с and b. Depicted here is an 

overshoot. 

Matarial for the 
Detour task 

Computation of 
the errors for the 
Detour task 
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Apparatus and stimuli. Three different textured surfaces of 40 * 40 cm made of silicon 

were used. These textures were the same as used in the experiment described in Chapter 4 of 

this dissertation. A depiction of these textures may be found in Figure 4.1. These textures were 

laid in a flat horizontal plastic frame. A 400 mm ruler was attached to the left side (from the 

position of the participant) of the frame. Another 400 mm ruler could be placed at right angles 

with the ruler on the frame. 

There were 6 different detours. For each direct straight line distance (15, 20, and 25 cm) 

two detour distances were designated (40 and 50 cm) (see Figure 5.1). Detours were carved in 

cardboard with a thickness of 0.3 mm, such that a slit of 1 cm was made. These detours were 

laid on the textures. Thus, a participant who moved his finger through the slit could feel the 

underlying texture. The 6 detours were oriented so that the straight line between the start and 

end of the detour was at either 50°, 85° or 120° (relative to the frame-edge near to the 

participant). The starting point of a detour was always located at 6 cm from the bottom of the 

frame in the middle of the texture (relative to the participant). 

Procedure. The blindfolded participant was led into the room and was seated in front of 

the plateau, which was set on a table. The task was explained to the participants by reading a 

standard text, in which they were told that they should trace a route with their finger to an 

endpoint and back again. After that they should move in a direct line to the endpoint. A trial 

took place as follows. With the index-finger of his or her right hand, the participant traced the 

detour from the starting position to the endposition, and, after a 1 second pause, back again to 

the starting position. The detour was removed from the texture and the participant was asked 

to reproduce the end-position of the detour in a straight line from the starting position. With 

the aid of the ruler, the experimenter measured the position of the participants' finger. There 

were 18 trials for each of the three textures, resulting from the complete crossing of the Direct 

distance, Detour-distance and Orientation (3*2*3). Order of presentation of these trials was 

randomized per subject per texture. Order of presentation of the three textures was 

counterbalanced across subjects. The 54 trials in a session lasted about 1 hr. 

Results 

On the basis of the reproductions of the participants, two error measures were computed 

(see Figure 5.1). The distance error is the difference in distance between the starting position 
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and the true endposition of the detour and the starting position and the reproduced 

endposition. A negative distance error indicates that participants underestimate the true 

distance (undershoot), a positive error indicates the reverse (overshoot). The angular error is 

the angle between the lines formed by starting position - true endposition and starting position 

- reproduced endposition. A negative angular error indicates that the estimated angle is smaller 

than the true angle (e.g., an estimated direction of 110° given a true direction of 120° leads to 

an angular error of -10°). Figure 5.2 gives a graphic representation of the reproductions of the 

participants in terms of the distance and the angular error on each of the three textures. 

The distance error of a given reproduction may be inferred from the difference in 

distance between the starting position and the true endposition on the one hand, and the 

starting position and the reproduction the other hand. The angular error of a given 

reproduction may be inferred from the difference in angle between the line through the starting 

position and the true endposition on the one hand, and the line through the starting position 

and the reproduction on the other hand. 

Distance estimates. The distance error was analyzed by means of a Texture (gradient, 

homogeneous, smooth) * Orientation (50°, 85°, and 120°) * Detour distance (40, 50 cm) * 

Direct distance (15, 20, 25 cm) repeated measures ANOVA. The distance error showed main 

effects for Detour distance, F(l,l 1) - 25.53, ρ < 0.001; Direct distance, F(2,22) - 40.24, ρ < 

0.001; and Orientation, F(2,22) - 8.88, ρ < 0.01. Mean values (with standard deviations in 

parentheses) in cm for the Detour distances 40 and 50 cm were -0.10 (3 19) and 0 68 (3.43). 

For the Direct distances 15, 20, and 25 cm mean values in cm were 2.17 (2.88), 0 (2.91), and 

-1.21 (3.27). Thus, participants overshot with a Direct distance of 15 cm, and undershot with a 

Direct distance of 25 cm. This effect is plainly visible in Figure 5.2. For the Orientations 50°, 

85° and 120° mean values in cm were 0 (2.89), -3.34 (3.31), and 1.16 (3.59). Thus, for the 

Orientation of 85°, there was a general tendency to undershoot. These main effects were 

qualified by interactions of Direct distance and Texture, F(4,44) - 2.92, ρ < 0.05, Orientation 

and Texture, F(4,44) = 9.53, ρ < 0.001, Direct distance and Orientation F(4,44) - 11.41, ρ < 

0 001; and Direct distance, Texture, and Orientation, F(8,88) - 3.02, ρ < 0.01. It thus seems 

that the biases found for Orientation and Direct Distance are influenced differently on the 

different textures. On the inspection of Figure 5 2, it is hard to identify general differences 
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Figure 5.2. Representation of the reproductions with respect to the Texture, Orientation, and 

Direct Distance interaction for the distance error and the angular error in experiment 1. 
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Figure 5.2. (continued). 
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between the textures. The most obvious difference between the textures is that the smooth 

texture in an Orientation of 50° and a Direct distance of 25 cm leads to overestimations of 

distance, whereas the other textures show underestimations of distance. 

In addition to the distance error, the absolute distance error was computed. This variable 

showed no effects, indicating that in general the undershoots canceled out the overshoots. 

Direction estimates. The angular error was analyzed in the same way as the distance 

error. The angular error showed main effects for Texture, F(2,ll) - 4.12, ρ < 0.05; Detour 

distance, F(l,l l) - 6.9, ρ < 0.05, and Orientation, F(2,22) - 5.13, ρ < 0.05. Mean angular 

error (with standard deviations in parentheses) in degrees for the gradient, homogeneous and 

smooth texture were 0.51(12.97); -0.46 (13.96); and -3.48 (14.25). Thus, compared to the 

gradient and the homogeneous textures, the smooth texture leads to underestimations of 

direction. Mean values in degrees for Detour distances 40 and 50 cm were -0.33 (12.48) and 
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1.96 (14.77). Mean values in degrees for the Orientations 50°, 85° and 120° were 3.0 (14.77); 

-0.21 (13.75) and -6.23 (10.11). Thus, participants make errors to the left of the true direction 

with an Orientation of 50°, and to the right with an Orientation of 120°. This effect is plainly 

visible in Figure 5.2. Further, there were interactions of Direct distance and Texture, F(4,44) -

14.28, ρ < 0.001; Orientation and Texture, F(4,44) - 4.14, ρ < 0.01; Orientation and Direct 

distance, F(4,44) -12.76, ρ < 0.001; and Texture, Direct distance, and Orientation, F(8,88) -

4.54, ρ < 0.001. Thus, as was found for the distance error, the biases found for angular error 

differ on the different textures. The clearest difference between the textures can again be found 

for an Orientation of 50° and a Direct distance of 25 cm, where the smooth texture leads to 

underestimations of direction, whereas the other textures show overestimations of direction. 

In addition to the angular error, the absolute angular error was computed. This variable 

showed no effects, again demonstrating that the overshoots and undershoots canceled each 

other out. 

Discussion. 

How do our results relate to the general phenomena of haptic space perception? In 

genera], we find similar biases as those found by other researchers. The shortest direct distance 

(15 cm) leads to overestimations of distance and the longest direct distance (25 cm) leads to an 

underestimation of distance. This is in accordance with results found by Brambring (1976). In 

line with the haptic oblique effect, the smallest angular error is achieved with an orientation of 

85° (which is the closest to the 90° orientation). Further, with an orientation of 50° the angle is 

overestimated, with an orientation of 120° the angle is underestimated. Thus, in line with 

results found by Lederman et al. (1987), the angles err in the direction of implicit spatial axes 

of the plane (in this case the vertical axis, towards 90°). 

A striking difference between our results and the results of Lederman et al. (1985; 1987) 

is the absence of the length distortion effect. Lederman at al. found that with an increase in the 

detour-distance, the direct distance is increasingly overestimated. Lederman et al. used verbal 

estimates of the direct distance. We used active reproduction movements of the hand. 

Brambring (1976) used both verbal and motor estimates of end-position. He also found an 

effect of the detour-distance, but he reported mainly underestimations of distance, even with 

increasing length of the detour. Our results are more in accordance with those of Brambring 
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(1976) than those of Lederman et al. (1985; 1987). Probably the method that is used to obtain 

the estimated distances strongly influences the results. This is in line with Haber et al.'s (1993) 

finding that verbal estimates are less accurate than estimates using a body part. 

The results of the experiment show that texture interacts in subtle ways with the above 

mentioned biases in haptic space perception. For example, the textures lead to somewhat 

different perceptions of the direction of a position. Directions are somewhat overestimated on 

the gradient texture, somewhat underestimated on the homogeneous texture, and 

underestimated on the smooth texture. Biases could be both reduced or enlarged. For example, 

the largest distortions in the perception of endposition was found for the smooth texture, with 

an orientation of 50° and a Direct distance of 25 cm. This may be an combination of texture 

and the haptic oblique effect. A direction of 50° deviates more from the vertical direction than 

either 85° or 120°, and is thus a more oblique direction, indicating that this direction should be 

more difficult to perceive accurately. Apparently, this haptic oblique effect was less prominent 

on the gradient and the homogeneous textures. If this is the case, providing texture on a 

surface may provide participants with additional information to perceive directions. This is 

somewhat in line with results found by Lederman and Campbell (1982) in an experiment 

comparing the influence of different surface underlay-structures on the ease with which 

complex tactual graphs are perceived. They found that perception of complex spatial patterns 

was facilitated by an underlying grating pattern. Both the gradient and the homogeneous 

textures can be described as grating patterns. 

There were no effects in the absolute measures. This means that the absolute accuracy 

achieved does not differ across textures. This is in line with the hypothesis that participants 

could use the end-position of the movement relative to their own body. In any case, the effects 

of texture indicate that both cutaneous and kinesthetic sensations contribute to the manual 

perception of spatial position on a surface 

S3 Experiment 2 

In experiment 1 it was found that texture influences the replication of findings of other 

experiments in haptic space perception This is in line with our general hypothesis that 

cutaneous stimulation contributes to the perception of positions on a surface. In the detour 
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task of experiment 1, no differences in overall accuracy between textures was found. It was 

hypothesized that this may be caused by the possibility of participants to use other sources of 

information, such as the position of their hands relative to their own bodies. Therefore, an 

'indirect' detour task was designed which to a large extent eliminates the possibility of 

participants to use this particular information, and instead focuses more on the available 

cutaneous information. 

In the task used in this experiment, participants always make the same straight line 

reference movement across a surface from a starting position to an end position and back again 

to the starting position After that, the surface is rotated beneath the finger of the participant to 

a new position This means that the end-position of the reference movement changes relative to 

the finger of the participant From the new starting position the participant has to move in a 

straight line to the end-position of the reference movement A round surface is used to exclude 

as much external references besides texture as possible. In this task, the participant cannot use 

the end-position of the reference movement relative to his own body. Furthermore, during 

rotation the participant can only use cutaneous information, because no active movement is 

made Expectations are that in this task, differences in accuracy between the textures should 

emerge, because the participant has to rely more on the cutaneous stimulation provided by the 

textures, and cannot use the position of the hand relative to the body. 

Method 

Participants. Participants were 5 psychology students who participated in the 

experiments to fulfill course requirements or who were paid for their participation. Participants 

were naive beforehand as to the requirements of the task. 

Materials Four round textured surfaces with a diameter of 44 cm were used. The 

practice surface consisted of a piece of carpet. The three experimental surfaces were made of 

silicon rubber. Figure 5 3 depicts the three textures. The lumps of the gradient texture can be 

described as the result of a perpendicular crossing of two waves with a constant amplitude of 

0 2 cm and a variable wave-length which decreases according to the arithmetic progression t„ -

1 55 - (n-1 )* 025 (where t„ is wavelength of wave n, 1 < η < 56, units are in cm) From the 

position of the participant, the first wave started at -45° and the second wave started at 45°. 
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Figure 53. The three textures used in experiments 2 and 3. 

Gradient lump texture 

Homogeneous lump texture 

Smooth texture 
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This means that a forward movement across the texture from the position of the participant 

was accompanied by an increase in density of the lumps. The lumps of the homogeneous 

texture can be described as the result of a perpendicular crossing of two waves with a constant 

amplitude of 0.2 cm and a constant wavelength of 1 cm. From the position of the participant, 

the first wave started at -45° and the second wave started at 45°. The smooth texture had no 

lumps or other irregularities. The textures could be laid on a round plateau with upright sides. 

This plateau could be rotated and could be fixated at intervals of 5°. An L-shaped hook, 

consisting of a long side of 26 cm and a small side of 4 cm perpendicular to the long side was 

used to guide the movement of the participants' finger during the reference movement (see 

Figure 5.4, top left). The experimenter used a ruler to measure the position of the participants' 

finger after completion of the reproduction movement. A blindfold was used to prevent use of 

visual information. 

Design. There were three within subject variables. Texture (gradient, homogeneous, 

smooth), Rotation (15°, 30°, 45°, 60", 75°, and 90" relative to the original position of the 

texture), and Direction of rotation (clockwise and counterclockwise). Each combination of 

Rotation and Direction was presented twice per texture, in randomized order. Order of 

presentation of the textures was counterbalanced. There were 24 trials per texture and 72 trials 

in total per participant. 

Procedure. The blindfolded participant was led into the room and was seated in front of 

the plateau. The task was explained to the participant by reading a standard text. Participants 

were told that they should make a movement straight ahead across the surface, and back again. 

After that, the surface would be rotated beneath their finger. After rotation, they had to move 

their finger in a straight line to the end position of the reference movement relative to the 

surface. Then, the task was practiced on the practice surface. Practice continued until the 

participant understood the task and could maintain a constant movement speed of 5 cm/s. 

After the practice trials, the 72 experimental trials followed. During a trial, the participant only 

felt the surface with the tip of the index finger of his dominant hand. A trial consisted of a 

reference movement, a rotation, and a reproduction movement (See Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4 Schematic representation of the task used in experiment 2. 

O" 
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Reproduction 

• : end position of the reference movement 
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The reference movement was always the same a straight line movement with a length 

of 26 cm from a position 4 cm from the bottom of the frame to a position at 30 cm from the 

bottom of the frame (relative to the participant). In the reference movement, the participant 

moved his finger from the starting position along the long side of the hook until the movement 

was stopped by the short side of the hook. After a pause of 1 second the participant moved his 

finger back to the starting position. After this, the experimenter rotated the surface m a 

clockwise or counterclockwise direction to the desired rotation position. During this rotation, 

the participant kept his finger against the texture. Rotation speed was such that the texture 

moved with a speed of 5 cnVs under the finger of the participant In the reproduction 

movement, the participant moved his finger in a straight line to the estimated end-position of 

the reference movement. With the aid of a ruler the experimenter measured the position of the 

fingertip. After that, the participant lifted his finger from the surface. The experimenter rotated 

the surface back to the 0° position and positioned the participants' finger at the starting 

position Each combination of Rotation (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°) and Direction 

(clockwise and counterclockwise) was presented twice per texture in randomized order. Order 

of presentation of the textures was counterbalanced. The 72 trials in a session lasted about 1 5 

hr 

Results 

On the basis of the reproductions of the participants, three error measures were 

computed. The compound error is the distance between the end position of the reference 

movement and the end position of the reproduction movement The compound error thus 

entails both a direction error component and a distance error component The distance error 

was computed as the difference between the length of the line between the starting position of 

the reproduction movement and the end position of the reference movement and the length of 

the line between the starting and end position of the reproduction movement The angular error 

is the angle between the lines formed by the shifted starting position - estimated endposition 

and shifted starting position - true endposition A negative angular error indicates that the 

estimated angle is smaller than the true angle Figure 5 4 (bottom) depicts a negative angular 

error, thus an undershoot of direction. 

Compound error The compound error showed main effects for Texture, F(2,8) = 521, 
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ρ < O.Ol, and Rotation. F(5,8) - 3.65, ρ < 0.01. Means (SDs) in cm for the gradient, 

homogeneous, and smooth textures were 10.21 (7.56), 11.53 (8.77), and 13.27 (9.01) 

respectively. Thus, the reproductions of the participants were closest to the true end-position 

of the reference movements on the gradient texture. Means of compound error for the levels of 

Rotation may be found in Table 5.1. From this Table it can be learned that the compound error 

increases across levels of Rotation. 

Table 5.1 Means (Standard Deviations) of compound error (CE), absolute distance error 

(ADE), and absolute angular error (AAE) for levels of Rotation in experiment 

5.2. 

Rotation 

15° 

30" 

45° 

60° 

75° 

90" 

CE 

9.13(5.81) 

10.46(7.66) 

12.51 (9.57) 

13.65(9.76) 

13.34(9.69) 

14.62(9.35) 

ADE 

2.93(1.75) 

4.75 (3.75) 

8.09 (7.90) 

8.53(7.14) 

7.97 (5.86) 

9.14(6.44) 

AAE 

13.68 (10.53) 

16.13(14.53) 

21.41 (22.05) 

24.71 (31.78) 

23.99 (28.34) 

25.95 (25.16) 

Note. CE and ADE are given in cm, AAE is given in degrees 

Distance measures. The distance error was analyzed by means of a Texture (gradient, 

homogeneous, smooth) * Rotation (15°, 30", 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°) * Direction (clockwise or 

counterclockwise) ANOVA with repeated measures. Distance error showed a main effect for 

Texture, F(2,8) - 13.27, ρ < 0.001. Means (SD) in cm for the gradient, homogeneous and 

smooth texture were -2.71 (6.28), -4.82 (6.69), and -6.93 (8.75) respectively. Thus, although 

all three textures showed undershoots, the distance estimates on the gradient texture were 

closest to the true distance. There was a main effect for Rotation, F(5,&) - 8.08, ρ < 0.001. 

Figure 5.5 gives a graphic representation of this effect. In this Figure, the distance error may be 
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inferred from the difference in distance between the starting position and the true endposition 

on the one hand and the starting position and the reproduction on the other hand. As is clear 

from this figure, larger rotations lead to larger undershoots. 

Figure 5.5. Representation of the reproductions with respect to the Rotation main effect for 

distance error in experiment 2. Reproductions are presented for the clockwise Direction. 

Effects were the same for the counterclockwise direction. 
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The absolute distance error also showed main effects for Texture, F(2,8) - 12.68, ρ < 

0.001, and Rotation, F(5,8) - 11.01, ρ < 0.001. Means (SD) in cm for the gradient, 

homogeneous and smooth texture were 5.07 (4.57), 6.45 (5.47), and 8.19 (7.57) respectively. 

Thus, in accordance with the results found with the distance error, the gradient texture leads to 

the most accurate reproductions. Table 5.1 gives the mean absolute distance error for levels of 
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Rotation. In general, the smallest errors are achieved with an orientation of 15° degrees, and 

the largest errors are achieved with an orientation of 90°. 

Direction estimates. The angular error showed a main effect for Direction, F(l,8) -

10.48, ρ < 0.01., and there was an interaction of Direction and Rotation, F(5,17) - 4.29, ρ < 

0.01. Figure 5.6 gives a graphic representation of the Direction * Rotation effect. In Figure 

5.6, the angular error may be inferred from the difference in angle between the lines from the 

reproduction starting position to the true endposition on the one hand and the reproduction 

starting position and the reproduction on the other hand. As is clear from Figure 5.6, a 

counterclockwise rotation in general leads to a negative angular error, and a clockwise rotation 

to a positive angular error. Participants have a tendency to move towards the vertical direction, 

which was the direction of the reference movement. For the largest rotations (90°), 

participants showed the opposite tendency. 

The absolute angular error showed main effects for Direction, F(l,8) - 4.37, ρ < 0.05, 

and Rotation, F(5,8) - 2.78, ρ < 0.05. Mean absolute angular error (SD) in degrees for a 

counterclockwise rotation was 23.53 (26.36) and 18.42 (20.09) for a clockwise rotation. The 

mean absolute angular error for levels of Rotation may be found in Table 5.1. From this Table 

it can be learned that there is an increase in absolute angular error from an orientation of 15° to 

an orientation of 90°. 

Discussion. 

In accordance with the hypothesis, in this experiment differences in accuracy are visible 

between the textures. In general, the gradient texture leads to the most accurate reproductions 

and the smooth texture to the least accurate. Differences between textures are caused by the 

distance rather than the direction of the reproduction movement. 

Hollins, Faldowski, Rao, and Young(1993) found that relative movement between hand 

and surface is difficult to perceive with a smooth surface. This may explain the differences 

between the smooth texture on the one side and the homogeneous and gradient textures on the 

other side. When the smooth texture is rotated beneath the finger of the participant, it may be 

more difficult for the participant to keep track of the rotation. The differences between the 
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Figure 5.6. Representation of the reproductions with respect to the Direction and Rotation 

interaction for the angular error in experiment 2. (A) Clockwise rotation. (B) 

Counterclockwise rotation. 
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homogeneous and the gradient texture can be explained in two ways. The first is that the 

change in texture-elements of the gradient texture, allowed for more accurate perception of the 

degree of rotation (during rotation only cutaneous stimulation was available). The second 

explanation is that the participants used the change in stimulation provided by the gradient 

texture to move to the right location during the reproduction movement. Either explanation is 

in line with our assumption that it is a change in stimulation rather than amount of stimulation 

itself that is necessary to provide specification of the position of the hand. In any case, the 

experiment shows that a gradient provides a richer structure than either a smooth or a 

homogeneous texture. 

Texture had no influence on the direction of the reproduction movement. However, 

analysis of the compound error, which is the direct distance between the end-position of the 

reproduction movement and the true end-position, showed that the reproduced end-positions 

on the gradient texture were closer to the true end-position than on either the homogeneous or 

the smooth texture. This indicates that although the gradient texture may follow the general 

biases in the reproduction of direction, participants still come closer to the true position than 

with the homogeneous or smooth texture. 

There were other effects of the direction of movement, not related to texture. Not 

surprisingly, the perceived direction of the end-position deviates increasingly from the true 

end-position with a larger rotation. Further, a clockwise rotation leads to an overestimation of 

the true direction (the participant chooses a direction to the left of the true direction); a 

counterclockwise rotation leads to an underestimation of the true direction (the participant 

chooses a direction to the right of the true direction). 

In the task used in this experiment, movements of the participant were rather restricted. 

This means for example that there was no room for free scanning of the texture, or for the 

assembly of texture related search and relocation strategies. Moreover, the task is somewhat of 

a cognitive nature. Although the degree of rotation may be specified by patterns of cutaneous 

stimulation, participants can mentally rotate the end-position of the reference movement. 

Therefore, experiment 3 was designed, in which free movements across the textures were 

possible, and in which participants had the opportunity to develop their own strategies. 
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5.4 Experiment 3 

From experiment 2 it is clear that a gradient texture allows for more accurate 

reproduction of a position after rotation than a homogeneous and a smooth texture. However, 

in the task used in experiment 2 movements of the participants were still very restricted. For 

example, the range of reproduction movements available to participants was limited: only 

rotations of -90° to +90° were used, meaning that the end-position of the reference movement 

was always in the forward direction from the shifted starting position. This may have 

suppressed the occurrence of effects related to direction. Moreover, the task used in 

experiment 2 relies to some extent on mental rotation. 

In experiment 3, a different task was used, allowing free movements across the textures. 

First, participants search the surface for a location which can be anywhere on the surface. After 

that, the surface is rotated with only minimal information for the participant as to the degree of 

rotation. Finally, the participant has to find the original location on the surface. By allowing 

participants free exploration, a more naturalistic situation is created than in experiments 1 and 

2. The interest of this experiment is to examine whether naive participants will spontaneously 

use the available texture in a free search task. 

In experiments using rotation tasks in manipulatory space, the focus of interest is usually 

on the way participants perceive locations. Do participants perceive locations with respect to 

their bodies or with respect to their movements, or with respect to some external reference? 

This distinction is particularly made in experiments comparing blind and sighted participants. 

Generally speaking, the blind tend to rely more on self-reference and movement based 

perception of positions, whereas sighted participants use external references (Millar, 1994). 

However, recent research has shown that it is not visual status per se that determines 

performance, but rather the strategies that a participant uses (Ungar et al., 1995). The 

strategies that participants use to explore a lay-out and to sample information determine to a 

large extent the accuracy of performance. Little focus has been given to the way in which 

elements of the lay-out themselves influence performance and the strategies that a participant 

may use to obtain this information. This is the focus of the present experiment. 

Because every spatial position on the gradient texture is uniquely specified by its relation 

to the remainder of the texture, the general hypothesis is that reproductions will be most 
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accurate on the gradient texture. However, besides the texture, participants may use other 

strategies. For example, the distance of a location may be perceived relative to the edge of the 

surface. This strategy is independent of texture, and may thus be used with all three textures. 

Thus, no differences in accuracy between textures are expected in this respect. However, 

results of experiments on the perception of distance and location (Schellingerhout et al., in 

press), length (Corsini & Pick, 1969) and results of experiments 1 and 2 of the present paper 

indicate that moving across a texture may introduce biases in the perception of distance. Thus, 

differences in perceived distance of positions may be visible in the reproductions. 

Method-

Participants. Participants were 12 psychology students who participated in the 

experiment to fulfil] course requirements or who were paid for their participation. All 

participants were right-handed and were naive beforehand as to the requirements of the task. 

Two participants did not complete the experiment because of fatigue. 

Material. Material was the same as in experiment 2. In addition to the material of 

experiment 2, a S-VHS camera was mounted on a large tripod above the textured surfaces. 

The position of the lens of the camera was above the middle of the surface, at a height of 120 

cm. This allowed the recording of the hand-movements of the participants. The digitized 

images of these recordings were used to calculate the positions of the tip of the index finger of 

the participant relative to the surface. This was done with the help of a software program 

which allows the calculation of real-world positions on the basis of digital video images. A pin 

with a rough pin-head (diameter 0.7 cm), which could be pinned to the textures, was used as 

the search-target. 

Procedure. The blindfolded participant was led into the room and was seated in front of 

the experimental display. The task was explained to the participant by reading a standard text. 

Participants were told that they should search for the pin on the surface with their preferred 

hand. After they had found the pin, the surface would be rotated, and they would have to find 

the position the pin was in before rotation (relative to the surface). Then, the task was 

practiced on the practice surface. Practice continued until the participant understood the task. 

After the practice trials, trials on the experimental textures followed. Before the trials on an 

experimental surface started, the participant examined the texture with both hands for at least 1 
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Figure 5.7. Schematic representation of the task used in experiment 3. (A) The three phases of 

a trial. (B) The possible search targets. 

Search Rotation Reproduction 

• : search target 
a : line between the starting position and the location of the search target during the 
search phase. 
b: line between the starting position and the end position of the reproduction 
movement. 
(a and b are not physically present, search target not physically present during 
rotation and reproduction) 

В 
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minute. During a tnal, participants only used their nght-hands. A trial consisted of searching 

for the pin across the surface, rotation of the texture and a reproduction of the prior location of 

the pin (see Figure 5.7). The experimenter positioned the pin at the predetermined location and 

positioned the index finger of the participant in the middle of the surface. The participant 

searched the texture until the pin was located. The participant was allowed as much time as 

desired to examine the position of the pin. The experimenter removed the pin from the texture 

and positioned the index finger of the participants nght hand at the middle of the surface. The 

experimenter rotated the texture by giving a random swing to the surface. The finger of a 

participant was thus in contact with the surface during rotation. This was done to provide 

some information about the rotation. Pilot-expenments had shown that total absence of 

information about rotation especially with the smooth texture led to irritation and unwillingness 

to proceed with the experiment by participants The experimenter took notice not to use the 

same rotation speed on every trial. This was confirmed in later analyses of the orientations of 

the textures after rotation. The experimenter fixated the surface, and the participant searched 

across the texture until he or she had found the position he or she though the pin was in before 

rotation. The participant indicated this position by positioning his or her index finger on the 

surface. 

The pin was located in one of 16 possible positions, defined by a direction and distance 

relative to the middle of the surface (see Figure 5 7, bottom). Direction relative to the middle 

of the surface was 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, or 315° Distance relative to the 

middle of the surface was either 9 or 19 cm Each combination of distance and direction was 

presented twice per texture in randomized order, giving a total of 32 trials per texture. Order 

of presentation of the experimental textures was counterbalanced across participants 

Participants were allowed to rest between textures. In this case, they were led out of the room, 

where their blindfold was removed. The 96 trials in a session lasted about 1,5 - 2 hr. After the 

experiment, participants were asked if they had discriminated between the textures, and were 

encouraged to describe the strategies they had used with each texture. 

Results. 

On the basis of the reproductions of the participants, two error measures were 

computed The distance error is the difference between the reproduced distance relative to the 
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middle and the true distance of the pin relative to the middle of the surface. The angular error 

is the difference between the reproduced direction and the true direction. The angular error has 

a range of-180° to 180°. 

Figure 5.8. Representation of the reproductions with respect to the Distance and Direction 

interaction for the distance error in experiment 3. Letters designate pairs of true positions and 

reproductions. 
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Distance estimates. The distance error was analyzed by means of a repeated measures 

ANOVA with three within subject variables Texture (gradient, homogeneous, smooth), 

Distance (9, 19 cm), and Direction (0e, 45°, 90e, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°). The distance 

error showed a main effect for Distance, F(l,10) - 258.36, ρ < 0.001. Mean values (SDs) in 

cm were 1.4 (3.52) and -1.6 (2.56) for distances 9 and 19 respectively. Thus, the smaller 

distance of 9 cm led to undershoots, and the larger distance of 19 cm led to overshoots. 

Further, there was a main effect for Direction, F(7,10) - 3 16, ρ < 0.01, and an interaction of 

Direction and Distance. Figure 5 8 gives a graphic representation of the Distance and Direction 

interaction. The main effect of Distance (overshooting for 9 cm, and undershooting for 19 cm) 

is plainly visible in this Figure. As is clear from Figure 5.8, the main effect of Distance is 

different for Different Directions. For example, for a Direction of 270°, there is no under- or 

overshooting for a Distance of 9 cm. 

Figure 5.9 Interaction of Texture and Distance for the distance error in expenment 3. 
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Further, there was an interaction of Distance and Texture, F(2,23) - 3.28, ρ < 0.05. 

Figure 5.9 gives a graphic representation of the Distance * Texture effect. As is clear from this 

Figure, relative to the smooth and homogeneous textures, the gradient texture leads to an 

increase in the general biases of overestimation for a Distance of 9 cm and underestimation for 

a Distance of 19 cm. 

The absolute distance error had a main effect for Distance, F(l,10) - 22.62, ρ < 0.001 

and an interaction of Distance and Direction, F(7,23) - 2.43, ρ < 0.05. Means (SDs) in cm 

were 2.89 (2.5) and 2.18 (2.13) for distances 9 and 19 cm respectively 

Direction estimates. The angular error was analyzed similar to the distance error. There 

were no effects for the angular error. The absolute angular error was computed, which has 

range of 0° to 180°. The absolute angular error showed main effects for Texture, F(2,10) -

11.99, ρ < 0.001, and Direction, F(7,10) -2.14, ρ < 0.05. Means (SDs) in degrees were 75.5 

(52.81), 85.81 (52.65), and 95.89 (52.65) for the gradient, homogeneous and smooth texture 

respectively. Thus, in terms of the absolute angular error, the gradient texture leads to the most 

accurate reproductions of direction. The means (SDs) in degrees for Directions of 0°, 45°, 90°, 

135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315° were 89.73 (53.95), 94.04 (51.83), 79.06 (52.15), 79.18 

(53.97), 95.14 (55.11), 79.61 (54.9), 80.86 (50.36), and 89.21 (55.62) respectively. 

Search times. The time needed to find the pin showed main effects for Texture, F(2,10) 

- 3.89, ρ < 0.05, and Distance, F(l,10) - 17.19, ρ < 0.001. Means (SDs) in seconds for the 

gradient, homogeneous and smooth textures were 4.92 (3.34), 5.36 (5.15), and 4.29 (3.56) 

respectively. Thus, search time was shortest on the smooth texture. Search time in seconds for 

a Distance of 9 cm was 4.17 (4.10), and for 19 cm 5.51 (4.01). Note that there is no Texture * 

Distance * Direction effect, indication that there are no positions on particular textures which 

may be more difficult to locate during manual search. 

Reproduction times. The time needed by the participant to pinpoint the estimated 

location showed a main effect for Texture, F(2,10) - 27.39, ρ < 0.001. Means (SDs) for the 

gradient, homogeneous and smooth textures were 6.57 (7.75), 4.79 (4.62), and 2.79 (1.79) 

respectively. Thus, participants took the longest time for their reproductions on the gradient 

texture. 

Strategies. All of the participants reported having felt differences between the textures. 

Two participants did not differentiate between the homogeneous and the gradient texture. The 
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smooth texture was typically described by the participants as smooth and cold. The 

homogeneous texture was described as rough and consisting of equal lumps. None of the 

participants mentioned the grating-structure of the homogeneous texture. The gradient texture 

was described as a lump-structure which changed from rough to fine, like a grater. 

From the reports of the participants, the following strategies could be distinguished 

(1) A texture based strategy. Participants tried to locate the pin with respect to the 

surrounding texture. 

(2) A rotation based strategy. Participants tried to keep track of the magnitude of the 

rotation, either through rotation-time or through counting, while mentally rotating the texture. 

(3) A relative distance based strategy. Participants tried to measure the distance of the 

pin relative to the middle of the texture, or relative to the edge of the surface. 

Table 5.2 gives the frequencies of each strategy per texture. 

Table 5.2 Frequencies of Strategy per Texture in experiment 3 

Texture 

Strategy Gradient Homogeneous Smooth 

Texture 5 1 0 

Rotation 7 8 9 

Relative distance 4 7 5 

As is clear from this Table, participants sometimes used more than one strategy per 

texture. A Texture-based strategy is only used with the gradient texture (with the exception of 

one participant, who reported having used a texture strategy with the homogeneous texture). 

To examine whether it were indeed the strategies which differentiated performance with 

the textures, the group of 10 participants was subdivided into two groups: a group which 

reported having used the texture-strategy (n-5), and a group which didn't report having used 

the texture-strategy (n=-5) Analyses of Variance were conducted on the measures which 

showed effects related to texture in the general analyses absolute angular error, distance error. 
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search time and reproduction time. Absolute angular error showed main effects for Texture, 

F(2,l 1)- 12.71,ρ < 0.001, Direction, F(7,l 1) - 2.25, ρ < 0.05, and Group, F(l,l 1) - 25.2, ρ 

< 0.001. Means for the Texture and Direction effects can be found under the heading of 

"Direction measures'. Mean (SDs) in degrees for the group which used a texture strategy was 

77.44 (55.73), and for the group which used alternative strategies 94.08 (50 29). Further, there 

was a Texture * Group effect, F(2,33) - 18.30, ρ < 0.001. Figure 5.10 (a) gives a graphic 

representation of this effect. As is clear from Figure 5.10, in the Texture strategy group there is 

clear differentiation between the textures, with the smallest directional error for the gradient 

texture. For the smooth texture this angular error is close to 90, which is what one would 

expect on the basis of chance. In the group which used alternative strategies, no differentiation 

between textures is visible. For all three textures the error is close to 90. Analysis of the 

distance error revealed no interactions with Group. Thus, the use of a texture-strategy does 

not interact with the biases in distance reproduction caused by the textures. Search time did 

not show any interactions with Group. Thus, strategies only become important after the 

participant has found the location. Reproduction time showed a main effect for Texture, 

F(2,l 1) - 26.74, ρ < 0.001, and an interaction of Texture * Group, F(2,33) - 5.82, ρ < 0.01. 

Figure 5.10(b) gives a graphic representation of this effect. From this Figure it can be learned 

that both groups show the largest reproduction time on the gradient texture, and the smallest 

reproduction time on the smooth texture. However, reproduction time is by far the largest for 

the gradient texture in the group using a texture based strategy. 

Thus, the texture strategy used with the gradient is connected to a more accurate 

reproduction of direction, and to an increased reproduction time. What does this 

texture-strategy look like? Inspection of the recordings revealed that this strategy had the 

following elements. After the pin had been found, the participants carefully inspected the 

texture in the region of the pin. After rotation, the participants made circular movements 

across the texture to determine the orientation of the texture. When the general region of the 

right location had been determined, more specific local texture exploration followed to 

determine the exact location. 

Discussion. 

The results reveal clear differences between textures, both in general accuracy and in the 
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Figure 5.10. Interaction of Group (texture strategy vs. alternative strategy users) by texture 

for the absolute angular error (A) and the reproduction time (B) in experiment 3. 
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strategies that are provoked by a texture. Both perceived distance and direction are influenced 

by texture. In the case of distance, the gradient texture enlarged the biases visible in under- and 

overshooting. In the case of direction, the gradient texture provided for the most accurate 

reproductions, for those participants who made use of the texture. 

Some participants spontaneously developed a search strategy that took into account the 

characteristics of the gradient texture. This strategy led to more accurate reproductions of 

direction, but had no influence on the reproduction of distance. This strategy-based distinction 

between distance and direction is in line with the hypothesis that distance may be perceived on 

the basis of alternative strategies, whereas direction is specified by texture. However, 

independent of strategy, the textures differed in the influence on perceived distance. It thus 

seems that influence of texture on perceived distance is a very general phenomenon which may 

be found in a wide range of tasks, in line with results found by Corsini & Pick (1969) and the 

results of experiments 1 and 2. 

Why would a texture-based strategy lead to more accurate perceptions of direction? 

Participants who use a texture based strategy do not have to depend on indirect strategies like 

keeping track of the rate of rotation. Instead, they may use the texture itself to determine the 

direction. The specific texture-strategy used by the participants seems to be especially suited to 

determine a location on the surface. Participants make circular movements to determine the 

general orientation of the texture. After that, search behavior is limited to the general location 

of the pin. In terms of speed, this strategy takes more time than other strategies. 

Most important compared to the other experiments with these textures, is that when 

participants are given room to explore a texture and to develop their own strategies, 

differences between textures emerge in active movement conditions. In restricting the 

movements, and thus, the information that may be obtained from the texture, differences only 

emerge in conditions of limited additional information. In allowing free movements, differences 

emerge, depending on the focus of the particular participant. These results confirm a basic 

assumption of our research: that it is possible, on the basis of texture-information, to perceive 

positions on a surface. 

A striking result is that, although virtually every participant could distinguish between 

the textures, only half of the participants actually used the gradient texture. Maybe, on the 

basis of previous experiences, these participants have developed the tendency to rely more on 
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'cognitive' rules, in the meaning of Lederman et al.'s (1985) cognitive heuristics, in stead of the 

information that is directly available in the task-situation at hand. On the other hand, half of the 

participants spontaneously developed a strategy that took into account the information 

available. This means that strategies that participants use may be molded by the texture that is 

present on a surface. This may be especially important for special populations like the blind, 

who tend to rely on movement-based or self-referent based strategies. A texture-strategy is 

non-movement and non-self reference based, but focuses instead on the relations between 

locations. In any case, participants may not only spontaneously use a texture-strategy, but they 

may also be instructed to use a texture strategy. Barber & Lederman (1988) argued that it may 

be valuable to teach participants to pay attention to the information that is directly available to 

the moving hand, instead of indirect cognitive heuristics. A gradient texture may be the means 

to provide participants with the information to focus on. 

Besides the effects of texture, there were other results, in line with the more general 

literature on haptic space perception. Thus, distance is underestimated if the pin was located at 

19 cm from the middle of the surface, and overestimated when the pin was located at 9 cm. 

Further, for positions that are further away from the body relative to the middle of the texture 

(the directions 45°, 90°, and 135° relative to the middle of the surface) there is a tendency to 

overestimate the distance, and for positions towards the body relative to the middle of the 

texture (directions 225°, 270° and 315°), there is a tendency to underestimate the distance. 

Thus, there is a general tendency to perceive positions as somewhat further away from the 

body than they actually are. 

5.5 General Discussion 

Our results confirm that there are systematic biases in haptic space perception. These 

biases in general are contributed to characteristics of the kinesthetic subsystem of touch. 

However, our results show that the texture that the hand moves across also contributes to 

haptic spatial perception. This indicates that the cutaneous flow of stimulation that arises as the 

hand moves across the texture serves as a source of information to the haptic system. 

Moreover, when given the opportunity, participants may spontaneously adapt their manual 

movements to characteristics of a texture. Because our experiments represent the first efforts 
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that we know of in this field of research, caution has to be made in the interpretation of the 

results. Effects of texture are sometimes subtle, and may emerge only in situations where the 

participant has limited additional information available. However, some implications of our 

results can be stated. 

Experiments in small-scale space. The role of texture in experiments in small-scale space 

is largely ignored. However, Texture may influence results that are obtained. For example, our 

results indicate that it makes a difference whether a participant follows a dotted line to reach a 

position or whether the participant follows a track across a smooth surface. At the very least, 

in comparing results of experiments, one has to be aware of the characteristics of the surfaces 

which were used. 

The design of tangible graphics. A common design principle for tangible graphics for the 

blind is the direct translation of visual pictures to tactual symbols (Lederman & Campbell, 

1982). However, little attention is given to the way in which the lay-out of the graphic may 

influence the strategies which participants employ. Our results indicate that different structures 

may spontaneously lead to different search and relocation strategies. More research in this area 

might show if designs can be made which direct the strategies used by participants to explore a 

lay-out. Moreover, texture may not only be used to indicate different regions of a graphic. 

Texture might also directly inform the participants about spatial properties of the lay-out, such 

as relative distance between two positions, and overall, objective orientation of the graph. 

Texture information in haptic space perception. Haptic space perception is a matter of 

both the kinesthetic and the cutaneous subsystems of touch. In free movements through 3-D 

space, there is mainly kinesthetic specification of position. In moving across a surface, there is 

both kinesthetic and cutaneous specification. Our experiments show that cutaneous stimulation 

may serve as a source of information to the spatial specification of a position. Thus, moving 

across a surface is an opportunity to provide the hand with richer information on spatial 

position. Normally, people tend to ignore this 'direct' information (Lederman et al., 1985). 

However, texture may provide participants with the direct information to focus on. Such a 

direct and richer specification of the position of the hand on the surface is especially important 

for populations which show difficulties in haptic spatial perception, such as the congenitally 

blind. A rich texture like the gradient texture might enable blind persons to better perceive and 

distinguish spatial positions, and might provide blind infants with a structure with which they 
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can practice their manual behavior. Indeed, research with congenially blind school-age 

children has shown that they are sensitive to a gradient texture (Schellingerhout, Smitsman, 

Van Galen, & Van Dort 1997). Research with blind infants (Schellingerhout, Smitsman, & Van 

Galen, 1997a) has shown that they adapt their manual exploratory strategies to characteristics 

of a gradient texture. 
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6 
Sensitivity to surface texture in haptic spatial tasks in 8 to 12 year old blind 

children. 

Abstract 

Do texture-characteristics of the surface on which haptic spatial tasks are executed influence 

performance in blind children? To answer this question, the performance of totally blind 

children and partially blind children between 8 and 12 years of age was compared on a gradient 

texture, which contained a changing pattern of texture elements, and a homogeneous texture, 

which contained a non-changing pattern of texture elements. In the distance task the children 

had to reproduce the distance traveled during an initial criterion movement. In the location task 

the children had to reproduce the end-location of an initial criterion movement. In the detour 

task, the children manually traced a detour from a start position to an end position, after which 

they had to move in a straight line from the start to the end position. Results showed that 

performance of the children was influenced by texture, indicating a sensitivity to texture 

characteristics in haptic spatial perception in totally and partially blind children 
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6.1 Introduction 

Blind children rely on non-visual sources of information in spatial perception, such as 

auditory or tactual information. The finding that the blind generally perform less well in spatial 

tasks than the sighted is often taken as an indication that the information provided by the 

auditory and tactual systems is less suited to spatial perception than visual information (Barber 

& Lederman, 1988). For example, it has been suggested by Millar (1994) that the information 

that blind children have available leads to a tendency to depend on movement based and 

self-referent perceptions of space. The key word here is information. The information available 

to the haptic and auditory systems determines performance in spatial tasks in blind children, 

and not some general deficit in spatial perception caused by the absence of visual information. 

Thus, providing additional information may influence performance of blind children. In the 

present experiment it is investigated whether surface texture influences performance in haptic 

spatial tasks in small scale space (i.e., space that is explored by hand) in totally and partially 

blind children between 8 and 12 years of age. If such an influence may be shown, this would 

indicate that surface texture may serve as a means to provide spatial information in small-scale 

spatial orientation. 

McLinden (1988) conducted a meta-analysis on studies in spatial perception in blind 

persons. He found that, in general, the congenitally blind perform less well than the 

adventitiously blind and the sighted. This was true both for large scale space (i.e., space that is 

explored by foot) and small scale space. Of interest to the present study are haptic tasks in 

small-scale space (i.e., space that is explored by hand). Millar (1975) used a task in which 

children (blind and sighted children between 6 and 12 years of age) had to manually trace a 

path with four turns from a starting point to an end point. On this path there were two test 

positions the children had to remember. The task of the children was to indicate the test 

positions by tracing the path either from the original starting point (forward recall), or from the 

end point (backward recall). For forward recall, the movements used to reach the test positions 

were the same as in the first tracing of the path; for backward recall they were reversed. Millar 

found that for the blind children forward recall was more accurate than backward recall. 

Another task, more widely used in studies on haptic spatial perception, is the linear positioning 

task. In a linear positioning task participants have to reproduce either the end location of an 
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initial criterion movement, or the distance traveled during an initial criterion movement To 

disentangle distance and location reproduction, the starting position of the reproduction 

movement is shifted either forwards or backwards relative to the starting position of the 

criterion movement (Smyth, 1984). In most studies on linear positioning, location is 

reproduced more accurately than distance. Colley and Colley (1981) found that congemtally 

blind adults were less accurate in linear positioning than sighted adults, but both groups 

reproduced location more accurately than distance. Hermelin and O'Connor (1975) used a 

linear positioning task with blind and sighted children. They used movements in the vertical 

direction For distance reproduction, the blind children underestimated the longer distances, 

which extended above head-height, more than did the blindfolded sighted children Location 

reproduction was as accurate for the blind as for the sighted children Lederman, Klatzky, and 

Barber (1985) used a detour-task with congemtally blind, adventitiously blind, and blindfolded 

sighted adults In the detour task, participants manually traced an indirect path from a starting 

position to an end position Participants then had to verbally indicate the length of the direct 

path between the starting position and the end position. For all groups, Lederman et al (1985) 

found what they called a pathway distortion effect That is, the distance between the starting 

position and the end position is increasingly overestimated with increase of the length of the 

detour. This effect was more pronounced for the congemtally blind than for the sighted 

What may be the cause of the less accurate performance of the blind in small-scale spatial 

tasks'' Millar (1994) argued that the blind do not suffer from some general deficit in spatial 

perception, but rather that performance reflects the information that is available to the haptic 

system in spatial tasks In general, the haptic system is considered to be less suited to spatial 

perception than the visual system (Barber & Lederman, 1988) The visual system continuously 

provides the observer with information about his position with respect to the environment and 

about the elements of the environment with respect to each other Following Gibson (1979), 

Pick and Palmer (1986) and Rieser and colleagues (Rieser, Guth, & Hill, 1986, Rieser, 1990) 

have argued that the essence of visual information in this respect concerns the visual 

perspective transformations that accompany observer movement. Perspective transformations 

sensitize sighted observers to the relations of positions with respect to each other and to the 

observer, even when visual information is absent, such as in blindfolded conditions These kind 

of perspective transformations are mostly absent in the haptic system. According to Millar 
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(1994), the information available in haptic space leads to a tendency to perceive positions with 

respect to the observers own body, or with respect to the movements made to reach a position. 

In her analysis of the information available in haptic space, Millar (1994) seems to focus 

on the kinesthetic subsystem of touch. The kinesthetic subsystem provides an awareness of 

static and dynamic body posture on the basis of afferent information originating within the 

muscles, pint tendons, and the vestibular system of the ear. However, in the case of a hand 

moving across a surface, as is common in many tasks in small-scale space, both kinesthetic and 

cutaneous information is available. Cutaneous touch refers to awareness of changes in 

stimulation of the outer surface of the body by means of receptors in the skin and the 

associated nervous system. Theoretically, the spatial position of the hand is specified by 

kinesthetic information, whereas the cutaneous information specifies surface characteristics 

such as texture and hardness. However, it is conceivable that cutaneous stimulation contnbutes 

to haptic spatial perception, or can be structured so that it contnbutes to haptic spatial 

perception If this is the case, cutaneous stimulation might serve as an additional source of 

information m haptic spatial perception. An additional source of information in haptic space 

might be useful for special populations such as the blind. 

Textured surfaces seem to be especially suited to provide cutaneous stimulation. 

Textures by definition extend across a surface and texture perception is largely a matter of the 

cutaneous subsystem of touch (Loomis & Lederman, 1986). There are some indications that 

texture influences haptic space perception. Corsini and Pick (1969) let sighted blindfolded 

participants judge the lengths of fine and rough textured stimuli compared to smooth standards 

of equal length. They found that, compared to the smooth standard, the fine textured stimuli 

were perceived as being longer, and the coarse textured stimuli were perceived as being 

shorter. Schellmgerhout, Smitsman, and Van Galen (in press) compared the performance of 

sighted blindfolded participants m a linear positioning task on three textures. These were a 

gradient texture, with lumps which changed in density and size in the forward and in the 

sideways direction, a homogeneous texture, with a constant distribution of identical lumps, and 

a smooth texture The reasons for focusing on these particular textures were based on Gibsons 

(1979) concept of information In Gibsons terms, information is provided not so much by 

presence of stimulation, but by patterns of stimulation that anse over time and that are specific 

to their source and to the task that is at hand. With the smooth texture, the cutaneous 
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stimulation that arises as a hand moves across the surface is not specific to the position of the 

hand relative to the surface. With the homogeneous texture, stronger stimulation may arise, but 

this stimulation is similar for different positions and directions of movement. For the gradient 

texture, the patterns of stimulation that arise as the hand moves across the surface coincide 

with the position of the hand and the direction of movement. For example, a forward 

movement away from the body across the texture is accompanied by an increase in density of 

the lumps, whereas a backward movement is accompanied by a decrease in density. It was 

found with the linear positioning task that in a condition where information on movement 

extent was unavailable and in which movement speeds of the criterion and the reproduction 

movements differed, performance was best with the gradient texture and worst with the 

smooth texture. In a further experiment (Schellingerhout, Smitsman, and Van Galen, 1997b), 

the same textures were used with a detour task and two rotation tasks. For the detour task 

(Schellingerhout et al., 1997b, experiment 1), it was found that texture interacted in subtle but 

consistent ways with the participants reproductions. That is, accuracy of performance was 

about equal on the three textures, but differences were visible in relative biases in the 

reproductions. Results of the rotation tasks (Schellingerhout et al., 199bc, experiments 2 and 

3) showed that a gradient texture allows for more accurate perception of the degree of rotation 

of a surface. 

It thus seems that there is an influence of texture in haptic space perception, and that 

textures differ in the haptic spatial information they provide. In the present experiment, it was 

investigated whether influence of surface texture may also be found in the performance of 

totally blind children and children with a limited degree of residual vision. The tasks used were 

adaptations of a linear positioning task and a detour task. The textures used were a gradient 

and a homogeneous texture. Expectations were that the reproductions would differ according 

to texture. These differences may not so much be visible in accuracy of performance but rather, 

as with the sighted blindfolded adults, in relative biases. In the linear positioning task with 

blindfolded sighted adults, no effects of texture were found for conditions in which the 

participants were allowed to make their own movements. It was hypothesized then, that 

differences between textures in active conditions would be visible in special populations that 

rely more on the information that is obtained by the moving hand, such as the blind. The 

present experiment allows for the testing of this hypothesis. Moreover, it was investigated in 
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6.2 Method 

Participants. 

Participants were 14 children from two schools for the visually disabled in the 

Netherlands. According to school records, all children were of normal intelligence. Four 

children were excluded from the analysis, because they could not be matched with another 

child. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the ages and causes of blindness of the participants. 

Table 6.1 Characteristics of the participants. 

Age (months) 

8.4 

8.10 

9.8 

10.2 

10.2 

10.7 

10.7 

11.8 

11.8 

12.4 

Residual Vision 

-

-

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-

-

Cause of Blindness 

Lebers Amaurosis 

Nome's disease 

Unknown 

macula corneae 

Unknown 

Stargardts disease 

Stargardts disease 

cone dystrofia 

lebers amaurosis 

opticus hypoplasia 

Texture 

G 

H 

G 

H 

G 

H 

G 

H 

G 

H 

. - =- no residual vision, X = residual vision, G - gradient texture, H - homogeneous texture. 
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The children completed the 15-words recall test (Rey, 1985) one day prior to the 

experiment. The children were matched on the basis of this test, and on the basis of age and 

visual status. The children were then divided into two groups. Each group consisted of 5 

children, three of whom had residual vision, and two of whom were totally blind. The children 

with residual vision relied on Braille for reading and thus were legally blind. One group was 

given the gradient texture, the other group was given the homogeneous texture. 

Materials 

Two textured surfaces of 40 * 40 cm, made of silicon rubber, were used. The same 

textures were used in the experiment described in chapter 4. A depiction of the two textures 

used, the gradient texture and the homogeneous texture, may be found in Figure 4.2. These 

textures could be laid in a flat horizontal plastic frame. A 400-mm ruler was attached to the left 

side of the frame. A plastic bar, that could be displaced by the experimenter at right angles with 

this ruler, was used in the distance and location tasks to indicate the end position of the 

criterion movement. For the location task, the starting positions (consisting of the 0-level 

starting position of the criterion movement at 7 cm from the near end of the frame from the 

position of the participant, and the starting positions of the reproduction movement at -6, -3, 

+3 and +6 cm relative to the 0-level starting position) were indicated by metal rods with a 

diameter of 0.3 cm, which ends fitted into grooves in the side of the frame (see Figure 6.1, top 

right). For the distance task, the starting positions (consisting of the 0-level starting position of 

the criterion movement at 7 cm from the near end of the frame from the position of the 

participant, and the starting positions of the reproduction movement at -6, -3, +3 and +6 cm 

relative to the 0-level starting position) were indicated by different levels of a stair-like 

construction (see Figure 6.1, top left). There were 4 different detours. For each of two direct 

straight line distances (20, and 25 cm) two detour distances were designated (40 and 50 cm) 

(see Figure 6.1, bottom, left). Detours were carved in cardboard with a thickness of 0.3 mm, 

such that a slit of 1 cm was made. These detours were laid on the textures. Thus, a participant 

who moved his finger through the slit could feel the underlying texture. The 4 detours were 

oriented so that the straight line between the start and end of the detour was at either 50° or 
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Figure 6.1. The material used for the tasks, plus the computation of the errors for the detour 

task, a: criterion movement, b: reproduction movement, c: straight line between start and 

endposition of the criterion movement. The signed distance error is the length of line b minus 

the length of line с Depicted here is an overshoot. The signed angular error is the angle 

between lines с and b. Depicted here is an overshoot. 
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120° (relative to the horizontal frame-edge near the participant). The starting point of a detour 

was always located at 6 cm from the near end of the frame in the middle of the texture (relative 

to the participant). A S-VHS camera was mounted on a large tripod above the textured 

surfaces. The position of the lens of the camera was above the center of the surface, at a height 

of 120 cm. This allowed the recording of the hand-movements of the participants. The 

digitized images of these recordings were used to calculate the positions of the tip of the index 

finger of the participant relative to the surface, and the movement times of the reproduction 

movements This was done with the help of a software program which allows the calculation of 

real-world positions on the basis of digital video images. 

Procedure 

The distance, location, and detour tasks were conducted in a quiet room separate from 

the children's classroom. During the distance, location, and detour tasks, the children touched 

the textures only with the tip of the index finger of their dominant hand, while they sat at a 

table. The children with residual vision wore blindfolds. Prior to the first session, the children 

were allowed and encouraged to explore their designated texture 

In most studies on linear positioning with adult participants, distance and location are 

measured using the same task, and only the instruction varies. However, pilot experiments with 

sighted children had revealed that the difference between reproduction of distance and location 

was not clear to the children when exactly the same task and material was used and only the 

instruction varied Therefore, to make them more dissimilar, different stones and material were 

used for distance and location 

Distance task. The task of the child was to reproduce the distance traveled during a 

straight line criterion movement The criterion movement always started from the 0-level of the 

stairs (see Figure 6.1, top left) The child moved his or her hand forward across the texture 

until the movement was stopped by the plastic bar, that was placed on the texture by the 

experimenter at the designated distance. After that, the child moved his or her finger back to 

the starting position and the experimenter removed the bar from the texture. At the instruction 

of the experimenter, the child moved one or two levels of the stair upwards or downwards. 

From this shifted starting position, the child had to move its finger forward across the texture 

for the estimated distance of the criterion movement The task was explained to the child by 
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using a story about a carpenter who was building a house and had to have pairs of planks of 

equal length Thus, in the criterion movement the child measured the length of the plank. And 

in the reproduction movement, the child had to help the carpenter by indicating a plank of 

equal length. 

Location task. The task of the child was to reproduce the end location of a straight line 

criterion movement. The criterion movement always started from the O-level starting position, 

indicated by the metal rod (see Figure 6.1, top right). From this starting position, the child 

moved his or her hand forward across the texture until the movement was stopped by the 

plastic bar, that was placed on the texture by the experimenter at the designated location. After 

that, the child moved his or her hand back to the starting position and the experimenter 

removed the bar from the texture. The experimenter replaced the metal rod at one of the four 

possible reproduction starting positions, and instructed the child to move his finger to this 

position. From this shifted starting position, the child had to move its finger forward across the 

texture to the estimated end location of the criterion movement The task was explained to the 

child by using a story about the same carpenter, who was so forgetful that he always lost his 

hammer. Thus, the end-position of the criterion movement indicated the position of the 

hammer With the reproduction movement, the child had to indicate where it had found the 

hammer 

Detour task The task of the child was to trace the detour from the starting position to 

the end position and back again to the starting position (criterion movement), after which the 

detour was removed from the texture, and the child had to reproduce the end position in a 

straight line from the starting position by moving across the texture with the index finger 

(reproduction movement). This task was explained to the child by using a story about a girl 

who had lost her bird. The bird could be found by tracing the detour to the end position. In the 

reproduction phase, the child had to help the girl by moving to the place where it had found the 

bird, using the shortest and most direct route possible. 

Design. 

There were 6 sessions, completed within a week and a half In each session, all three 

tasks were completed. In each session, a different order of presentation of the tasks was used. 

The number of trials per task was 4, the total number of trials per session was 12. For each 

task, there were a number of variables which could be varied. In the location and distance task 
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the reproduction starting position could be varied (-6, -3, 3, and 6 cm relative to the O-level 

starting position of the criterion movement). The end-positions of the criterion movements for 

the distance and location task (at 16, 18, 20, 22, and 24 cm from the 0-level starting position 

of the criterion movement) all fall within the range of short movements, as used in the linear 

positioning literature (Smyth, 1984) These different end-locations of the criterion movements 

were used to provide some variation in the task, but they were not used as a variable in the 

analysis In the detour task, the length of the detour (40 or 50 cm), the length of the direct 

distance between start and end position (20 or 25 cm), and the orientation of the detour (50e 

or 120° relative to the near edge of the frame) could be varied, giving a total of 8 different 

detours. Given that the number of trials per task was only 4, these variables were not 

completely crossed per session. Each reproduction starting position for the distance and 

location task was presented 6 times over the course of the 6 sessions, and each detour was 

presented 4 times over the course of the 6 sessions. The actual variations used in a session 

were determined by using a random procedure, with the constraint that a particular 

combination could not be used twice per session. 

63 Results 

Three of the participants did not complete all six sessions. Therefore, the analyses were 

based on 5 sessions. In most experiments on linear positioning distance and location 

reproduction are directly compared in the analysis. However, given that different tasks were 

used for distance and location in the present experiment, distance and location were analyzed 

separately 

Distance task 

Three measures were computed on the basis of the end positions of the criterion and 

reproduction movements the Signed Error (SE), the Unsigned Error (UE), and the Variable 

Error (VE). SE is the difference between the length of the criterion movement and the length 

of the reproduction movement. A positive SE value indicates that a participant has moved to 

far in the reproduction movement relative to the criterion movement (overshooting), a negative 

SE value indicates that a participant has not moved far enough in the reproduction movement 
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relative to the criterion movement (undershooting). SE can give insight in patterns of over- and 

undershooting, thus in directional biases. UE is the absolute value of SE, and can give insight 

in overall accuracy of performance (Spray, 1986). VE is the standard deviation of SE. VE can 

give insight in the consistency with which a criterion movement is reproduced. Besides these 

three measures based on the spatial positions of the criterion and reproduction movements, a 

time-related measure was computed. The Reproduction Movement Time is the time elapsed 

between the start and end of the reproduction movement. 

АЛ measures were analyzed separately by means of a repeated measures ANOVA with 

Texture (gradient, homogeneous) and Visual Status (totally blind, residual vision) as between 

subject variables and Reproduction Starting Position (-6, -3, +3 and +6 cm relative to the 

starting position of the criterion movement) and Session (I, 2, 3, 4, and 5) as within subject 

variables. 

Texture effects SE showed a main effect for Texture, F(l,6) - 12.59, ρ < 0.05. Figure 

6.2 (top) gives a graphic representation of the Texture effect. From Figure 6.2 it can be learned 

that participants overshot on the gradient texture and undershot on the homogeneous texture. 

SE further showed an interaction of Texture and Session, F(4,24) - 5.3, ρ < 0.01. Mean SE 

values (SDs in parentheses) for the gradient texture in Sessions 1 to 5 were 1.76 (5.77), 1.39 

(4.74), 1.22 (3.9), 1.2 (4.38), and 3.39 (3.29) respectively. Mean SE values (SDs in 

parentheses) for the homogeneous texture in Sessions 1 to 5 were -0.97 (3.8), -0.3 (5.26), 

-1.49 (5.12), 0.116 (4.58), and -1.95 (5.72) respectively. No clear trends are visible across 

sessions for the textures, except that over sessions SE values for the gradient texture slightly 

decrease, except for session 5, whereas the SE values for the homogeneous texture fluctuate. 

There also was an interaction of Texture and Session for UE, F(4,24) - 4.74, ρ < 0.01. No 

clear trends for UE are visible across the sessions. There were no effects involving Texture for 

VE and Reproduction Movement Time. 

General effects. Both SE, F(3, 18) = 10.01, ρ < 0.001, and VE, F(3,18) - 8 5, ρ < 

0.001, showed main effects for Reproduction Starting Position. Figure 6.3. Gives a graphic 

representation of these effects. 
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Figure 6.2. Overview of the Texture main effects for the three experimental tasks. 
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Figure 63. Representation of the reproductions in the distance task with respect to the 

Reproduction Starting Position main effect for the signed error and the variable error. 
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From Figure 6.3 it can be learned that there is a change in SE from overshooting for 

negative shifts in Reproduction Starting Position values to undershooting for positive shifts in 

Reproduction Starting Position values. This finding is in accordance with results of other 
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experiments using a linear positioning task (Smyth, 1984; Walsh, Rüssel, Imanaka, & James, 

1979). This pattern is taken to be an indication that the distance and end-location of a criterion 

movement are not perceived separately. For example, for a Reproduction Starting Position of 

-6 or -3 cm, to accurately reproduce the distance of the criterion movement, the participant has 

to move to a position on the texture that is -6 or -3 cm relative to the end-location of the 

criterion movement. However, the pattern of SE values shows that participants overshoot the 

distance for Reproduction Starting Position values of -6 and -3 cm. And this pattern is 

reversed for Reproduction Starting Positions of +3 and +6 cm. Thus, participants have a 

tendency to bias the reproduction of distance towards of the end-location of the criterion 

movement. With respect to VE, it can be learned from Figure 6.3 that VE was smaller for a 

shift in Reproduction Starting Position of -3 or +3 cm than for a shift in Reproduction Starting 

Position of -6 or +6 cm. This indicates that the variability in the reproduction movements 

increases with larger shifts of Reproduction Starting Position, in accordance with other 

experiments using a linear positioning task. There were no further effects for the Reproduction 

Movement Time or UE. 

Location task 

The same measures were computed as for Distance. However, for location, SE, UE and 

VE were based on the difference between the end-location of the criterion movement and the 

end-location of the reproduction movement. 

Texture effects. SE showed a main effect for Texture, F(l,6) - 8.79, ρ < 0.05. 

Inspection of Figure 6.2 (middle) learns that participants overshot on the gradient texture and 

undershot on the homogeneous texture. This effect is similar to the Texture effect found for 

Distance reproduction, although the differences between the texture are less pronounced for 

the Location task. SE further showed an interaction of Texture and Reproduction Starting 

Position, F(3,18) — 4.61, ρ < 0.05. Figure 6.4 gives a graphic representation of the Texture * 

Reproduction Starting Position interaction. As can be learned from Figure 6.4, for the gradient 

texture, SE values decrease across the Reproduction Starting Positions from overshoots for -6 

cm to small undershoots for +6. This is in contradiction with results normally found in linear 

positioning experiments. It is normally found that the pattern of SE values increases from 

undershoots for backward shifts in Reproduction Starting Position to overshoots for forward 
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Figure 6.4. Representation of the reproductions in the location task with respect to the 

interaction of Texture and Reproduction Starting Position for the signed error. 
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General effects. SE showed a main effect for Visual Status, F(l,6) - 46.13, ρ < 0.001. 

Mean SE values in cm (SDs in parentheses) were 1.71 (3.92) and -6.56 (4.12) for the totally 

blind children and the children with residual vision respectively. Thus, the totally blind children 

overshot, and the children with residual vision undershot. The Reproduction Movement Time 

showed a main effect for Reproduction Starting Position, F(3,18) - 5.08, ρ < 0.05. Mean 

Reproduction Movement Time in seconds (SDs in parentheses) was 2.81 (1.51), 2.55 (1.51), 

2.03 (1.11), and 1.95 (1.18) for Reproduction Starting Positions -6, -3, +3, and +6 cm 

respectively. This effect follows from the requirements of the location task. For a given 

end-location of a criterion movement, the length of the reproduction movement required to 

reach this end-location decreases from Reproduction Starting Positions -6 cm to +6 cm. For 

example, if the starting position is shifted with +6 cm, the participant has to make a shorter 

movement to reach the true end-position. Thus, if the children moved with a constant speed, 

this would mean that the reproduction movement time decreases from the Reproduction 

Starting Positions -6 cm to +6 cm, in accordance with the results found. For distance 

reproduction, the length of the required reproduction movement (and thus the Reproduction 

Movement Time) does not change with different Reproduction Starting Positions. No effects 

of Reproduction Movement Time were found for Distance, indicating that the children 

understood the different requirements of the distance and location tasks. 

There were no further effects for UE or VE. 

Detour task 

In line with studies using similar tasks (Brambring, 1976; Lederman et al., 1985) the 

deviation in the end-position of the reproduction movement relative to the end-position of the 

criterion movement was subdivided into a distance component, and a direction (angular) 

component. The Signed Distance Error is the difference in distance between the starting 

position of the reproduction movement and the true end position of the detour, and the starting 

position of the reproduction movement and the end position of the reproduction movement 

(See Figure 6.1, bottom right). A negative Signed Distance Error indicates that participants 

underestimate the true straight line direct distance (undershoot), a positive error indicates the 

reverse (overshoot). The Unsigned Distance Error is the absolute value of the Signed Distance 

Error. The Signed Angular Error is the angle between the lines formed by the starting position 
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and the true end position on the one hand, and the starting position and the reproduced end 

position on the other hand (See Figure 6.1, bottom, right). A negative Signed Angular Error 

indicates that the direction in degrees in which the participant moved his hand is smaller than 

the true direction in degrees. For example, an estimated direction of 110° given a true direction 

of 120° leads to a Signed Angular Error of -10°. The Unsigned Angular Error is the absolute 

value of the Signed Angular Error. The Reproduction Movement Time is the time elapsed 

between the start and end of the reproduction movement. 

Session and Trial effects. Given that Orientation (50° and 120°), Direct Distance (20 and 

25 cm) and Detour Distance (40 or 50 cm) were not completely crossed per session, it was not 

possible to examine these measures in combination with Session. Thus, first a repeated 

measures ANOVA was conducted with Texture (gradient and homogeneous) and Visual 

Status (totally blind and residual vision) as between subject variables and Session (1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5) and Trial (1, 2, 3, and 4) as within subject variables. None of the measures, except for 

Reproduction Movement Time showed main effects or first order interactions. There were 

some second and third order interactions, but given the absence of main effects, these are hard 

to interpret. Reproduction Movement Time showed a main effect for Trial, F(3,18) - 4.08 , ρ 

< 0.05. Reproduction Movement Time decreased in value from the first to the last Trial. 

Further, there was an interaction of Trial and Visual Status, F(3,18) - 3.51, ρ < 0.05. Means 

of Reproduction Movement Time in seconds (SDs in parentheses) for the totally blind were 

4.32 (4.99), 3.31 (1.68), 3.43 (2.12), and 3.52 (1.95) for the first, second, third and fourth 

Trial respectively. Means of Reproduction Movement Time in seconds (SDs in parentheses) 

for children with residual vision the means were 2.56 (1.47), 2.65 (1.84), 2.30 (1.24), and 2.35 

(1.19) for the first, second, third, and fourth Trial respectively. Thus, for the totally blind 

children, the first trial leads to the longest Reproduction Movement time, and overall. 

Reproduction Movement Time is longer for the totally blind than for the children with residual 

vision. This indicates the totally blind children needed more time to reproduce the end 

positions of the detour than the children with residual vision. 

Each of the computed measures was further analyzed by means of a repeated measures 

ANOVA with Texture (gradient, homogeneous) and Visual Status (totally blind, residual 

vision) as between subject variables and Orientation (50° and 120°), Direct Distance (20 and 
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25 cm), and Detour Distance (40 or 50 cm) as within subject variables. 

Texture effects. In accordance with the Distance and Location tasks, the Signed Distance 

Error showed a main effect for Texture, F(l,6) - 6.58, ρ < 0.05. The nature of this effect can 

be learned from the inspection of Figure 6.2 (bottom). The gradient texture leads to 

overshoots, and the homogeneous texture leads to undershoots of direct straight line distance. 

The undershoots on the homogeneous texture are larger than the undershoots found in the 

Distance and Location tasks. There were no Texture related effects for the Unsigned Distance 

Error, the Signed Angular Error, the Unsigned Angular Error, and the Reproduction 

Movement Time. 

General effects. The Signed Distance Error showed a main effect for Visual Status. 

Mean Signed Distance Error in cm (SDs in parentheses) for the totally blind children and the 

children with residual vision was 2.91 (3.50) and -0.91 (2.53) respectively. Thus, the totally 

blind children had a tendency to overshoot, and the children with residual vision had a 

tendency to undershoot. Recall that a similar effect was found for the Location task. The 

Unsigned Distance Error also showed a main effect for Visual Status, F(i ,6) - 6.56, ρ < 0.05 

Mean unsigned distance error in cm (SDs in parentheses) was 3.75 (3 30) for the totally bund 

and 2.18 (1.56) for the children with residual vision. Thus, in terms of accuracy of 

performance, the totally blind children performed less well than the children with residual 

vision. This is in accordance with general results found in studies comparing blind children and 

children with residual vision. The Signed Distance Error further showed a main effect for 

Direct Distance, F(l,6) - 42.0, ρ < 0.01. Mean Signed error in cm (SDs in parentheses) for a 

Direct Distance of 20 cm was 1.7 (3.30), and -5.1 (3.29) for a direct Distance of 25 cm. This 

pattern of over- and undershooting of straight line distance is in accordance with previous 

findings using a detour-task (Schellmgerhout et al., 1997, experiment 1, Brambnng, 1976). 

The Unsigned Distance Error showed an interaction of Direct Distance and Visual Status. 

Mean Unsigned Distance Error in cm for a Distance of 20 cm was 4 46 (2.74) for the totally 

bund children and 1.88 (1.64) for the children with residual vision. Mean Unsigned Distance 

Error in cm for a Distance of 25 cm was 3.27 (2.3) for the totally blind children and 2.68 

(1.65) for the children with residual vision. Thus, the totally blind children showed larger 

Unsigned Distance Errors for a direct distance of 20 cm than the children with residual vision. 

The Signed Angular Error showed a main effect for Orientation, F(l,6) - 8.37, ρ < 0.04 
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Figure 6.5 gives a graphic representation of this effect. From Figure 6.5 it can be learned that 

the participants undershot with a Orientation of 50° and overshot with an Orientation of 120°. 

Probably, this pattern of Signed Angular Error occurs because the children tried to maximize 

the differences between the two Orientations of 50° and 120°. The Unsigned Angular Error 

and Reproduction Movement Time showed no further effects. 

Figure 6.5. Representation of the reproductions in the detour task with respect to the 

Orientation main effect for the signed angular error. Depicted here is a Direct Distance of 20 

cm. The effect was the same for a Direct Distance of 25 cm. 
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Effects of Age 

The previous analyses showed no interactions of Visual Status and Texture. This 

indicates that the effects of the gradient versus the homogeneous texture are similar for 

children with no vision at all and children with a limited degree of residual vision. However, as 

can be learned from Table 6.1, the two youngest children were also two of the children who 

were totally blind. Thus, the Visual Status effects may be confounded with Age effects. 

Therefore, additional analyses were performed, in which the children were subdivided 

according to age. The first group contained 5 children between 8 and 10,2 years of age. The 

second group contained 5 children between 10,7 and 12 years of age. Note that because of the 

limited number of participants, a combined analysis of visual status and age is not possible. The 

same analyses were performed as mentioned in the previous sections, with the exception that 

the Visual Status between subject variable was replaced by an Age (8-10 2, 10,7-12 4 years of 

age) between subject variable. In general, these analyses yielded the same results as the 

previous analyses (except for the effects including Visual Status). No main effects for Age 

were found, contrary to the main effects of Visual Status. Nor were there first order 

interactions of Age and Texture (or any other first order interaction including Age). This 

indicates that the effects that were found in the previous analyses were connected to Visual 

Status and not to Age. There was but one second order interactions including Texture and 

Age. In the distance task, there as an interaction of Texture, Age, and Reproduction Starting 

Position for VE, F(3,l 8) - 4 96, ρ < 0.05. 

6.4 Discussion 

In all three tasks used, the distance, location, and detour task, main effects for texture 

were found for relative (-signed) measures In general, the gradient texture leads to overshoots 

of distance and location, whereas the homogeneous texture leads to undershoots. There were 

no clear effects of repeated exposure to the textures. There were no texture related effects of 

Visual Status, indicating that the influence of the textures was similar for children with residual 

vision and totally blind children. The mam difference found between the visual status groups 

was that the children with residual vision had a tendency to undershoot in the location and 

detour tasks, whereas the totally blind children had a tendency to overshoot. Other general 
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effects, such as the effect of the shift of Reproduction Starting Position for the distance task, 

and the effect of orientation in the detour task are in accordance with results of other 

experiments on small-scale spatial perception. 

Effects of texture were mainly visible in relative biases in the perception of distance and 

location. In the distance and location tasks the gradient texture led to overshoots in the 

reproduced distances and locations, and the homogeneous texture to undershoots. Similarly, in 

the detour task, the gradient texture led to overshoots in the reproduction of the direct distance 

between starting point and end-point of the detour, and the homogeneous texture to 

undershoots These consistent differences between the textures indicate blind children use the 

texture that the hand moves across as a source of information in haptic spatial perception. This 

is in accordance with the hypothesis that m moving across a surface, both kinesthetic and 

cutaneous sources of information contribute to haptic spatial perception. The sensitivity of 

blind children to different textures opens up the possibility to enhance haptic spatial perception 

by means of surface texture. However, what is needed first is more insight in the way texture 

influences haptic spatial perception. For example, what is the cause of the biases introduced by 

the textures? 

The gradient texture contains lumps some of which are smaller than the lumps of the 

homogeneous texture. Corsini and Pick (1969) found that fine textured stimuli are perceived as 

being longer than coarse textured stimuli. Thus, the differences in over- and undershooting 

between the homogeneous and the gradient texture may be linked to the size of the lumps. This 

explanation would indicate that there should also be interactions of texture and reproduction 

starting position in the distance and location tasks. With a backward shift of reproduction 

starting position, the participants feels larger lumps than with a forward shift in reproduction 

starting position. Thus, a forward shift in reproduction starting position should lead to different 

biases than a backward shift, depending on the texture. An interaction of texture and 

reproduction starting position was indeed found for the location task, but not for the distance 

task. For distance reproduction, the common effects of Reproduction Starting Position is 

found, regardless of texture. That is, there are overshoots for backward shifts in reproduction 

starting position (-6 and -3 cm), and undershoots for forward shifts in reproduction starting 

position (+3 and +6 cm) Thus, for distance reproduction, there was no differentiation between 

the textures with respect to the reproduction starting position. This is contrary to an 
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explanation of the differences between the textures in terms of differences in lump size. For 

location reproduction there are differences between the textures with respect to the 

reproduction starting positions. Usually, backward shifts in reproduction starting position lead 

to undershoots and forward shifts to overshoots in a location task. This pattern is taken to be 

an indication that participants partly reproduce the distance of the reference movement. With 

the gradient texture however, the opposite effect was found, whereas the pattern of over- and 

undershooting on the homogeneous texture conforms more to the usual pattern. This means 

that with the gradient texture, there was no bias towards the distance of the reference 

movement, whereas with the homogeneous texture, there was such a bias. These different 

effects of reproduction starting position found in the location and the distance task indicate 

that effects of texture may differ with the requirements of the task. 

In a previous experiment on linear positioning using blindfolded sighted adults 

(Schelbngerhout et al, 1997a), no effects for texture were found for conditions which were 

comparable to the location and distance condition in the present experiment It was 

hypothesized then that the absence of differences between textures might be explained by the 

visual fine-tuning of the arm-hand system, which might be so well-developed in sighted adults 

that there is no room' for influence of surface texture in active conditions given the relative 

simplicity of the task On the basis of this explanation, one would expect differences between 

the textures in populations such as the blind, whO show more variability in their arm-hand 

movements, and who rely more on tactual information. Differences between the textures were 

indeed found in the present experiment with blind children. 

No effects were found for repeated exposure to the same texture The absence of effects 

of repeated experience with the textures in the detour tasks may be linked to a confound with 

other task variables, which were not completely crossed per session. In the location and 

distance task, however, clear session effects were also absent This indicates that, although the 

blind children were sensitive to texture characteristics, there was no further adaptation to 

characteristics of the textures There may be several causes for the absence of session effects. 

(1) The movements required by the tasks did not allow for the tuning to characteristics of the 

textures Although the children were allowed to explore their texture before the first session, 

the actual local texture distributions felt during the tasks were very restricted. (2) The time 

frame of 1,5 weeks was too short (3) Over the course of their lives, the children have learned 
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to rely on other sources of information than cutaneous information. (4). No accuracy feedback 

was given. 

In general, the results found in the present experiment are in line with other experiments 

on haptic spatial perception. However, there are also differences which lead to some 

interesting hypotheses. Contrary to results found by Lederman et al. (1985), no pathway 

distortion effect was found in the detour task. That is, the estimated distance between the start 

and the endpoint of the detour did not vary with the length of the detour. In the 

detour-experiment with blindfolded sighted adults (Schelhngerhout et al., 1997a, experiment 

1), the pathway distortion effect was also absent. This again illustrates that the pathway 

distortion effect may be dependent on the response measure used by Lederman et al. (1985), 

which was a verbal estimate. In the present experiment, in accordance with the experiment 

with blindfolded sighted adults (Schelhngerhout et al., 1997b, experiment 1), and the 

experiment of Brambnng (1976) with adult blind observers, the estimated distance between 

start and end-point of the detour varied with the direct distance between the start- and 

end-point of the detour. The shorter direct distance (20 cm) led to an overestimation, and the 

longer direct distance (25 cm) led to an underestimation. 

In the reproduction of the Orientation of the end-position of the detours, biases are 

visible in accordance with results found by Lederman et al. (1985) and Schellingerhout et al. 

(1997b, experiment 1). Lederman et al. (1985) explained these biases by posing that 

participants have a tendency to align their reproductions with implicit spatial axes of the 

lay-out, such as the horizontal (90°) and the vertical (0°). If we analyze the detour-expenment 

of Schellingerhout et al. (1997b, experiment 1) with blindfolded sighted adults (in which 

Orientations of 50°, 85°, and 120° were used) in terms of a bias towards implicit spatial axes, 

the axis would be the vertical (90°). In the present experiment the bias is more towards the 

horizontal (0°) axis of the lay-out. This bias in the present experiment may have to do with a 

maximization of the differences between the two Orientations used, 50° and 120°. If this 

hypothesis is true, biases in the reproduction of orientation may be also an artifact of the actual 

orientations used, and not merely a result of implicit spatial axes 

There were several differences in relative biases between the totally blind children and 

the children with residual vision. In the location task, the totally blind children showed 
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overshoots in the reproduction of the end-location of the criterion movement, whereas the 

children with residual vision showed undershoots. Similarly, in the detour task the totally blind 

children showed overshoots in the reproduction of the direct distance, whereas the children 

with residual vision showed undershoots. Although the sighted adults in the linear positioning 

experiment (Schellingerhout et al., in press) had a tendency to undershoot, it is not clear how 

the differences between the totally blind children and the children with residual vision may be 

related to visual status. 

The results of reproduction movement time indicate that the children understood the 

differences between the location and the distance task. Hermelin and O'Connor (1975) found 

that a distance task was more difficult for blind children than a location task. Given the 

differences in procedure and material, the location and distance tasks of the present experiment 

can not be directly compared. However, the signed errors for the distance tasks were larger 

than those for the location task. There are some indications that the detour task may be more 

difficult for the totally blind children than for the children with residual vision. The 

reproduction movement time for a first trial with the detour task is relatively higher for the 

totally blind children, indicating that they may have difficulties understanding the requirements 

of the task. Further, the accuracy of the reproduction of the direct distance between start- and 

end-point of the detour, as measured by the unsigned distance error, was lower for the totally 

blind children, especially for a direct distance of 20 cm. 

To sum up: blind children are sensitive to texture characteristics in haptic spatial tasks. 

This opens up the possibility to use texture as a source of information in haptic space. 

However, given that no differences in accuracy of performance are visible between the 

textures, much more research is needed before texture can be applied in a practical sense. 

Given the results found with blindfolded sighted adults, the importance of texture as a source 

of information increases when there is limited additional information, or when participants are 

given room to develop their own texture related exploration strategies. 
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7 
Manual Search in congenitally blind preschoolers 

Abstract 

Is the manual search behavior in small-scale space of blind preschoolers sensitive to 

characteristics of the search space, such as its surface texture? To investigate this question, the 

manual search behavior of three congenitally blind preschoolers was compared on a surface 

with a gradient texture and a surface with a homogeneous texture, in conditions with and 

without rotation of the child relative to the surface. Results showed that the time needed to 

find a location for the first time is shorter on the gradient texture. This shorter search time on 

the gradient is connected to two facilitating search characteristics: higher movement speed and 

searching with the whole hand in stead of the fingertips only. Texture related effects were not 

found for accuracy of search behavior. Results are discussed with reference to existing 

knowledge on exploration by young blind children in tasks in small-scale space. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Perhaps the most striking difference between the blind and the sighted is in the field of 

spatial development. In general, congenitally blind persons perform worse on spatial tasks than 

both the adventitiously blind and sighted persons (Mclinden, 1988) This is both true for tasks 

in large scale space (space that is explored by foot) and in small-scale space (space that is 

explored by the hands) (Barber & Lederman, 1988). In recent years, there is a tendency not to 

connect the behavior of the blind in spatial tasks to some general spatial deficit caused by the 

absence of vision, but rather to more task-related variables. Examples are the information that 

is available in the task-situation (Millar, 1994) and the strategies that bund children use to 

explore a lay-out (Ungar, Blades & Spencer, 1995). In the present experiment, we investigated 

whether the manual search behavior of blind preschoolers in small-scale space is influenced by 

the characteristics of the search space The characteristics of the search space were 

manipulated by introducing two surface textures, which differed in the spatial information they 

provide to the moving hand. 

In spatial perception research one distinguishes two fundamentally different ways of 

perceiving space, although they surface under somewhat different names in different 

publications. The first way to perceive space is in relation to the observers own body. This is 

called an ego-centnc perception of space A first example of ego-centnc perception is the 

perception of spatial positions with reference to the spatial position and orientation of the 

observer (the cup is to the right of the body-midline). A second example of ego-centnc 

perception is the perception of spatial positions based on the movements made to reach a 

position (one has to make this movement again to reach that position). The second 

fundamental way to perceive space is called allocentnc perception. This means that positions in 

space are perceived in relation to other positions in space (the cup is on the side of the table 

closest to the window). It was assumed for a long time, starting with the research of Piaget 

(1952), that a young child starts with an ego-centnc perception of space, which is gradually 

replaced by a more allocentnc perception of space. 

For Piaget, ego-centnsm was a particular way of thinking, charactenstic for the organism 

in a particular phase of development. The tasks used by Piaget to demonstrate ego-centnsm 

were the AB task and the three mountain task In the AB task a child leams to retrieve a toy 
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from a container A, in which the experimenter has placed a toy while the child watches. After 

that, the toy is removed from container A and is hidden in container B, again while the child 

watches. Ego-centrism is demonstrated when the child searches in container A instead of 

container B. In the three mountain task, the child has to describe the view of three mountains 

from the perspective of a second observer who is in a different position with respect to the 

mountains than the child itself. Ego-centrism is demonstrated when the child confuses his or 

her own perspective with the perspective of the second observer. After Piaget developed the 

AB-search task and the three-mountain task, much research has been done with adaptations of 

these tasks. This research has shown that an ego-centric response depends heavily on the 

information that is available in the task. For example, in the AB task an egocentric response 

has been found to depend on the number of the containers, the distinctiveness of the 

containers, and on the interval between the first and second reaches of the child (Wellman, 

Cross, & Bartsch, 1987). Similarly, in the three-mountain task the response of the child has 

been found to depend on the method of responding, and on the complexity of the arrangement. 

Thus, ego-centrism is not so much a matter of a way of thinking, but rather of the ability to use 

the information that is present in the task-situation. 

Ego-centric versus allocentric perception of space have also been investigated by means 

of rotation tasks. Rotation tasks are a more controlled alternative for the three mountain task. 

The reasoning behind the use of the rotation task is as follows. If the observer stays in the same 

position with respect to some spatial lay-out, an egocentric response and an allocentric 

response usually coincide (one has to reach to the right to get to the cup, and the cup is on the 

side of the table closest to the window, lead to the same response). However, if the observer 

changes his position with respect to the lay-out by rotating around the lay-out by for example 

90° or 180°, an egocentric and an allocentric response do not coincide (if you reach to the 

right after rotation you will not find the cup). Again, research with sighted children has shown 

that an ego-centric response heavily depends on the information in the task-situation. Even 

very young infants show allocentric responses if they have information about their changed 

position (Acredolo, 1985). Moreover, it has been suggested that some ego-centric responses 

do not reflect a particular way of cognitively 'coding' positions, but rather reflect a difficulty to 

inhibit a previous response (Diamond, 1990). 
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In general, blind children are supposed to have an ego-centric, movement based 

perception of space (Warren, 1994). However, Millar (1994), stated that there are no 

fundamental differences between blind and sighted children in spatial cognition. The 

information that the blind child has available, in contrast to the information available to sighted 

children, leads to a dependency on a self-referent and movement based perception of space. In 

the absence of vision, positions in space are perceived largely by means of the movements 

which are used to reach these positions. For blind children as well as sighted children spatial 

performance seems to depend on the information which is available in the task-situation and on 

the exploratory activities that the child uses to gather this information. Differences between 

blind and sighted children may thus emerge from differences in the information that is available, 

and from exploratory activities which are related to differences in the information available. 

Landau and colleagues (Landau, Spelke, and Gleitman 1984; Landau & Spe Ike, 1985) 

conducted a famous series of experiments with a single congenitally blind child, Kelli, to 

demonstrate that blind children may obtain spatial knowledge similar to the spatial knowledge 

of sighted children. The experiment most directly relevant to our present experiment is a 

rotation task in small-scale space. Landau and Spelke (1985) found that at the same age that 

Kelli was able to execute complex spatial tasks in large-scale space (a small chamber, from 34 

months of age), she was unable to execute correctly a rotation task in small-scale space. In the 

rotation task, Kelli overlearned the positions of two persons seated at different sides of a 

rectangular table. After a 180° rotation she systematically made incorrect egocentric left-right 

reversals. Landau et al. (Landau et al., 1984; Landau & Spelke, 1985) explained the failure of 

Kelli in this task by referring to the degree of rotation (in the experiments in large-scale space a 

rotation of 180° occurred only once), a preservation of the motor response, and to the absence 

of relevant information about the child's changed position relative to the spatial lay-out. 

Research with blind and with sighted children thus suggests that the availability of 

additional information influences spatial perception. For sighted children, additional 

information may easily be provided by using different colors (Acredolo, 1985) or different 

shapes or by allowing the child a visual glance at the lay-out. Indeed, even though visual 

information may not be directly present, if the child is blindfolded or is prevented to view the 

lay-out, previous visual experiences will aid the child in its understanding of the lay-out. Pick 

& Palmer (1986), and especially Rieser, Guth, and Hill (1986) have argued that the visual 
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perspective transformations that accompany observer movement relative to the surround, may 

sensitize an observer to the relations of positions in space to each other, even when these 

perspective transformations are not actually present, as is the case in blindfolded conditions. 

How then, might we enhance the information which is available in small-scale space for blind 

children? 

Schellingerhout, Smitsman and Van Galen (1997a) suggested that surface texture might 

be a means to enhance tactual spatial information. In moving one's hand across a surface, 

patterns of kinesthetic and cutaneous stimulation arise. Theoretically, the kinesthetic 

stimulation specifies the spatial position of the hand, whereas the cutaneous stimulation 

specifies surface-characteristics like surface texture. However, depending on how the texture 

characteristics are distributed across a surface, textures may provide cutaneous spatial 

specification to the moving hand. The haptic system seems to be especially sensitive to texture 

and texture variation (Heller, 1989; Lederman & Klatzky, 1987). 

In a series of experiments with blindfolded sighted adults. Schellingerhout, Smitsman and 

Van Galen (1997b; in press) investigated whether the texture that the hand moves across 

contributes to haptic spatial perception. Three textures were compared: a smooth texture, a 

homogeneous texture, consisting of identical lumps with a homogeneous density distribution, 

and a gradient texture, consisting of lumps which gradually change in density and size across 

the surface. These textures differ in the amount of cutaneous specification of position they 

provide to a moving hand. With the smooth and the homogeneous textures, the patterns of 

stimulation that arise as the hand moves across the surface is similar for different directions. 

With the gradient texture, the pattern of stimulation changes with the position of the hand and 

the direction of movement. In a first experiment (in press) it was found that, in conditions 

where only cutaneous stimulation was available, the gradient texture provided for the most 

accurate reproductions of distance and location, and the smooth texture for the least accurate. 

Further experiments (1997b) using more complex tasks, revealed interactions of texture 

variation with performance in haptic spatial tasks. In one experiment ( 1997b, experiment 2) it 

was found that the degree of rotation of a gradient texture is more easily determined than the 

degree of rotation of a smooth and a homogeneous texture. Most directly relevant for the 

present study was a free-search rotation task (1997b, experiment 3), in which blindfolded, 

sighted participants had to indicate the position of a target after rotation, under conditions 
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where there was minimal information about the degree of rotation. Reproduction of the 

direction of the search target was most accurate on the gradient texture, especially for those 

participants who spontaneously developed a search strategy based on the lay-out of the 

gradient texture. This strategy entailed that the participants determined the orientation of the 

gradient texture by making circular movements. Thus, the results of the experiments of 

Schellingerhout et al. (1997b, in press) show that texture may serve as a source of information 

for spatial position of the hand when it moves over a surface. 

An experiment with blind infants (Schellingerhout et al., 1997a), showed that texture 

may serve as a means to stimulate tactile exploration. In this experiment, 8 blind infants were 

presented with a gradient texture in 5 consecutive sessions with intervals of two weeks. At the 

first session, two infants were 8 months old, two infants were 13 months old, two infants were 

16 months old, and two infants were 21 months old. It was found that there was an increase in 

exploration across sessions. This increase was only visible for those exploratory strategies 

which were related to characteristics of the gradient texture: fingering, rubbing, and long 

movements across the texture. In a sixth session, exploration of the gradient texture was 

compared to exploration of a smooth and a homogeneous texture. Results showed, that for the 

older infants, the categories which showed an increase across sessions with the gradient texture 

were least prevalent with the smooth texture and most prevalent with the gradient texture. It 

was concluded that a gradient texture provides a cutaneous small-scale spatial environment for 

blind infants, in which they can develop and practice manual exploration. Given the results 

found with sighted adults, one might hypothesize that a gradient texture might also provide 

cutaneous spatial information in small-scale space for young blind children. 

In the present experiment, the focus is on manual search behavior of congenitally blind 

preschoolers, which were of the same age as Kelli in the experiment of Landau and Spelke 

(1985), when she repeatedly failed the rotation task. Questions of the present experiment are: 

what does the search behavior of blind preschoolers look like, what information do they pick 

up in searching across a surface and, most importantly, is search behavior influenced by the 

texture of the search space. Search behavior is compared on a homogeneous and a gradient 

texture. 

Specific hypotheses with respect to these textures are: (1) Search behavior will have 

different characteristics on a gradient texture than on a homogeneous texture, in terms of the 
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movements used to explore the textures, the movement trajectories on the surface, and the 

movement speed. For example, in a previous experiment with blind infants (Schellingerhout et 

al., 1997a) it was found that rubbing was more prevalent on the gradient texture than on the 

homogeneous texture. In an experiment with blindfolded sighted adults (Schellingerhout et al., 

1997b) it was found that participants may adapt their movement trajectones to the properties 

of the gradient texture. In this experiment, in which round surfaces were used, the participants 

made circular movements to determine the orientation of the gradient texture. In this 

experiment it was further found that locations were found somewhat sooner on the gradient 

texture than on the homogeneous texture, although the difference between the two textures 

was not significant. (2) The perception of spatial positions will be more accurate on a gradient 

texture than on a homogeneous texture. Experiments with blindfolded sighted adults 

(Schellingerhout et al., 1997b; in press) have shown that, in conditions where the participant 

has to rely on the information provided by texture alone, the gradient texture allows for more 

accurate perception of positions on the surface than a homogeneous texture. (3) Ego-centnc 

search behavior will be more prevalent on a homogenous texture than on a gradient texture. 

With the homogeneous texture, the cutaneous sensations that anse as the hand moves across 

the surface m a certain trajectory with respect to the body do not differ for different rotation 

positions For example, a movement away from the body is accompanied by the same 

cutaneous sensations for different onentations with respect to the texture. With the gradient 

texture, the same movement trajectory with respect to the body is accompanied by different 

cutaneous sensations in different rotation positions. In one onentation, movements away from 

the body may be accompanied by a decrease in density of the lumps. In a different orientation 

with respect to the surface, movements away from the body may be accompanied by an 

increase in density of the lumps. 

In order to test these hypotheses, search behavior was investigated both in conditions 

where the position of the child with respect to the surface was constant and in conditions of 

rotation. With respect to the rotation conditions, the search behavior of the children will be 

analyzed using measures specified by Landau et al. (1984) and Morrongiello, Timney, 

Humphrey, Anderson, and Skory (1995) for search behavior in large-scale space. This will 

additionally allow us to investigate the validity of these measures for tasks in small-scale space. 
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7.2 Method 

Participants 

Participants were three congenitally totally blind boys showing no additional disabilities. 

At the time of the first session, they were 51 months old (SD - .67 months). Causes of 

blindness included Lebers amaurosis and anophthalmos. One of the boys participated at the age 

of 12 months in an earlier study on the exploration of surface textures (Schellingerhout, 

Smitsman, & Van Galen, 1997a). 

Materials 

Two round textured surfaces with a diameter of 44 cm made of silicon rubber were used 

(see Figure 7.1, top). The lumps of the gradient texture can be described as the result of a 

perpendicular crossing of two waves, with a constant amplitude of 0.2 cm and a variable 

wavelength which decreased according to the arithmetic progression: 

t n - 1.6 - (n-1) * .025 (n e N, 1< η < 56, tn is the wavelength of wave η in cm) 

The first wave started at the 135° position, the second wave started at the 225° position 

(see Figure 7.1). This means, that for a child at the 0° position, there was an area of 'small' 

lumps at the near end of the surface, and an area of 'large' lumps at the far end of the surface 

(the 180° position). The lumps of the homogeneous texture can be described as the result of a 

perpendicular crossing of two waves with a constant amplitude of 0.2 cm and a constant 

wavelength of 1 cm. The first wave started at the 135° position, the second wave started at the 

225° position. These textures could be laid on a round tabletop with upright sides of 0.5 cm. 

The table top was supported in the middle by a single round leg, which could be adjusted in 

height. On a texture a small pin (diameter 0.7 cm) with a rough head could be pinned. This pin 

could be easily distinguished from the textures. Four locations were used as search targets for 

the children. If we take the center of the table-top as the origin of an x-y coordinate system 

(with the y-axis from the 0° position to the 180e position, x-axis perpendicular to the y-axis), 
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Figure 7.1. (A) The textures used in the experiment. (B) The target locations and rotation 

positions. 
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the coordinates for locations A, B, C, and D (in cm) were (16.3; -4.4); (0,11), (-10,0), and 

(0;-ll) respectively. Thus, two of these positions were situated at the most distinguishable 

regions of the gradient texture. Location В is in the area with the smallest density of the lumps, 

and location D is in the area with the largest density of the lumps. Locations A and С are in 

areas of intermediate density. 

The manual movements of the children on the textured surfaces were recorded by a 

S-VHS videocamera, which was mounted on a large tnpod above the surface. The lens of the 

camera was at about 120 cm above the center of the surface. The legs of the tnpod were so far 

removed from the table that none of the children were aware of the presence of the tnpod. 

Procedure 

The experiment was conducted at the residential institutions where the children lived 

during the course of the week. The sessions took place in a large room with which none of the 

children was familiar. The child was led into the room and was positioned so that its 

belly-button was at the 0° position Before an actual session started, the children were allowed 

and encouraged to explore the surface for as long as they wanted. During the experimental 

tnals, the children were only allowed to use the dominant hand, which was the nght hand for 

all three children. 

0° condition. In the 0° condition the task of the child was to find the pin on the surface 

for three consecutive times, to remove the pin, and to replace the pin at its original location. A 

tnal, during which the child remained standing at the 0° position went as follows. At the signal 

of the experimenter, who stood behind the child, the child started to search across the surface 

After the child had located the pin, it moved its hand back across the texture to the 0° position. 

To make sure the children accurately remembered the position of the pin, they were asked for 

two consecutive times to locate the pin by moving their hand across the surface to the location 

of the pin. After the third time that the child had found the pin, the child removed the pin from 

the surface. Finally, the experimenter asked the child to replace the pin at its original position, 

by moving the pin to the estimated onginal position and pinning it to the surface. 

Rotation conditions. In the rotation conditions, the task of the child was to find the pin 

from the 0° position for three consecutive times and then, after rotation, to find the pin again 
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om either the 90e or the 180° position. Thus, contrary to the 0° condition, the child did not 

remove the pin from the surface. A trial went as follows. Locating the pin was similar to the 0° 

condition: the child searched for the pin three consecutive times. However, the child was not 

allowed to remove the pin from the surface. After the child had found the pin for the third time, 

the experimenter moved to either the 90° or the 180° position and asked the child to pin him. 

The child walked counterclockwise alongside the tabletop to the experimenter, while its nght 

hand was in contact with the surface. The experimenter positioned the child, so that its 

belly-button was at the rotation position. Then the child was asked to search for the pin. The 

assumption made in the rotation conditions, was that if the child had remembered the location 

of the pin, it would reach for this position rather than other positions. Thus, the trajectory of 

the hand on the surface is indicative for the remembered location of the pin. After the child had 

located the pin, it walked back together with the experimenter in clockwise direction to the 0° 

position, while its nght hand was in contact with the texture. 

Time delay condition. Purpose of the time delay condition was to investigate whether 

memory effects would influence the child's search behavior. The walking of the child alongside 

the table takes some time, in which the child might forget the location of the pin. A trial went 

as follows. Locating the pin was similar to the 0° position. However, after locating the pin for 

the third time, the child counted aloud to ten (a filled interval in memory-research terms), after 

which it was asked to search for the pin again. 

Design 

Table 7.1 gives an overview of the design. There were 5 sessions, which were completed 

within 3 weeks In sessions 2, 3 and 5 the homogeneous texture was used. In sessions 1, 4 and 

5 the gradient texture was used. Sessions 1 to 4 started with the 0° condition, after which a 

rotation condition followed. In sessions 1 and 2 the 90° rotation was used. In sessions 3 and 4 

the 180° rotation was used. In session 5, the children completed the time delay condition, on 

both the homogeneous and the gradient texture. Per session per condition 4 locations were 

used (see Figure 7.1), the order of which was randomized. For sessions 1 to 4, there were 4 

trials for the 0° condition and 4 trials for the rotation condition, giving a total of 8 trials per 

session. For session 5, there were 4 trials on the homogeneous texture and 4 trials on the 
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gradient texture, again giving a total of 8 trials. 

Table 7.1 Design of the experiment. 

Session 

Texture 

Gradient 

Homogeneous 

1 

X 

2 

X 

3 

X 

4 

X 

5 

X 

X 

Condition 

0° X X X X -

90° rotation X X - -

180° rotation - X X -

time delay - - - - X 

Note. X =• present, - = absent 

Data scoring 

The position of the hand of the child relative to the surface was computed every sixth of 

a second on the basis of the digitized video-images and software that corrects for distortions 

due to characteristics of the lens of the camera and the video-screen. 

73 Results 

First search characteristics 

First search time (the time needed to find the pin for the first time in the 0° conditions) 

was analyzed by means of a repeated measures ANOVA with Texture (gradient, 

homogeneous) and Location (A,B,C, and D) as within subject variables. There was a main 

effect for Texture, F(l,4) - 4 32, ρ < 0.05, and a main effect for Location, F(3,4) - 2.84 ρ < 

0 05. Mean search time was shorter on the gradient texture (6.58 seconds) than on the 

homogeneous texture (11.93 seconds). Mean search time in seconds for locations A, B, C, and 

D was 10.09, 5 16, 14.88, and 6.52 respectively. Thus, the search time is highest for Location 

С 
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To further mvestigate why a location on the gradient texture is found sooner than on the 

homogeneous texture, additional analyses were performed on the tapes. Analysis of the search 

trajectones themselves did not reveal any differences between textures. A typical search 

pattern was to move the hand forward in a straight direction, and then to make sweeping 

movements across the texture. However, it was found that the mean movement speed on the 

gradient texture was higher than on the homogeneous texture (14.7 cm/s relative to 12.1 

cnVs). Additionally, it was scored every sixth of a second for the first search for the pin 

whether contact with the surface was maintained with the whole hand, or with one or several 

fingers. It was found that on the gradient texture, contact with the surface with the whole hand 

was more prevalent than on the homogeneous texture (32 % relative to 21 %). Both of these 

search characteristics might contribute to the smaller first search time on the gradient texture 

Replacement of the pin in the 0° condition 

On the basis of the place where the child replaced the pin, two variables were computed. 

The first is the directional error, which is the difference in direction between the line from the 

0° position to the place where the child replaced the pin and the line from the 0C position to the 

true location. If the angle of the movement of the child is larger than the true angle, the 

directional error is positive, in the reversed situation the directional error is negative. Thus, if 

the true location of the pin is in a direction of 45°, and the child moves its hand in a direction 

of 60°, the directional error is 15°. The second variable is the distance error, which is the 

difference in distance between the 0° position and the position where the child replaced the pin 

and the distance between the 0° position and the true position of the pm A negative distance 

error indicates that the child has not moved far enough with respect to the true distance. These 

two variables were analyzed by means of a repeated measures ANOVA, with Texture 

(gradient, homogeneous), and Location (A, B, C, and D), as within subject variables. Both the 

directional error and the distance error showed a significant effect for Location, F(l,40)=6.08, 

ρ < 0.01, and F(l,40) - 8.14, ρ < 0.001 respectively. Figure 7.2 gives a graphic representation 

of these effects. 

The directional error may be inferred from Figure 7.2 by comparing the direction 

between the 0° position and the true locations on the one hand, and the 0° position and the 
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Figure 7.2. Schematic representation of the reproductions in the 0° condition in terms of the 

distance error and the directional error. Letters designate pairs of true locations and 

reproductions. 
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reproductions on the other hand. The distance error can be inferred by the difference in 

distance between the 0° position and the true locations on the one hand and the 0° position and 

the reproductions on the other hand. As is clear from Figure 7.2, the children had a tendency to 

replace the pin towards the middle of the surface. 
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Search time after rotation 

The time needed to locate the pin after rotation showed no effects for Texture, Location, 

or Rotation. Mean search time after rotation was 7.74 s. 

Search trajectories after rotation 

In the analysis of the search trajectories of the hand on the surface after rotation we 

made the assumption that the children would take the shortest route to the location they 

thought the pin was in, and that the place they moved to first would be indicative of the 

position they thought the pin was in. This is in line with assumptions made by Landau (1984) 

and Morrongiello et al. (1995) in the analysis of the search behavior in large scale space. Two 

measures were computed on the basis of the search trajectories: 

1. Pathway efficiency. This is the ratio of the length of the direct route from the rotation 

position of the child to the location of the pin, and the length of the actual route taken (actual 

route/direct route). Thus, a value of 1 indicates that a child took the direct route, larger values 

represent detours. This ratio is taken from the work of Morrongiello et al.(1995). 

2. Direction of initial turn. In accordance with Landau and Spelke (1984), and 

Morrongiello et al. (1995) we measured the direction the hand moved in first. This was done 

by calculating the direction of movement between the start of the movement and the position 

where the hand changed direction abruptly to move in a different direction. Initial turns were 

categorized as: 

- egocentric, when the movement fell within a 40° radius (from -20° to 20°) of the 

position the pin would be in if it had rotated with the same amount as the child. 

- allocentric, when the direction of movement fell within a 40° radius of the direction to 

the actual position of the pin. 

- undetermined, when the direction of movement was neither egocentric nor allocentric, 

or could be categorized as both. 

Figure 7.3 gives examples of ego-centric and allocentric searches. 
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Figure 73. Example of an ego-centric (A) and an allocentric (B) search for location С from 

the 180° position. С is the actual location, С is the location that follows when the movement 

from the 0° position is preserved. 
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Pathway efficiency 

Pathway efficiency showed a main effect for Location, F(3,5) - 4.36, ρ < 0.05, and an 

interaction of Location and Rotation, F(3,7) - 9.91, ρ < 0.001. Figure 7.4 gives a graphic 

representation of the Location * Rotation effect. 

Figure 7.4 Means of Pathway Efficiency for levels of Rotation and Location 
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As is clear from Figure 7.4, Locations A and С provide for the most clear effects in 

pathway efficiency For location A, pathway efficiency is greater for a rotation of 180°, 

whereas for location C, pathway efficiency is greater for a rotation of 90°. The values for 

pathway efficiency were larger than those obtained by Morrongiello et al. (1995) in large scale 

space, who found pathway efficiency values between 1.5 and 2 5. 
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Direction of initial tum 

Of the total of 48 searches performed by the children, 11 were undetermined, 23 were 

allocentnc, and 14 were egocentric. Note that this is in sharp positive contrast with results of 

Landau and Spelke (1985), who found that КеШ was unable for perform the rotation task at 

the age of 52 months. There was no clear differentiation of direction of initial tum for levels of 

Texture, Location, or Orientation, nor any combination of these variables. 

Not surprisingly, it was found that there was a relation between pathway efficiency and 

direction of initial turn. Mean pathway efficiency (with SDs in parentheses) for undetermined, 

allocentnc and ego-centric directions were 7.06 (4.22), 2.09 (1.74), and 7.39 (3.98). Thus, 

pathway efficiency is greatest when the initial tum is in the direction of the true position, and 

smaller for egocentric and undetermined initial turns. 

Comparisons with the time delay condition 

One child did not complete the time delay condition because of distress. Thus, the data 

presented in this section are based on the searches of two children only, and the means 

presented here may differ somewhat from the means presented in previous sections. The main 

reason for introducing the time delay condition was to investigate memory effects that may 

influence the performance in the rotation conditions. Therefore, the searchtime after the child 

had counted to 10 in the time delay condition and the searchtime after rotation were compared 

by means of an analysis of variance. There were no significant differences between the time 

delay condition and the rotation conditions. This could indicate two things. The first is that 

neither in the time delay nor in the rotation conditions there were effects of memory, or 

secondly that effects of memory were about equal for the time delay and the rotation 

conditions. Probably memory plays a role both in the rotation and the time delay condition. 

The search time in the time delay condition after the child had counted to 10 was smaller than 

the mean first search time in the 0° condition (7.57 s versus 9.19 s). This indicates that the 

cruld was not searching like it was the first time. However, the search time after the child had 

counted to 10 in the time delay condition is much larger than the third time that the child had 

to search for a target, which was smaller than 1 s for most searches. This indicates that 

memory does play a role in the search behavior. 
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Figure 7.5. Means of Pathway Efficiency for levels of the Rotation and Time Delay Conditions 

and Texture, based on the two children who completed the Time Delay condition. 
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that the time delay condition is added. In line with the main effect of Condition, the means for 

the time delay condition are smaller than the means for the rotation conditions. Figure 7.5 

gives a graphic representation of the Condition * Texture interaction effect. As is clear from 

this Figure pathways are more efficient for the gradient texture than for the homogeneous 

texture in the time delay condition. This effect was corroborated by examination of the initial 

turns of the children in the time delay condition. In the time delay condition, these were 

classified as either in the true direction, or as undetermined (ego-centric and allocentnc have 

no meaning in the time delay condition). For the gradient texture, the number of initial turns in 

the true direction was 6 and the number of undetermined turns was 2. For the homogeneous 

texture, this pattern was reversed. 2 turns were in the true direction, and 6 turns were 

undetermined. A Chi-square test on these numbers yielded a value of 4, ρ < 0.05. This 

indicates that although children do not use the texture to replace a pin, or to find a pin from a 

rotated position, the gradient texture does aid in the finding of a location from an unchanged 

position, in terms of pathway efficiency and direction of initial tum. 

7.4 Discussion 

The three hypotheses of the present experiment were (1) Search behavior will have 

different characteristics on a gradient texture than on a homogeneous texture. (2) The 

perception of spatial positions will be more accurate on a gradient texture than on a 

homogeneous texture (3) Ego-centric search behavior will be more prevalent on a 

homogenous texture than on a gradient texture. In accordance with the first hypothesis, on the 

gradient texture contact with the surface with the whole hand was more prevalent than on the 

homogeneous texture, and the movement speed was somewhat higher on the gradient texture. 

Contrary to the first hypothesis, there were no differences between the textures in terms of the 

movement trajectones, except for the time delay condition, where the movement trajectones 

on the gradient texture were somewhat more directed towards the target position than on the 

homogeneous texture. The results show no support for the second and the third hypothesis. 

Contrary to the hypotheses, there were no texture effects for the replacement of the pin 

on the surface in the 0° condition. From the positions where the children replaced the pin in the 

0° condition, it is clear that they replaced the pin towards the middle of the textures. There 
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may be several explanations for thus. The first is that the children were biased in their 

perception of the locations of the pins Similar results have been obtained in detour tasks with 

sighted blindfolded adults (Lederman, Klatzky, & Barber, 1985), who showed a bias towards 

implicit spatial axis of the lay-out, such as the vertical and the horizontal. However, it is more 

likely that the children interpreted the instruction to replace the pin at its original position as an 

instruction to replace the pin on the surface, regardless of position. 

There were no effects of Texture for the search behavior in the rotation conditions, 

contrary to the hypothesis. This may have to do with memory effects. However, the number of 

ego-centnc searches was relatively small, contrary to results found by Landau and Spelke 

(1985) with KelL This may be due to the differences in the tasks that were used. In the 

experiment of Landau and Spelke (1985), КеШ had to reach towards a certain position In our 

experiment, the children had to move their hand across a surface. Landau and Spelke (1985) 

stated that rotation tasks in small-scale space might obscure the spatial knowledge of a child. 

However, this statement may depend on the way of responding, since in the present 

experiment, half of the searches were categorized as allocentnc. Presumably, the staying in 

contact with a surface during rotation, and the moving across a surface, provide more 

information than free movements through space. The finding that there were no differences 

between the textures after rotation seems to implicate that both the gradient and the 

homogeneous texture provide information about the changed position of the child with respect 

to the surface 

There was an effect of texture for search time when a child searched for a location for 

the first time. Search time was shorter on the gradient texture than on the homogeneous 

texture. This is in accordance with results found with sighted blindfolded adults 

(Schellingerhout et al, 1997b, experiment 3), although in this experiment the difference in 

search time between the gradient and the homogeneous texture was not significant The 

shorter search time on the gradient texture was connected to swifter movements and searching 

with the whole hand contrary to searching with the fingers In an experiment with blind infants 

(Schellingerhout et al., 1997a), it was found that a gradient texture provoked active 

exploration and the exploratory categories of fingering and rubbing. In this experiment, 

fingering was used to explore local texture differences, whereas rubbing was used to make 

large movements This is in accordance with the results of the present experiment, because the 
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searching of the pin asks for large movements across the texture. Why then, is the amount of 

movements with the whole hand less on the homogeneous texture? An explanation might be 

that a gradient texture is more pleasant to move across than a homogeneous texture. Another 

explanation is that with the gradient texture the children moved with the whole hand because 

they felt the change in texture elements more easily this way. 

There was also an effect of texture when the child had to find the pin after a filled delay 

In this case, searches on the gradient texture were more directed towards the target than on the 

homogeneous texture. An explanation for this effect is that to find a position on the gradient 

texture the child did not need to memorize the position of the pin but could rely on the 

changing pattern of stimulation that led to the position as soon as a similar trajectory was 

followed. Such an explanation is in accordance with results found with sighted children, where 

it was shown that the amount of information available is crucial to the response pattern. 

Together, these results indicate that a gradient texture provides for a structure in which it 

is relatively easy to locate and remember search targets. However, our results also show that 

the gradient texture does not have this effect in rotation conditions. This was true even for 

locations В and D, which were in the regions of the gradient texture which were most easily 

distinguishable (small versus large lumps). Perhaps, for these children, a gradient texture may 

actually be confusing in rotation conditions. Suppose that a child has discovered in the 0° 

condition that a movement towards a certain position is accompanied by a specific pattern in 

cutaneous stimulation. In a rotated position this relation between the movement trajectory with 

respect to the body and the pattern of cutaneous stimulation does not longer hold. This may 

cause the child to disregard the information provided by the gradient texture. 

Contrary to results normally found, we did not find effects of degree of rotation. In most 

experiments, rotations of 180° lead to larger errors than rotations of 90° (Ungar et al., 1995). 

Again, this may have to do with the response measures used, or with memory effects. There 

were effects of the search location, and interactions of rotation and search location. Locations 

A and С are especially interesting in this respect For Location A, pathways are more efficient 

for a rotation of 180° than for a rotation of 90°. For location С this pattern is reversed. Thus, 

the results obtained with location С are in accordance with a degree of rotation effect· the 

larger rotation, 180°, leads to a less efficient pathway Results obtained with location A are 
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contrary to a degree of rotation effect: the larger rotation, 180°, leads to a more efficient 

pathway. 

In this experiment, we extended measures for tasks in large scale space, direction of 

initial tum and pathway efficiency, developed by Landau et al. (1984) and Morrongiello et al. 

(1995), to small scale space. Our results indicate that both direction of initial turn and pathway 

efficiency are good ways to describe search behavior in small-scale space. However, the range 

of values obtained with pathway efficiency were larger than the values obtained in large scale 

space by Morrongiello et al. (1995). This may indicate that rotation tasks in small scale space 

are more difficult than rotation tasks m large scale space, as was suggested by Landau & 

Spelke (1985) on the basis of the results obtained with Kelli. 

One final remark can be made with respect to the results obtained by Landau et al. 

(1984). Landau et al. compared the results obtained with Kelli to results obtained with sighted 

children of similar ages, wearing blindfolds An attempt of Morrongiello et al. (1995) to 

replicate these findings failed, because the children refused to wear blindfolds. MorrongieUo et 

al were thus forced to use older children. Our own attempts to replicate the current 

experiment with four year old sighted children failed for the very same reasons. Together with 

the attempts of Morrongiello et al., this underlines the exceptionality of the results of Landau 

et al. (1984), which have also been criticized on other, more methodological grounds (Liben, 

1988; Millar, 1988). 

On the basis of the present results, the role of characteristics of the search space on 

manual search behavior in blind children is worth further investigation. Future attempts could 

be directed at the specific training of blind children to use texture, to the development of 

texture-distnbutions that may be more salient in rotation-conditions, or to the development of 

tasks which make it easier to use the information available. 
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8 
General discussion 

8.1 Introduction 

The research described in this thesis started with practical questions brought in by the 

people who work with young blind children These questions were how can haptic exploration 

in blind children be stimulated and what are important issues in the development of haptic 

exploration in blind children These questions were motivated by worries ventilated by 

educational workers about the development of spatial skills in bund children, and the lack of 

knowledge about the development of haptic exploration in young blind children in general. For 

example, why is it that many blind children show a passive exploratory attitude (O'Donnel & 

Livingston, 1991)? What can blind children leam by means of haptic exploration7 What are 

relevant observational categories m haptic exploration7 

The initial practical questions led us first to study more fundamental theoretical 

questions We used an ecological psychological perspective The basic assumption we made 

was that haptic exploration in young blind children, like exploration in sighted children, is 

directed at the obtainment of information about the relation of organism and environment, 

while at the same time, exploration itself is structured by the available information about 

organism and environment. Any activity presupposes the availability of information to control 

the activity For example, for a successful reaching movement towards an object, there has to 

be information about the position of the object, and about the changing position of the hand 

with respect to the position of the object. The passive haptic exploratory attitude of many blind 

children may indicate that the control of activities on the basis of haptic information alone is 

difficult Thus, the focus of the experiments was on what is the information available to the 
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haptic system, and on how exploration is organized on the basis of this information. 

Sensory and motor information to control activities often comes in the form of gradients 

(Howard and Templeton, 1966). That is, gradual changes in sensory stimulation that specify 

some relation between the organism and the environment. For example, changes in distance 

relative to a sounding object are specified by gradual changes in loudness of the sound 

Distance is optically specified by a gradual change in the size of texture elements along the 

ground. An optical variable like time-to-contact (Lee, 1974) can also be described in terms of 

gradients Gradients may also be found in the haptic system. For example, when the hand 

moves across a surface, the friction between the skin of the hand and the surface gradually 

changes However, gradients are less prevalent in the haptic system than in the other sensory 

systems, and the control of haptic activities may therefore be difficult 

To investigate the influence of the information available on haptic exploration and haptic 

perception, we manipulated the two dimensional (2D) surface texture that the hand moves 

across. In free movements through three dimensional (3D) space, the position of the hand is 

mainly specified by kinesthetic sources of information, and not by cutaneous information In 

moving across a 2D texture however, both kinesthetic and cutaneous information is obtained. 

Theoretically, the cutaneous information mainly specifies surface properties Texture provides 

a means to structure the cutaneous stimulation that is obtained while touching a surface. 

Depending on the way texture structures cutaneous stimulation, different textures may provide 

different information to the moving hand Given the prevalence of gradients in perception and 

action, we introduced an artificial haptic gradient With most surfaces found in the natural 

environment, the stimulation that is obtained by a moving hand does not change with the 

movement. With a gradient texture, the stimulation that is obtained by a hand moving across 

the surface does change with the movement Our assumption was that a changing texture like 

the gradient texture would provide a richer tactile environment in terms of affordances for 

exploration than other textures which do not change across the surface like a gradient texture. 

In general, if it can be shown that surface texture can serve as a source of information in haptic 

perception, this could have important consequences for blind children If so, surface texture 

could serve to stimulate haptic exploration and surface texture could be used to guide haptic 

movements across a surface. 
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In the experiments desenbed in this thesis, we investigated whether textured surfaces in 

general, and gradient textures in particular, can serve as a source of information in haptic 

perception. This question was adressed both in fundamental research with blindfolded sighted 

adults and appbed research with blind children. The studies with blindfolded sighted adults 

especially focussed on the contribution of the cutaneous and kinesthetic systems to haptic 

spatial perception. These studies adressed the question whether texture in principle could serve 

as a source of haptic spatial information, and provide the start of more fundamental knowledge 

that is needed to truly apply texture as a source of information for the blind. The focus of the 

studies with the blind children was the influence of surface texture on the way a bund child 

explores and perceives haptic space These studies were less theoretical in nature, but were 

more directed at the possible application of surface texture for blind children in the guidance of 

manual movements 

The two most important results of the experiments were 

(1) A gradient texture enhances the frequency and the quality of haptic exploration in 

blind infants. This effect of texture is mainly visible in the use of Exploratory Procedures (EPs) 

specific to properties of the gradient texture. 

(2) Texture influences performance in haptic spatial tasks, both in blind children and 

blindfolded sighted participants This influence of texture, the perception of which is largely a 

matter of the cutaneous subsystem of touch, indicates that both kinesthetic and cutaneous 

sources of information contribute to haptic spatial perception and that texture does serve as a 

source of information in haptic perception However, effects of texture were sometimes subtle, 

and in terms of accuracy of performance, the gradient texture did not always lead to the best 

results. 

In the remainder of this chapter, the results of the experiments will be further discussed 

under several headings: Texture effects in haptic exploration, Texture effects and haptic spatial 

perception, practical implications, and final remarks. 

8.2 Texture effects in haptic exploration 

Haptic exploration is directed at obtaining information about the relation between 

organism and environment, and haptic exploration is structured by the available information If 
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the haptic system is sensitive to the information provided by textured surfaces, there should be 

evidence in the exploratory behavior itself of adaptations to properties of the texture that the 

hand moves across. The experiments described in this thesis employed different tasks. In some 

of the tasks, participants were allowed to move their fingers and hand actively and freely 

across the texture as they liked. In other tasks, the movements of the participants were very 

restricted, and they were only allowed to touch the textures with one index finger. In the 

experiments with restricted movements, little adaptation to texture properties in the 

movements themselves is possible. However, adaptation in the exploratory movements 

themselves is possible in the experiments with free movement. In all the experiments in which 

the participants were allowed to move freely across the textures, adaptations of the movements 

to properties of the textures were found. 

In an experiment with 8-24 month old congenially blind infants, there was an increase 

across sessions with the gradient texture for those exploratory behaviors that were 

theoretically related to the properties of the gradient texture. For example, the Exploratory 

Procedure (EP) rubbing showed an increase across sessions, whereas the EPs hitting and 

touching did not. Moreover, for the older infants, the EPs rubbing and fingering, showed an 

increase across sessions with the gradient texture, and were most prevalent with the gradient 

texture, less prevalent with the homogeneous texture, and absent with the smooth texture in a 

last session. In accordance with our assumption, this indicates that haptic exploration is 

sensitive to texture-characteristics, and that the gradient texture provides blind infants with a 

neh and structured small-scale haptic environment. 

Four year old congemtally blind children also showed differentiation in their manual 

movements across the textures The movement speed on the gradient texture was somewhat 

higher than on the homogeneous texture, and moving with the whole hand instead of moving 

with the finger(s) was more prevalent on the gradient texture than on the homogeneous 

texture. The reason for these differences between the textures in manual search behavior may 

have to do with the layout of the gradient texture versus the layout of the homogeneous 

texture. The changes in texture distribution of the gradient texture across the surface may be 

best explored by moving the whole hand. This way, the area of contact with the texture is 

larger than in contact with just the fingertips The homogeneous texture on the other hand, 

does not change in distribution across the surface, and thus does not require contact with the 
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whole hand. 

In a free search rotation task with blindfolded sighted participants using round textures, 

some of the participants developed a search strategy that took into account the spatial lay-out 

of the gradient texture. In their manual search for the previous location of the search-target, 

these participants made circular movements to identify the orientation of the gradient texture. 

With the smooth and the homogeneous textures, participants used other, non-texture related 

search strategies, such as manually measuring the distance of a position relative to the middle 

of the surface or relative to the edges of the display . 

83 Texture effects and performance in haptic spatial tasks 

A main hypothesis of the research presented in this thesis was that texture may serve as a 

source of information to guide haptic actions to perform a task. The influence of texture on the 

performance in the tasks used, such as the detour task and the linear positioning task, are in 

accordance with this hypothesis. For example, it was found in the experiment with the 8-12 

year old blind children, that the gradient texture led to overshoots, and the homogeneous 

texture to undershoots of distance. Findings such as these illustrate that the texture that the 

hand moves across contributes to haptic spatial perception. Haptic space, like visual space, 

does not conform to Euclidean space. For example, tangential distances are perceived to be 

longer than radial distances (Loomis & Lederman, 1986), and participants tend to align 

perceived directions with implicit spatial axes of a lay-out, such as the horizontal or the vertical 

(Lederman et al., 1987). The cause of these 'biases' of haptic space is supposed to be 

connected with properties of the kinesthetic subsystem of touch. Be that as it may, the patterns 

of cutaneous stimulation which are obtained by the hand or finger while moving across a 

texture also contribute to haptic spatial perception. This indicates that specification of spatial 

variables like distance or direction is not so much a matter of the specific subsystem involved, 

but rather of the way in which the obtained stimulation is structured. Haptic spatial information 

may be kinesthetic, cutaneous, or both. 

A more specific hypothesis was that a gradient texture would provide for richer 

information than a homogeneous or a smooth texture. The experiment with the blind infants, in 

which the use of specific EPs like fingering and rubbing was most prevalent with the gradient 
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texture and least prevalent with the smooth texture are in accordance with this hypothesis. 

Also in accordance with this hypothesis was the finding that blindfolded sighted adult 

participants can adapt their search strategy on a round surface with a gradient texture to 

incorporate the properties of the texture, while no such adaptation was found for the 

homogeneous or the smooth texture. With the gradient texture, the participants made round 

circular movements to determine a change in orientation of the texture. With the homogeneous 

and the smooth textures, no adaptation of search behavior to the properties of the texture was 

possible because the textures themselves did not provide information about the changed 

orientation. However, the gradient texture did not always lead to the best performance in terms 

of accuracy. For example, in the experiment with the 8-12 year old blind children the gradient 

texture led to overshoots and the homogeneous texture to undershoots of distance, but there 

were no differences between the textures in accuracy of performance. This is contradictory to 

the hypothesis that the gradient texture would provide richer information than other textures. 

On the other hand, where differences in accuracy of performance were found, the advantage 

was usually for the gradient texture. Thus, there were both results in accordance with and 

results contradictory to the specific hypothesis with respect to the gradient texture. An answer 

to these apparently contradictory findings hes in the concept of information, and the constraints 

imposed by the tasks used in the experiments. 

Information specifies a relation between the organism and the environment. However, 

this does not necessarily imply that information is connected to accuracy of performance in 

terms of some external criterion. For example, a straight stick which partially extends in the 

water, appears bend at the point where it enters the water. Thus, in this case the visual 

information specifies that the stick is bend, whereas it is actually straight. One might say that 

the visual information obtained in this situation is not accurate with respect to the straightness 

of the stick. However, at the same time the visual information specifies that the stick enters a 

different medium (water), and that the stick extends through this medium. Similarly, one can 

argue that the information provided by a gradient texture is not vendicai in terms of external 

Euclidean measures. However at the same time the gradient texture does provides information 

on distance, location, and direction on that particular texture. The differences found between 

the gradient texture, the homogeneous and the smooth texture imply that a gradient texture 

provides for different information than a homogeneous and a smooth texture. Whether the 
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information provided by the gradient texture also leads to more accurate performance in terms 

of external Euclidean measures may be connected to the constraints imposed by the task. For 

example, the constraints on haptic perception in passive conditions where the texture is moved 

against the hand, are different than in active conditions, where the hand moves across the 

texture. In each case, different information may be obtained. Similarly, when one finger is 

moved across the texture along a designated path, different information may be obtained than 

in a situation where the participant is allowed to move his whole hand freely across the texture. 

The finding that advantages of the gradient are visible in conditions of active exploration 

is in line with the emphasis Gibson (1979) placed on active exploration. Only when the hand is 

allowed to actively extract information is tuning to the properties of the gradient texture 

possible. When the participant is not allowed to sample the textures at will, and thus has no 

control over the cutaneous stimulation which is obtained, the different textures introduce 

different biases. In a sense, one is reminded of the way Gibson (1979) described visual 

perception. Visual perception can be investigated under limited conditions, such as when a 

participant is presented with static 2 dimensional stimuli, and one can even find interesting 

phenomena in this way. However, visual perception is an active process, and should be treated 

and investigated as such. Similarly, the role of texture information in haptic spatial perception 

can be studied in conditions where the freedom of the participant to sample the textures is 

limited. But a better way to study the influence of texture in haptic spatial perception may be 

by using tasks in which the participant has room to actively explore the textures. 

Much more research is needed to elaborate the concept of texture as a source of 

information in tactual space perception. It seems that gradient textures indeed provide different 

information than homogeneous and smooth textures. However, the texture variable needs to be 

manipulated further, in relation to the tasks which are used. Different tasks might call for 

different information, and thus differently structured textures. 

8.4 Theoretical and practical implications 

The most important theoretical implication of our research is that the surface texture that 

the hand moves across contributes to haptic spatial perception. Theoretically, the spatial 

position of the hand is specified by patterns of kinesthetic stimulation, while the patterns of 
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cutaneous stimulation specify surface characteristics like texture. With very few exceptions 

(Corsini & Pick, 1969), the possible influence of cutaneous stimulation on haptic spatial 

perception is ignored. The results of our experiments indicate that haptic spatial perception is 

not only a matter of the subsystem of touch which is involved (kinesthetic versus cutaneous), 

but rather of the patterns of stimulation which are obtained, whether they be cutaneous or 

kinesthetic. This contribution of patterns of cutaneous stimulation to haptic spatial perception 

opens up a new field of research with important theoretical and practical implications. At the 

very least, surface texture is a perceptual dimension that needs to be controlled in experiments 

on haptic space perception. More importantly, surface texture is a variable in haptic space 

perception that warrants further research. The tasks used in the experiments were relatively 

simple, and the specific texture manipulations were limited. Much more research is needed on 

how surface texture influences haptic spatial perception. 

There are also implications for the design of tangible graphics for blind persons. Texture 

is widely used in tangible graphics to indicate different regions of a figure. However, texture 

may also serve to enhance the perception of the spatial lay-out of a graphic For example, an 

underlay in the form of a gradient texture may contribute to the perception of positions on the 

graphic with respect to each other Gradient textures may also serve to illustrate concepts like 

distance, location, and relative position to blind persons. With a gradient texture, one can feel 

on the basis of the cutaneous stimulation that a particular position is further away than another 

position. On the other hand, texture may have effects, not intended by the designers of tangible 

graphics. Given the influence of texture on haptic spatial perception, one textured region on a 

graphic may feel longer than another region of equal length, depending on the texture used. 

Moreover, different textures may provoke different strategies to explore a graphic. All these 

issues with respect to the design of tangible graphics warrant further investigation. 

With respect to the practical and theoretical questions about haptic exploration in bund 

children, several remarks can be made. The most important implication of our research is that it 

is possible to stimulate haptic exploration in blind infants by manipulating the information 

available to the haptic system, and that surface texture is one of these sources of information. 

Further research must show whether blind infants not only adapt their exploration to the 

properties of a gradient texture, but also come to use texture as a source of information to 

control activities such as reaching movements. Also, further research endeavor must focus on 
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effects of the availability of texture information in the long range. So far, only time limited 

exposures to gradient textures have been investigated. Does the stimulating effect of a gradient 

texture transfer to other situations and after what amount of experience with them? Does the 

availability of texture information contribute to the control of manual movements and perhaps 

even to spatial development9 

Besides these above mentioned topics, which are directly related to the role of texture 

information in haptic perception, there are additional results which bear importance with 

respect to the development of haptic exploration in blind children. The experiments with the 

blind infants have contributed to our knowledge about the development of exploration in blind 

infants, which is in general very limited. Firstly, our research has shown that it is possible and 

useful to distinguish Exploratory Procedures (EPs) in the haptic exploration of blind infants. In 

general, blind infants show the same EPs as sighted infants, though the ages and the order in 

which EPs become available may differ. Haptic exploration ш blind infants is not random, but 

is directed at the properties of the environment. Further, our research illustrates that the 

development of EPs in blind infants may be linked to the gross motor development, especially 

the development of trunk control. Our experiment with the four year old blind children 

illustrates that it is possible to investigate manual search behavior with the same measures 

which were used for search behavior in large scale space (Landau, Spelke, & Gleitman, 1984). 

EPs and search trajectones can be important observational categories for persons who work 

with young blind children. 

Finally, in thinking about young blind children, auditory information is often taken as the 

most important source of spatial information. However, reaching movements are initially made 

on the basis of tactual information, and our research illustrates that spatial information need 

not only be auditory, but can also be tactual. Thus, stimulation of reaching behavior in blind 

children should not only focus on auditory, but also on tactual information. 

8.5 Final remarks 

The research described in this thesis may be considered the first attempts in a new field 

of research. As such, they generate as much questions as answers For example, what would be 

the effect of different gradient textures9 The research of Hughes & Jansson (1994) indicates 
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that participants can distinguish different tactual gradients, but there is no information about 

the influence of different gradient functions on the performance in haptic spatial tasks. Perhaps, 

with different gradients, larger effects could be obtained. It is also unclear whether different 

tasks would require differently structured textures. It is conceivable that the specification of a 

spatial property like distance requires a different texture than a spatial property like direction 

or location. Further, the practical application of surface texture as an additional source of 

information in haptic space perception is a long way off and requires much more research. 

What is important is that it has been shown that there is an influence of texture in haptic 

spatial perception and thus that surface texture, in principle, may serve as a source of 

information in haptic spatial perception. What needs to be elaborated now is how blind children 

may profit from this finding. 
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Summary 

The focus of this thesis was whether surface texture may serve as a source of haptic 

spatial information. The studies presented in this thesis have both practical and theoretical 

relevance. The practical relevance concerns the possible use of surface texture to stimulate 

haptic exploration in young blind children and the possibility to use surface texture as a 

means to provide blind children with additional haptic spatial information to guide manual 

movements. The theoretical relevance concerns the contribution of cutaneous information, 

provided by surface texture, to haptic spatial perception. 

In most of the studies presented in this thesis, a particular smooth, homogeneous, and 

gradient texture were compared. The gradient texture consisted of lumps which gradually 

changed in density and size across the surface. The homogeneous texture consisted of lumps 

with a homogeneous density and size distribution across the surface. The smooth texture did 

not contain any lumps or other irregularities. These three textures differed in the patterns of 

cutaneous stimulation which may be obtained for a hand moving across the surface. With the 

gradient texture, the patterns of cutaneous stimulation changed with the movement. With the 

homogeneous and the smooth textures, no such change was present. If the haptic system is 

sensitive to the differences in the patterns of cutaneous stimulation provided by textures, the 

three textures may provoke different manual exploratory movements, and may lead to 

differences in performance in haptic spatial tasks. The assumption was that a gradient texture 

may be especially suited to provide information for the haptic system. 

The studies presented in this thesis fell into two large groups. Firstly, a group of 

studies with blind children of various ages (Chapters 2, 6, and 7). Given the different ages, 

different procedures and different tasks were used. However, focus of aD of these studies 

with blind children was the way surface texture influences the way a child explores and 

perceives haptic space. Secondly, a group of studies with sighted blindfolded adults 

(Chapters 4 and 5). In these studies, adaptations of tasks from the literature on haptic space 

perception were used, plus some specifically designed tasks. The studies with blindfolded 

sighted adults were of a more theoretical nature, and especially focussed on the 
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characteristics of the cutaneous and kinesthetic systems. Besides these studies on 

texture-perception, there was one further study on haptic object exploration in congenitally 

blind infants (Chapter 3). 

In a first experiment, described in chapter 2, the haptic exploration that 8 congenitally 

blind infants between 8 and 24 months of age showed with textured surfaces was 

investigated. This study was partially exploratory in the sense that the reason for conducting 

this research was the passive exploratory attitude of blind infants. For example, blind babies 

keep their hands close to their bodies and do not reach out. Our assumption was that by 

providing a rich tactual environment by means of a gradient texture, active exploration 

would be provoked. Moreover, the hypothesis was that the exploration that the infants 

showed would be increasingly connected to characteristics of the gradient texture when the 

child was given several opportunities to explore the texture. In five consecutive sessions, 

with two weeks in between sessions, the infants were presented with the gradient texture. 

Results showed that there was an increase in exploration across sessions. In line with the 

hypothesis, this increase was only visible for those exploratory categories that were 

connected to the exploration of texture and to the changing distribution of texture elements 

of the gradient texture. Thus, exploratory categories like fingering, rubbing, and long 

movements across the texture showed an increase across sessions, whereas exploratory 

categories like hitting and touching did not. The specific categories showing an increase 

across sessions were different for infants of different ages. To control for general motor 

maturation effects, the infants were presented in a sixth session with three different surfaces: 

a gradient texture, a homogeneous texture and a smooth texture. Results showed that 

frequency of exploration was highest with the gradient texture. Moreover, for the oldest 

infants, the exploratory categories fingering and rubbing, which showed an increase in 

frequency across the sessions with the gradient texture, were also most prevalent with the 

gradient texture and least prevalent with the smooth texture. The conclusion of this 

experiment was that a gradient texture provides a more information-rich environment for 

blind infants, that provokes them to use and develop their haptic exploratory possibilities. 

In Chapter 3, an analysis is presented of the object-exploration that the 8 blind infants 

of the experiment with textured surfaces showed. Object-exploration was not an objective of 

the experiment with textured surfaces, but object-exploration could occur as part of the 
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experimental procedure. On the basis of the exploration showed by the infants, three 

age-related patterns of haptic object exploration were distinguished. Firstly, infants start with 

a repertoire of mouthing and grasping. Then, mouthing becomes combined with more 

advanced manual exploration strategies, such as fingering and rotation. Finally, mouthing 

falls out of the exploratory repertoire, leaving only manual exploration. On the basis of the 

research described in Chapters 2 and 3, conclusions may be drawn, some of which conflict 

with and some of which conform to popular ideas about blind infants Firstly, it does seem 

true that blind infants tend to rely on mouthing for a much longer time than sighted infants. 

However, the blind infant does not mouth regardless of the circumstances. Objects, which 

can be easily brought to the mouth, were mouthed more frequently than surfaces, where the 

child has to lean forward in order to mouth. Secondly, the occurrence of manual exploration 

strategies like fingering do not depend on the presence of the visual system, as is sometimes 

erroneously assumed. Rather, the occurrence of fingering seems to be connected to postural 

constraints. Surfaces were fingered at younger ages than the objects. In order to finger an 

object, one hand has to stabilize the object. To finger a surface, the hand only needs to make 

contact with the surface. 

In Chapters 4 and 5 experiments with sighted blindfolded adults were reported. In 

each experiment, a gradient, a homogeneous and a smooth texture were used In the 

experiment described m Chapter 4, an adaptation of a linear positioning task was used. In 

this task, participants moved their hand across a texture to an endposition. Then, from a 

shifted starting position participants had to reproduce either the end-location of the 

reference movement, or the distance traveled during the reference movement. To isolate the 

effects of the patterns of cutaneous stimulation provided by the different textures, additional 

sources of kinesthetic information with which participants might be more familiar were 

manipulated. Use of movement extent was manipulated by introducing a passive condition, 

in which the textures were moved against the finger of the participant. Use of movement 

speed was manipulated by introducing a condition in which the movement speed during the 

reference movement was faster than the movement speed during the reproduction 

movement. Results showed that in the conditions where both information on movement 

extent and information about movement speed were unreliable for the execution of the task, 

the gradient texture yielded the most accurate reproductions and the smooth texture the least 
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accurate. Thus, the experiment on linear positioning showed that textures can indeed differ 

in the amount of cutaneous specification for the position of the hand on a surface. 

In the experiments described in Chapter 5, more complex tasks were used, in which 

the participant could sample a larger part of the textures. The first task was a detour task. In 

this task, participants traced a detour across a texture from a starting point to an end point 

After that, they had to reproduce the end-point in a straight line from the starting point. 

Results showed that there were systematic biases in haptic space perception, conform results 

found by other researchers. More importantly, texture interacted with these biases in subtle 

but consistent ways. This showed that m the perception of positions on a surface, not only 

kinesthetic information is incorporated, but also cutaneous information. The second and 

third tasks were rotation tasks, using round surfaces. The second task may be characterized 

as an indirect detour task, in which the participant could not use the end-position of the 

detour in relation to his own body, but instead had to rely more on the patterns of cutaneous 

stimulation provided by the textures. Results clearly showed that the gradient texture yielded 

the most accurate reproductions and the smooth texture the least accurate. The third task 

was a free-search task. In this task, participants had to search across the texture until they 

found the search target (a pin). Then, the surface was rotated with only minimal information 

for the participant about the degree of rotation. After that, the participant had to reproduce 

the position the search target was in before rotation, relative to the surface. Results showed 

effects of texture related to the reproduced distance and direction For direction, the 

gradient texture yielded the most accurate reproductions and the smooth texture the least 

accurate. This was true only for those participants who reported that they had used the 

texture in their search and reproduction movements and strategies. 

Together, the results of the experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5 confirmed a 

basic assumption of our research: that the texture that hand moves across contributes to 

haptic spatial perception. This finding is a prerequisite for the further development of texture 

as a means to enhance the information available in haptic space perception for special 

populations like the blind. In general, the blind perform worse on haptic spatial tasks in 

small-scale space than the sighted (McLinden, 1988). A reason for this is that the tuning of 

the kinesthetic system is less optimally achieved m the absence of vision. Are blind children, 

like sighted adults, sensitive to the texture that the hand moves across? This question was 
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investigated ш two experiments, one with blind children between 6 and 12 years of age, and 

one with blind preschoolers of 4 years old. 

Chapter 6 described an experiment with 10 totally and partly blind children between 8 

and 12 years of age. The children had to perform distance, location and detours task in 6 

sessions, which were completed within two weeks. Five children were given the gradient 

texture, and 5 children were given the homogeneous texture. In line with the results of the 

experiments with blindfolded sighted adults, no differences between the textures were found 

in absolute measures, which reflect accuracy of performance. Contrary to the linear 

positioning experiments with blindfolded sighted adults, in which no texture effects were 

found in active conditions, all tasks showed main effects for texture in relative measures. For 

example, the gradient texture led to overestimations of distance and location and the 

homogeneous texture to underestimations. The textures had mostly similar effects for the 

totally bund and the partly blind (who wore blindfolds during experimentation). These results 

showed that totally and partly blind children were sensitive to characteristics of the texture 

that the hand moves across, although results with a gradient texture were not always more 

accurate than with a homogeneous texture. 

In Chapter 7, an experiment was described with three 4 year old congerutally blind 

preschoolers. In general, blind children are supposed to rely on movement-based and 

self-referent based perceptions of space. However, this rebanee on movement based and 

self-referent based perception is connected to the information that is available in the task If 

we manipulate the information available to the moving hand on the surface by means of 

texture, will this influence the child's search behavior9 To investigate this question, the 

manual search behavior of three congemtally blind preschoolers was compared on a round 

surface with a gradient texture and a round surface with a homogeneous texture, in 

conditions without and with rotation of the child relative to the table. Results showed no 

texture related effects for accuracy of search behavior. Nor was texture related to the 

amount of self-referent (-egocentric) searches. Self-referent search was visible in half of the 

searches in the rotation conditions. However, texture was related to the time needed to find 

a location for the first time. The first search time was shorter on the gradient texture. This 

may be connected to the movement speed of the hand (which was somewhat higher on the 

gradient texture) and to searching with the whole hand versus searching with the fingertips 
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(the frequency of searching with the whole hand was somewhat higher on the gradient 

texture). Together, the results of the experiments described in Chapters 6 and 7 showed that 

the behavior of blind children in small-scale space is sensitive to the texture that the hand 

moves across. 

In chapter 8, the findings of the studies were discussed and evaluated. It was 

concluded that (1) A gradient texture enhances the frequency and the quality of haptic 

exploration in blind infants and (2) Surface texture influences performance in haptic spatial 

tasks, both in blindfolded sighted participants and in blind children. These findings open up 

the possibility to enhance the information available for blind children in touching a surface by 

means of surface texture. However, because effects of texture were sometimes subtle, and 

because the gradient texture did not always lead to the best performance, more research 

effort, both theoretical and experimental, is needed. 
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Samenvatting 

Als we de ontwikkeling van blinde kinderen willen stimuleren dan moeten we uitgaan 

van de informatie die deze kinderen tot hun beschikking hebben. Immers, de informatie die je 

beschikbaar hebt bepaalt wat je wel en met kunt doen. In ons onderzoek hebben we gekeken 

naar de informatie die beschikbaar is voor de tast. Als middel om de informatie die beschikbaar 

is voor de tast te manipuleren werd gekozen voor oppervlakken ter grootte van een klein 

tafelblad, bedekt met textuur (textuur wil zeggen de structuur van een oppervlak). 

De kernvraag van dit proefschrift was of oppervlak-textuur kan dienen als een bron van 

haptische ruimtelijke informatie. Dit wil zeggen kan textuur gebruikt worden om hand- en 

armbewegingen te sturen en te organiseren op een oppervlak. 

De onderzoeken uit dit proefschrift hebben zowel praktische als theoretische relevantie 

De praktische relevantie betreft (1) het gebruik van oppervlak-textuur om haptische exploratie 

bij jonge blinde kinderen te stimuleren en (2) het gebruik van oppervlak-textuur als middel om 

blinde kinderen haptische ruimtelijke informatie te verschaffen Het theoretisch belang betreft 

het inzicht dat verkregen wordt in de bijdrage van cutané informatie, verschaft door texturen, 

aan de haptische ruimtelijke waarneming. Cutané tast verwijst naar de waarneming van 

veranderingen in stimulatie van de huid. Een bijdrage van cutané tast aan haptische ruimtelijke 

waarneming zou in tegenspraak zijn met gangbare theorieën, waarin ervan uit gegaan wordt 

dat haptische waarneming van de ruimte met name een functie is van het hnesthehsche 

subsysteem van de tast. Kinesthetische tast verwijst naar het waarnemen van statische en 

dynamische houdingen 

In de meeste onderzoeken uit dit proefschrift werden dne texturen met elkaar 

vergeleken, een gladde, een homogene en een gradient textuur. De gradient textuur bestond uit 

bobbels die geleidelijk in dichtheid en grootte veranderden over het oppervlak heen. De 

homogene textuur bestond uit bobbels met een gelijke dichtheid en grootte verdeling over het 

oppervlak heen. De gladde textuur bevatte geen bobbels of andere onregelmatigheden. Deze 

dne texturen verschaften heel verschillende patronen van cutané stimulatie voor een hand die 

over de textuur heen bewoog Bij de gradient textuur veranderen de patronen van cutané 

stimulatie met de beweging die gemaakt werd. Bijvoorbeeld, een beweging naar voren toe ging 
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gepaard met een toename van dichtheid van de bobbels. Voor de homogene en gladde texturen 

gold deze koppeling met. Onze veronderstelling was dat gevoeligheid van de tast voor 

verschillen in patronen van cutané stimulatie tot uiting zou moeten komen in (1) de 

exploratieve bewegingen die gebruikt worden om een textuur te onderzoeken en (2) prestaties 

op haptische ruimtelijke taken. Onze hypothese was dat een gradient textuur het meest 

geschikt zou zijn om informatie te verschaffen voor het haptische systeem. 

De onderzoeken uit dit proefschrift kunnen in twee grote groepen ingedeeld worden. De 

eerste groep bestond uit onderzoeken met blinde kinderen van verschillende leeftijden 

(Hoofdstukken 2, 6, en 7). In ieder onderzoek werden verschillende procedures en taken 

gebruikt, maar de basisvraag van ieder van de onderzoeken was of oppervlak textuur de 

manier waarop een blind kind de haptische ruimte waarneemt beïnvloedt. De tweede groep 

bestond uit onderzoeken met geblinddoekte ziende volwassenen (Hoofdstukken 4 en 5). De 

onderzoeken met geblinddoekte ziende volwassenen waren meer theoretisch van aard en waren 

met name gencht op de kenmerken van de cutané en kinesthetische subsystemen van de tast. In 

deze onderzoeken werden aanpassingen van taken gebruikt van andere onderzoeken over 

haptische ruimtelijke waarneming. 

Naast deze onderzoeken werd er nog een onderzoek uitgevoerd naar de haptische 

object-exploratie bij blindgeboren kinderen (Hoofdstuk 3). 

In een eerste experiment (beschreven in hoofdstuk 2) werd onderzocht hoe 8 

blindgeboren baby's met een leeftijd tussen de 8 en 24 maanden oppervlakken met textuur 

exploreerden. Onze veronderstelling was dat actieve haptische exploratie gestimuleerd zou 

kunnen worden door de kinderen een rijke tactiele omgeving te verschaffen in de vorm van een 

gradient textuur. Bovendien was een hypothese dat de exploratie die de kinderen zouden laten 

zien steeds specifieker gencht zou zijn op eigenschappen van de gradient textuur, naarmate het 

kind meer ervaring zou knjgen met deze textuur. In vijf achtereenvolgende afnamen, met twee 

weken tussen iedere afname, kregen de kinderen de gelegenheid om de gradiënt textuur te 

exploreren. De resultaten beten zien dat de mate van exploratie toenam over de afnamen heen. 

Overeenkomstig de hypothese was deze toename van exploratie alleen zichtbaar voor die 

exploratie-categorieën die verbonden waren met de exploratie van textuur in het algemeen en 

met de veranderende verdeling van textuur elementen van de gradient textuur in het bijzonder. 

Exploratieve categorieën als krabbelen, wrijven en lange bewegingen over de textuur 
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vertoonden een toename over afnamen heen, terwijl exploratieve categorieën als slaan en 

aanraken op hetzelfde niveau bleven. De specifieke categorieën die een stijging lieten zien over 

afnamen heen verschilden voor baby's van verschillende leeftijd. Om te controleren voor 

motorische rijping, kregen de baby's tijdens een zesde afname drie verschillende texturen om te 

exploreren: de gradiënt textuur, de homogene textuur en de vlakke textuur. De resultaten 

lieten zien dat de frequentie van exploratie het hoogste was voor de gradiënt textuur. 

Opvallend was bovendien dat de oudste baby's verschillende exploratie-categorieën gebruikten 

bij iedere textuur. Met name krabbelen en wrijven kwamen meer voor bij de gradient textuur 

dan bij de homogene en de vlakke textuur. De conclusie van dit experiment was dat een 

gradiënt textuur een informatie-rijke kleinschalige ruimte verschaft voor blinde baby's, die hen 

uitdaagt hun haptische exploratieve mogelijkheden te ontwikkelen. 

In hoofdstuk 3 werd een analyse gepresenteerd van de exploratie van voorwerpen 

(object-exploratie) bij dezelfde 8 blindgeboren baby's uit het experiment met de textuur-

oppervlakken. Analyse van object-exploratie was geen specifiek doel van het experiment met 

de textuur-oppervlakken, maar object-exploratie kon voorkomen als onderdeel van de 

experimentele procedure. Op de basis van de exploratie die de baby's lieten zien werden er drie 

aan leeftijd gerelateerde patronen van object-exploratie onderscheiden. De baby's begonnen 

met een repertoire bestaande uit exploratie met de mond en grijpen met de handen. Vervolgens 

werd exploratie met de mond gecombineerd met meer geavanceerde exploratie met de handen, 

zoals krabbelen en roteren. Tenslotte viel het exploreren met de mond weg en bleef er alleen 

exploratie met de handen over. 

Op basis van de resultaten van hoofdstukken 2 en 3 was het mogelijk enkele conclusies 

te trekken, waarvan er sommige wel en andere niet overeenkwamen met vaak gehoorde 

veronderstellingen over blinde baby's. In de eerste plaats leek het waar te zijn dat blinde baby's 

zich langer op exploratie met de mond verlaten dan ziende baby's. Aan de andere kant 

vertoonden de blinde baby's ook niet onder alle omstandigheden exploratie met de mond. 

Bijvoorbeeld, voorwerpen werden vaker met de mond geëxploreerd dan oppervlakken. 

Voorwerpen kunnen makkelijk door de handen naar de mond worden gebracht. Maar om een 

oppervlak met de mond te exploreren moet het kind naar voren leunen. In de tweede plaats 

was de ontwikkeling van manuele exploratie-stragetieen zoals krabbelen niet afhankelijk van 

het zien, zoals soms ten onrechte aangenomen wordt. Krabbelen leek in plaats daarvan met 
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name verbonden te zijn met houdings-controle. Bijvoorbeeld, oppervlakken werden op jongere 

leeftijd gekrabbeld dan voorwerpen. Om een voorwerp te krabbelen moet dat voorwerp door 

minstens één hand gestabiliseerd worden. Om aan een oppervlak te krabbelen hoeft de hand 

alleen maar contact te maken met dat oppervlak 

In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 werden experimenten met geblinddoekte ziende volwassenen 

gerapporteerd. In deze experimenten werd gekeken of de uitvoering van haptische ruimtelijke 

taken beïnvloed zou worden door de textuur waarop de taak uitgevoerd werd. In ieder 

experiment werden een gradiënt, een homogene en een vlakke textuur gebruikt. In het 

experiment dat in hoofdstuk 4 werd beschreven, werd een aanpassing van de zogenaamde 

linear positioning taak gebruikt. Deze taak bestond eruit dat participanten hun vinger vanaf een 

startpositie in een rechte lijn over een textuur bewogen naar een eindpunt toe. Deze eerste 

beweging werd de referentie beweging genoemd. Vervolgens werd het oorspronkelijke 

startpunt verschoven naar achteren of naar voren toe. Tenslotte moest de participant ofwel zijn 

vinger naar de eindpositie van de referentie beweging bewegen, ofwel zijn vinger over dezelfde 

afstand als de referentie beweging bewegen Deze laatste beweging werd de reproductie 

beweging genoemd. Om de invloed van textuur te isoleren werden andere bronnen van 

informatie over afstand en positie, waar participanten wellicht meer vertrouwd mee zouden 

zijn, gemanipuleerd. Gebruik van de mate van strekking van de arm werd gemanipuleerd door 

middel van een passieve conditie, waann de textuur tegen de stilstaande vinger van de 

participanten bewogen werd. Gebruik van bewegingssnelheid werd gemanipuleerd door middel 

van een conditie waann de bewegingssnelheid tijdens de referentie-beweging groter was dan 

tijdens de reproductie-beweging. De resultaten lieten zien dat in de condities waann zowel 

informatie over de strekking van de arm als de informatie over de snelheid van de beweging 

met betrouwbaar waren voor de reproductie, de prestaties op de gradient textuur het meest 

nauwkeurig waren en op de vlakke textuur het minst nauwkeung. Dit experiment toonde dus 

aan dat texturen inderdaad kunnen verschillen in de mate van cutané specificatie over de positie 

van de hand die ze verschaffen 

In de experimenten die in hoofdstuk 5 werden beschreven werden dne complexere taken 

gebruikt, waarbij de participanten grotere stukken van de texturen konden onderzoeken. De 

eerste taak was een omweg (detour) taak. Voor deze taak moesten participanten met hun 

vinger vanaf een beginpunt een omweg over een textuur volgen naar een eindpunt toe. Daarna 
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moesten ze met een rechte beweging vanaf het beginpunt over de textuur naar het eindpunt toe 

bewegen. De resultaten van dit onderzoek lieten in de eerste plaats zien dat er systematische 

afwijkingen waren in de waarneming van de haptische ruimte, in overeenstemming met 

resultaten van andere onderzoekers. Belangrijker was echter de bevinding dat deze afwijkingen 

interacteerden met textuur. Dit resultaat toonde aan dat bij de waarneming van posities op een 

oppervlak niet alleen kinesthetische informatie een rol speelde, maar ook cutané (textuur) 

informatie. De volgende twee taken waren rotatie-taken, waarbij ronde oppervlakken werden 

gebruikt. De tweede taak was een indirecte omweg taak waarbij de participant tijdens een 

gedeelte van de taak niet zelf mocht bewegen, maar in plaats daarvan werd de textuur tegen 

zijn vinger bewogen. De resultaten lieten zien dat de gradiënt textuur tot de meest 

nauwkeurige prestaties leidde en de vlakke textuur tot de minst nauwkeurige prestaties. De 

derde taak was een vrije zoektaak. In deze taak moesten participanten over een textuur 

zoeken, vanuit het midden van het oppervlak, tot ze een bepaald punt (aangegeven door een 

punaise) hadden gevonden. Vervolgens werd de punaise verwijderd en werd de textuur 

geroteerd. Hierbij had de participant slechts minimale informatie beschikbaar over de mate van 

rotatie. Tenslotte moest de participant de positie op het oppervlak aangeven waar hij of zij in 

eerste instantie de punaise gevonden had. De resultaten lieten aan textuur gebonden 

afwijkingen zien met betrekking tot de plaats waar de participant dacht dat hij of zij de punaise 

gevonden had. Wat betreft de richting ten opzichte van het midden van het gekozen punt 

waren de prestaties met de gradiënt textuur het meest nauwkeurig en met de vlakke textuur het 

minst nauwkeurig. Dit gold echter alleen voor die participanten die aangaven dat ze gebruik 

hadden gemaakt van de textuur bij het zoeken. 

De experimenten beschreven in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 bevestigden aan basis

veronderstelling van ons onderzoek, namelijk dat de textuur waarover een hand beweegt een 

bijdrage levert aan de haptische waarneming van de ruimte. Dit gegeven is een vereiste voor de 

verdere ontwikkeling van textuur als een middel om de informatie te verrijken bij haptische 

waarneming van de ruimte voor bijzondere groepen zoals blinden. In het algemeen presteren 

blinden namelijk minder goed op haptische taken in de nabije ruimte dan zienden. Een reden 

hiervoor is dat de afstemming van het kinesthetische systeem minder goed is als het zien 

ontbreekt. Zijn blinde kinderen, net als geblinddoekte ziende volwassen, gevoelig voor de 

textuur waarover de hand beweegt? Deze vraag werd onderzocht door middel van twee 
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experimenten: een experiment met blinde kinderen tussen de 6 en 12 jaar en een experiment 

met blinde kinderen van 4 jaar. 

In hoofdstuk 6 werd een experiment beschreven met 10 gedeeltelijk en volledig blinde 

kinderen tussen de 8 en 12 jaar. Deze kinderen moesten gedurende 6 afnamen, die plaats 

hadden binnen twee weken, een afstand, een locatie en een omweg taak uitvoeren. Hierbij 

kregen 5 kinderen een gradiënt textuur en 5 kinderen kregen een homogene textuur. Bij deze 

taken werd de bewegingsnelheid niet gemanipuleerd en er werden ook geen passieve condities 

gebruikt. Overeenkomstig de experimenten met gelijksoortige taken en condities met 

geblinddoekte ziende volwassenen werden er geen verschillen gevonden wat betreft de 

absolute fouten, die een weergave zijn van de nauwkeurigheid van prestaties. In tegenstelling 

tot het afstand en locatie onderzoek bij geblinddoekte ziende volwassenen (het linear 

positioning experiment, beschreven in hoofdstuk 4), waarbij geen textuur effecten gevonden 

werden in de actieve condities, lieten alle taken hoofd-effecten zien voor textuur wat betreft de 

relatieve fouten. Bijvoorbeeld, de gradiënt textuur leidde tot overschattingen van afstand en 

locatie en de homogene textuur tot onderschattingen. De effecten van textuur waren vrijwel 

gelijk voor de gedeeltelijk blinde kinderen en de volledig blinde kinderen. Deze resultaten 

toonden aan dat de volledig en gedeeltelijk blinde kinderen gevoelig waren voor kenmerken 

van de textuur waarover de hand bewoog, hoewel de prestaties voor de gradiënt textuur niet 

altijd nauwkeuriger waren dan de resultaten voor de homogene textuur. 

In hoofdstuk 7 werd een experiment beschreven met drie 4-jarige blindgeboren kinderen. 

In het algemeen wordt gesteld dat blinde kinderen vertrouwen op een egocentrische manier 

van waarnemen van de ruimte. Dit wil zeggen (1) dat een kind een positie in de ruimte 

waarneemt in relatie tot het eigen lichaam (en niet in relatie tot de rest van de omgeving) of (2) 

dat een kind een positie in de ruimte waarneemt in termen van de bewegingen die het moet 

maken om bij die positie te komen. Echter, dit steunen op een egocentrische manier van 

waarnemen is verbonden met de informatie die beschikbaar is tijdens het uitvoeren van een 

taak. Als we de informatie die beschikbaar is voor een hand die over een oppervlak beweegt 

veranderen door middel van oppervlak textuur, zal dit dan het zoekgedrag van een blind kind 

beïnvloeden? Om deze vraag te onderzoeken werd het zoekgedrag met de hand van drie 

blindgeboren peuters vergeleken op een ronde gradiënt en een ronde homogene textuur. 

Hierbij werden zowel condities met als condities zonder rotatie van de positie van het kind ten 
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opzichte van de tafel gebruikt De resultaten beten geen effecten van textuur zien op de 

nauwkeurigheid van zoekgedrag Textuur was ook niet verbonden met het aantal 

'egocentrische' zoekpogingen. Egocentrisch zoeken was zichtbaar bij ongeveer de helft van de 

zoekpogmgen. Textuur was wel gerelateerd aan de tijd die nodig was om een locatie voor de 

eerste keer te vinden. Deze tijd was korter op de gradient textuur, hetgeen verbonden kan zijn 

met de bewegingssnelheid van de hand (die wat hoger was op de gradient textuur) en met het 

zoeken met de hele hand versus zoeken met de vingertoppen (de frequentie van zoeken met de 

hele hand was wat hoger op de gradient textuur). 

De resultaten van de experimenten die werden beschreven in de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 

beten tezamen zien dat het gedrag van blinde kinderen in de kleinschabge ruimte gevoebg is 

voor de textuur waarover de hand beweegt 

In hoofdstuk 8 werden de bevindingen van de onderzoeken bediscussieerd en 

geëvalueerd. Er werd geconcludeerd (1) Een gradient textuur vergroot de frequentie en 

kwabteit van de haptische exploratie van blindgeboren kinderen (2) Oppervlak textuur heeft 

een invloed op de prestaties in haptische ruimtebjk taken, zowel bij geblinddoekte ziende 

volwassen als bij blinde kinderen. Deze bevindingen laten zien dat het mogebjk is om de 

informatie die beschikbaar is bij het betasten van een oppervlak te versterken en te manipuleren 

door middel van textuur Echter, effecten van textuur waren vaak subtiel en de gradiënt textuur 

leidde niet altijd tot de beste prestaties in termen van nauwkeurigheid Dit betekent dat voor de 

praktische toepassing van textuur voor blinde kinderen nog meer onderzoek en kennis nodig is 
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